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SUMMARY 
An analysis is presented of thermally induced flow instabilities 
in two-phase mixture. The mixture field equations were obtained by means 
of a statistical average procedure applied to the two phases. Further-
more, by integrating the above mixture field equations over a cross sec-
tional area, a one-dimensional mathematical model was developed. 
The dynamic response of the system to inlet flow perturbations 
has been derived from the above model; thus obtaining the characteristic 
equation which predicts the onset of instabilities. Similarity groups 
which characterize the phenomenon were derived and discussed. The 
characteristic equation has been solved by computers, and stability maps 
in appropriate parametric domain have been obtained. It has been found 
that the Stability Plane, i.e.,,, Subcooling-Phase Change number plane, is 
best suited for analyzing the problem. The effects of various param-
eters, such as the heat flux, subcooling, pressure, inlet velocity, inlet 
orificing, and exit orificing, on the stability boundary have been ana-
lyzed. Particular attention was directed to the effects of 1) the rela-
tive velocity between the phases, 2) the nonuniform heat flux profile, 
and 3) the static and dynamic influences of various friction factor models. 
In addition to numerical solutions, some simple stability criteria 
under particular conditions have been obtained. Both results have been 





1-1, Relevance of the Problem 
Thermally induced flow instabilities can introduce operational and 
safety problems to systems and components of interest to power generating 
utilities, chemical process industries, and aerospace industries. Examples 
of such systems and components include nuclear reactors, liquid rocket 
engines, heat exchangers, cryogenic equipment boilers, evaporators, and 
various chemical process units, 
The existence of thermo-hydraulic excursions and/or oscillations 
has been known for some time, and the appearance of these instabilities 
either at subcritical or at supercritical pressures is highly undesirable. 
They may not only degrade the performance of the system but can also re-
sult in premature burnout and control problems which can become destruc-
tive. ! 
1-2. Advances Required 
It can be concluded from the discussion of the present state of 
the art in Chapter II that the following advances are required: 
1) To derive from the appropriate mathematical model both sta-
bility maps and stability criteria which can be used to predict the onset 
of thermo-hydraulic excursion and oscillations in two-phase mixture with 
relative velocities. 
2 
2) To obtain correct and important similarity groups which can 
reduce the number of governing parameters. 
3) To present the results in a parametric plane which is useful 
to researchers and designers. 
4) To obtain simple stability criteria from the analysis which 
can be used for design purposes. 
5) To corroborate the predicted results with experimental data 
reported in this country and abroad. 
1-3. Thesis Objectives 
The research program which has been carried out in the course of 
this investigation has been designed to provide the analytical results 
required for predicting reliably and realistically, the onset of thermally 
induced flow oscillations in two-phase mixtures. 
The particular objectives of this research are: 
1) To derive and discuss one-dimensional two-phase flow field 
equations based on statistical and area averaging together with the 
necessary constitutive relations. 
2) To obtain correct and important similarity groups which govern 
the kinematics and dynamics of the system. 
3) To derive the response functions of various parameters to an 
inlet flow perturbation by solving the above field equations analytically. 
Furthermore, the characteristic equation which describes the onset of the 
instabilities will be obtained from the dynamic response of the system. 
4) To present the theoretical predictions of the instabilities 
in an appropriate parametric domain and to corroborate them with experi-
3 
mental data reported in this country and abroad. 
5) To study the effects of various parameters on the extent of 
stability regions, with special emphasis on the influence of the relative 
velocity. 
1-4. Outline of the Thesis 
From the review on the present understanding of thermally induced 
flow instabilities in Section II.1, it can be seen that several insta-
bility mechanisms exist. In this dissertation there is presented a quan-
titative formulation and solution of the stability problem concerned with 
a particular instability phenomenon. The particular mechanism which is 
analyzed in this research is based on the effects of density wave propa-
gations . It is well known that the propagation phenomena induce time lag 
effects in the dynamic response of a system, hence they may lead to un-
stable flow, i.e., low frequency oscillations or flow excursion. 
It may be beneficial to present here a brief outline of the dis-
sertation so that a better understanding can be attained of the material 
presented herein. 
Chapter II is devoted to a review of the present state of knowledge 
of thermally induced flow oscillations and two-phase flow dynamics. The 
various instability mechanisms as well as the existing theories explaining 
the phenomena are discussed. 
The rest of the chapters fall into two parts. Part 1, consisting 
of Chapters III to VII, presents the development of a theoretical analy-
sis concerned with the dynamics of the system. Part 2, consisting of 
Chapters VIII to XII, is devoted to the application of the theory derived 
4 
in Part 1 to the stability analysis of the system, the solution of the 
characteristic equation, and the comparisons with existing experimental 
data. The outline of Parts 1 and 2 is as follows. 
Outline of Part 1 (Theoretical Analysis) 
In this part of the analysis there is derived the mathematical 
model which can describe the dynamics of a two-phase diabatic system, as 
well as the characteristic equation which predicts the onset of the ther-
mally induced flow instabilities. 
The present study start£3 from the rigorous derivation of the field 
equations based on the statistical averaging and then proceeds to the area 
averaging in order to obtain a one-dimensional model suitable to the sys-
tem. The detailed mathematical procedures of the above analysis are 
given in Appendices A to C and the results are summarized in Chapter III. 
The formulation of the problem is given in Chapter IV, where a 
number of simplifications are introduced. Eventually the momentum equa-
tion is decoupled from the energy and continuity equations. Subsequently 
the kinematic problem is solved first in Chapter V, then the dynamics of 
the system is analyzed in Chapter VI. 
Throughout the integration of field equations, the perturbation 
method is used in order to linearize the system. Furthermore, the system 
is divided into four regions, i.e., the upstream un-heated section, the 
liquid heated section, the mixture heated region, and the downstream un-
heated region. The kinematic problem is solved by transforming the con-
tinuity and energy equations into the form of Lagrange's differential 
equations and integrating them from upstream to downstream along the 
characteristics. 
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The analysis includes effects such as nonuniform heat flux and the 
influences of various frictional pressure drop models on the characteris-
tic equation. As far as the instabilities due to the density wave propa-
gations are concerned, the present study is quite general. However, it 
should be noted here that both thermal non-equilibrium effects and the 
acoustical wave interactions with the density wave (kinematic wave) have 
been neglected in the analysis. 
Outline of Part 2 (Application of the Theory) 
In this part of the dissertation the applicability of the theory 
developed in Part 1 to the stability analysis is demonstrated. Since the 
system with uniform heat flux profile has the simplest characteristic 
equation and the parametric study on this model gives some general trends 
of the effects of various parameters on the stability, this is chosen as 
a basic model. 
By taking the system with a uniform heat flux profile the charac-
teristic equation is made dimensionless and thus the similarity parameters 
governing the stability of the system are obtained. The significance and 
the physical meaning of the above dimensionless groups are discussed in 
Chapter VIII. 
In Chapter IX, a brief introduction is given of stability theorems 
such as the Mikhailov Criterion and the D-Partition Method which are im-
portant for the analysis of the system. Then the Stability Plane which 
is suitable for the presentation of the stability boundaries is discussed. 
Based on the characteristic equation and the stability theorems, some 
analytical conclusions on the effects of various parameters are obtained. 
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Furthermore, in Section IX.4, simple stability criteria which can be used 
for design purposes are developed. 
In Section IX.5, the excursive stability criterion is derived and 
its relation with the characteristic equation is discussed. 
Chapter X consists of the numerical analysis on the stability of 
the system. Two computer programs are developed for the mapping of the 
stability boundaries and for the test of the stability at any particular 
operational condition. The effects of various parameters on the stability 
boundaries are examined by means of computers. 
In Chapter XI, the above results as well as the simple stability 
criterion are compared to experimental data reported in this country and 
abroad. 




STATE OF THE ART 
II-l. Mechanism of Instabilities 
Thermally induced flow instabilities may be divided into two main 
categories: excursive instabilities and oscillatory instabilities due to 
propagation phenomena. 
Excursive instabilities were first analyzed successfully by 
Ledinegg (2) in 1938. It has been shown that, under certain conditions, 
the steady state system pressure drop versus flow curve has a negative 
slope hence, as the flow rate is not a single valued function of the 
pressure drop, a flow excursion may occur. In his analysis, Ledinegg 
assumed that the heat flux was uniform, but later this criterion has been 
extended by a number of other investigators (3,4) for more general cases. 
The oscillatory type instabilities are rather complicated dynamic 
phenomena which may be subdivided into four different mechanisms: 
a) instabilities due to pressure wave propagation, 
b) instabilities due to thermodynamic nonequilibrium, 
c) instabilities due to flow regime change, and 
d) instabilities due to kinematic wave propagation. 
The most common oscillations (5-10) encountered in heated channels 
are low frequency, i.e., chugging oscillations„ There is considerable 
evidence that some relationship exists between the residence time of the 
particle and the period of the chugging, i.e., low frequency oscillations. 
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Therefore, several analyses have been formulated and carried out by con-
sidering the propagation of kinematic waves and the attendant time lag 
effects. 
Although high frequency oscillations, which are associated with 
the propagation of pressure waves, have been observed in some experiments 
(11), they may be of less importance for practical applications than the 
low frequency oscillations. On the other hand, Yadigaroglu and Bergles 
(37) observed frequent occurrences of higher mode oscillations which they 
explained by the presence of standing enthalpy waves in the single phase 
region. These two high frequency oscillations (11, 37) may or may not be 
related and provide an interesting problem. 
The instabilities which have been observed by Jeglic and Grace 
(12) in experiments conducted with water at low pressures flowing through 
a smooth pipe were apparently due to thermodynamic nonequilibrium. Under 
these conditions and because of poor nucleation, the liquid can become 
highly superheated. However, once a bubble is nucleated, it grows ex-
plosively (because of the high liquid superheat) ejecting the liquid from 
the duct while interrupting the inlet flow. After the liquid is ejected 
from the duct, the pressure decreases, new liquid enters, becomes super-
heated, and the process repeats itself. 
The disturbances which are created by flow regime changes can also 
produce oscillatory behavior. Wallis and Hensley (19) analyzed the slug 
flow in a long, large-diameter riser and concluded that cyclic variation 
of vapor content could produce periodic fluctuations of loop flow rate. 
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II-2. Previous Work 
II-2.1. History of Analytical Work 
There have been numerous analytical studies directed at obtaining 
a better understanding of thermally induced flow oscillations, at deter-
mining their mechanism and deriving stability criteria. Although most 
of the investigations have been done in the last decade, we cannot omit 
two outstanding studies of the early 50's (13,15), 
The initial analysis concerned with the transient operation of 
boiler channels has been done in 1953 by the Russian scientists Teletov 
and Serov (13) who were able to obtain transfer functions for a distribu-
ted parameter system, which give the response of the fluid enthalpy and 
density to perturbations of the heat flux„ The derivation of this trans-
fer function was based on a simple but important transformation which is 
discussed further in Section II-2.2. Their analysis was limited, however, 
to a homogeneous flow (in which the effect of the relative velocity be-
tween phases is neglected) and a thermodynamic equilibrium condition, 
Teletov's formulation of the problem became the foundation of the 
rather rigorous analysis of Zuber (1) based on the kinematic wave theory 
of M. J. Lighthill (14). The analysis of (1) is applicable to both the 
slip flow model (in which the effect of the relative velocity between the 
phases is accounted for) and thermodynamic: nonequilibrium. 
Although the excellent studies by Crocco and Cheng, which are sum-
marized in their book (15) in 1956, are not directly related to the two-
phase flow oscillations, since they were concerned with rocket engine 
combustion instabilities, their analysis, however, has offered very 
valuable information on the instability mechanisms of heated channels due 
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to time lag effects. Furthermore, by comparing theoretical results with 
experimental data, Crocco and Cheng demonstrated the applicability and 
reliability of the linearized (small disturbance) theory to analyses and 
studies of combustion instabilities. 
Besides these early studies by Teletov and Serov (13) and by Crocco 
and Cheng (15), numerous analytical investigations have been conducted 
in this field, although unfortunately many of them are less sophisticated 
than the pioneering studies mentioned above. 
In general, two approaches have been followed. The first is based 
on phenomenological models which are obtained from the assumed similarity 
with a simple mechanical system or an electrical circuit having excita-
tions. The second approach is to formulate the problem from the conser-
vation laws for the mixture. 
Because of its simplicity, many of the studies belong to the first 
group; however, the applicability of their results is severely restricted 
by its own nature. Needless to say, one must supply several experimental 
coefficients or correlation functions into these formulations, since, 
strictly speaking, the assumed models are not based on conservation laws. 
Shortcomings of such analyses are evidenced by the fact that the 
values of the coefficients or the functions change with operating condi-
tions and design configurations. We may point out two reasons for this 
deficiency: 
1) the assumed models are inaccurate, and 
2) the lack of knowledge of similarity groups which characterize 
phenomena. 
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This latter aspect constitutes one of the most important problems 
in the general analyses of two-phase flow systems. We shall close our 
discussion of the phenomenological approach without referring to individual 
models, because the models seem to be of limited value. Furthermore, the 
phenomenological approach can be looked upon as a transitional method of 
analysis which leads to the second approach based on the conservation 
laws. 
In general, a theoretical approach must be based on the conserva-
tion equations, appropriate constitutive equations, and imposed boundary 
conditions, together with correct physical approximations. Particularly 
if the system has complicated characteristics such as existence of inter-
faces, boiling heat transfer, change of two-phase flow regimes, turbulent 
flow, and time dependent variables, the formulation of the model should 
be manageable, and, at the same time, it should state the basic physical 
nature of the phenomenon. From this point of view two models, a homo-
geneous flow and a slip flow model, have been used in various analyses. 
In the first model the relative velocity between the two phases is ne-
glected, whereas in the slip flow model this important characteristic of 
two-phase flow systems is taken into account,, 
Besides this classification into homogeneous and slip flow models, 
generally two distinct methods have been applied to obtain a solution of 
the problem. In the first, the system of partial differential equations 
is linearized by assuming small disturbances about a steady state. The 
response of the system to various perturbations, as well as stability 
criteria, is then obtained by using standard techniques. The second 
method is based on a numerical solution whereby the set of nonlinear 
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partial differential equations is solved by numerical methods. 
Following this classification, we shall discuss in the sections 
below the more relevant and/or representative theoretical studies of 
thermally induced flow oscillations, particularly of the low frequency 
instability, since it has been chosen as the main subject of this dis-
sertation. 
II-2.2. Homogeneous Flow Model (Linearized Theory) 
As previously mentioned, Teletov and Serov (13) were the first to 
formulate the dynamic problem of two-phase flow systems, although the 
analyses of similar dynamic problems of a rocket engine combustion insta-
bilities had already been studied in detail by M. Summerfield (16), H. S. 
Tsien (17), Crocco and Cheng (15), among others. The study of Teletov 
and Serov (13) is limited to low frequency oscillations and deals with 
the transient responses of enthalpy and density to a heat flux disturb-
ance. It also takes into account the effect of the wall heat capacity. 
By considering only low frequency oscillations, Teletov and Serov (13) 
were apparently the first to realize that the density was a function of 
enthalpy only and not of both enthalpy and pressure. It should be noticed, 
however, that, in Ref. (13) Serov did not integrate the momentum equation, 
consequently, the characteristic equation was not derived. Furthermore, 
his analysis was limited to homogeneous flow and thermodynamic equilibrium. 
The importance of Serov's first analysis (13) rests on 
1) decoupling the momentum equation from the energy and continuity 
equations, 
Unpublished paper which is discussed in Serov's paper (13). 
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2) deriving the transfer function for a distributed parameter 
system, and 
3) finding a simple transformation (given below) which relates 
the divergence of the velocity to the heat flux:, 
ZVw, n _ A? I tvl % = 11 = — : (112.1) a ^ h^ A L ^ Ac 
Here v is a velocity of the mixture and Q is a reaction frequency 
of the phase change, which can be expressed by the densities of each 
phase p and pf, the density difference Ap, the latent heat Aif , and the 
heat input q "£/A . 7 
An analysis quite similar to (13), but including the response of 
the pressure, was given by Terano (18). The system was divided into three 
parts, liquid, mixture, and superheated vapor region. Unfortunately he 
used a simple capacitance model for the pressure response, which reduces 
the generality of the solution for the same reasons discussed in connec-
tion with the phenomenological models«, 
Wallis and Heasley (19) used a model similar to that of Serov (13). 
Using Lagrangian coordinates, they integratedvthe energy and continuity 
equations with a disturbed inlet flow. However, in contrast to the 
analysis of Serov (13), they neglected the effect of a variable heat 
transfer coefficient. In (19), the characteristic equation was obtained 
from the momentum balance for a lumped parameter system, and the Nyquist 
criterion was used to discuss the stability. Wallis and Heasley also 
used p = p(i ) and rederived Eq. (112.1). Like the analysis of Serov, 
m m m 
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their analysis is limited to the thermodynamic equilibrium, homogeneous 
flow, and low frequency oscillations. 
About 10 years later, following his original paper (13), Serov, 
et al. (20,21) integrated the momentum equation and obtained the charac-
teristic equation for a distributed parameter system. Their analysis 
takes into account the variation of inlet flow and heat transfer coeffi-
cient, but neglects the displacement of the boiling boundary. The char-
acteristic equation, derived in (20,21) is a fifth order exponential 
polynomial with two time delays. It has been solved for the stability 
boundaries in a simplified form by the D-Partition method. Some quali-
tative success was shown in the £~plane (inlet orifice). 
Boure (22,23) used a model similar to that of Serov. Consequently, 
his analysis is only applicable to thermodynamic equilibrium, homogeneous 
flow, and low frequency oscillations. Boure, like Serov, assumed that 
p = p (i ) and expressed the continuity equation in terms of Lagrange's rm m m • ~ 
differential equation and independently rederived the important relation 
given by Eq. (112.1). In contrast to the analysis of Wallis and Heasley 
(19), Boure integrated also the momentum equation and thus obtained a 
characteristic equation for a distributed parameter system. Thus, Boure 
was apparently the first to integrate the entire set of equations (con-
tinuity, energy, and momentum equations for the mixture) for the homo-
geneous flow model. The characteristic equation of (22) is a fifth order 
exponential polynomial with two time delays. The coefficients of poly-
nomials differ from those of Serov, et al. (20,21), because the analysis 
of (23) accounts for the variation of inlet flow and the displacement of 
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a boiling boundary (which was neglected by Serov), but neglects the wall 
heat capacity (which was accounted for by Serov). Satisfactory agreement 
with experimental data is reported in (24) where the comparison is shown 
in the dimensionless subcooling and inlet velocity plane. A parametric 
study is also given in (24); however, the choice of the representative 
parameters and the domain of representation are not very satisfactory, 
since one of the parameters is not bounded as the inlet velocity increases. 
The method of Boure (24) was used by Zuber (25) to analyze flow 
instabilities in the near-critical and super-critical thermodynamic re-
gion. However, Zuber's analysis differs in two aspects from (24): 
1) the constitutive equations are different, and 2) the resulting charac-
teristic equations are different. The mean value theorem was applied to 
simplify the characteristic equation which finally took a form of third 
order exponential polynomials with two time delays. Under some conditions, 
he was able to obtain a simple algebraic criterion which was useful as a 
design criterion for the friction dominated flow at high pressure. 
So far we have discussed the analyses based on 1) the homogeneous 
flow model, i.e., no slip condition^ and 2) thermodynamic equilibrium 
condition. Such conditions can be attained with high flow rates at near-
critical pressures. However, at lower pressures both the effects of rela-
tive velocity and of thermodynamic nonequilibrium become important and 
cannot be neglected. This is particularly true for alkali metals and 
natural circulation loops. 
II-2.3. Slip Flow Model (Linear and Nonlinear Theory) 
As is mentioned in (1,33), the traditional "slip" flow models are 
not formulated in terms of the center of gravity, consequently, they cannot 
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be used to analyze and predict correctly dynamic phenomena in a system 
where the relative velocity between the two phases is important. In 
particular, since the traditional slip flow formulations were not ex-
pressed in terms of the center of mass of the mixture, the authors were 
forced to use three different expressions either for the density of the 
mixture or for the phase velocity ratio (see for example Ref. (35,7, etc.)), 
as well as two different expressions for the enthalpy of the mixture. 
Besides this basic shortcoming of traditional formulations, almost 
all "slip" flow models have been solved directly by computers. Meyer 
(35) was an early user of this method applying a momentum integral and 
a finite difference method. The works by Jones (36) and by Carver (7), 
among others, are notable in their detailed treatments of various effects. 
These direct methods require expensive computer time and great care in 
the programming in order to avoid numerical instabilities. We may quote 
the words from Carver himself (7, p. 4) in this connection: "Such ap-
proaches require considerable expensive computer time, the expense in-
creasing with the degree of sophistication. Again they depend heavily 
on void, pressure, drop, and heat transfer correlations used, and under 
certain conditions the validity of these is questionable." In their 
analysis, the set of nonlinear simultaneous partial differential equations 
has been solved step by step, in the time domain with one parameter dis-
turbed, but all others were held fixed. It should be noted that this 
approach, in addition to being expensive for parametric studies, does not 
provide an insight into the physical aspects of the problem. Consequently, 
it is not very helpful in advancing the understanding of the phenomenon. 
However, it also should be noted that a nonlinear theory, by its own 
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nature, has an advantage over a linear theory when ultimate nonlinear 
responses in an unstable region or responses to large changes in steady 
state operational conditions are required. 
The extreme care which must be taken when solving the set of non-
linear partial differential equations by computer and the difficulties 
which may be encountered are best exemplified by the fact that a Ph.D. 
thesis, an A.E.C. report, as well as several papers were published which 
claimed a "new theory" of oscillations and a "new criterion" for predict-
ing the onset of oscillations (40). Two years later it was shown by 
Cornelius (39) that the oscillations predicted by Harden (40) were numeri-
cal instabilities of the computer programming. Here we quote the words 
of Cornelius (39, p. 62): 
Harden's solution was carefully examined. It was found that 
the solution depends upon the time step employed, and that the 
calculated enthalpy distribution was extremely erratic ... • 
This indicated that the sustained oscillations resulted from 
a numerical instability, and were not representative of the 
physical system.̂  
These shortcomings have been removed in the analysis of Zuber (1) 
which was formulated in terms of the center of mass and takes into ac-
count both the effects of the relative velocity between the two phases 
and the effects of the thermodynamic nonequilibrium condition. 
When the relative motions between phases exist, the field equa-
tions should be formulated with respect to the baricenter of the mixture. 
The idea that physical laws are invariant under a coordinate transforma-
tion and that it is necessary to write field equations with respect to 
the center of mass in order to treat the mixture as a whole is well 
known. This result first appeared in Maxwell's kinetic theory of gas 
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mixtures (26), and was pointed out for heterogeneous chemically reacting 
* 
substances by various authors such as von Karman , Prigogine (27), 
Hirschfelder (28), and Trusedell (29). 
Although two-phase flows are locally separated flow media, i.e., 
separated into the vapor and liquid regions bounded by the interfaces, a 
similar approach can be used by proper averaging in space and/or in time. 
This was done by Zuber (30,31,32,33) and applied to a dynamic problem (1) 
in 1967. The detailed averaging of two-phase mixture was given by Ver-
nier and Delhaye (34). In (1), the problem was formulated in terms of 
four field equations (the continuity, energy,, and momentum equations for 
the mixture and the continuity equation for the vapor expressed in terms 
of kinematic waves) and seven constitutive equations. By using kinematic 
wave velocities and small perturbations on the variables, the set of 
equations has been integrated analytically resulting in a characteristic 
equation for a system with distributed parameters. 
The study of (1) is not: only the first, but also the only analysis 
which formulates correctly the dynamics of the slip flow with respect to 
the baricenter of the mixture and gives the characteristic equation by 
means of an analytical method. However, the effects of both the nonuni-
form heat flux distribution and of a variable friction, i.e., the effects 
of static changes as well as of the dynamic responses of a friction fac-
tor, have not been examined in (1), although they are important for nu-
clear reactor applications. Consequently, it is of great interest to 
derive a characteristic equation which, in addition to the previously 
See paper by Nachbar, et al. (38). 
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considered effect of relative motion of two phases, would take into ac-
count the nonuniform heat flux distribution and the variable friction 
factor. Furthermore, it is highly desirable to obtain a solution to this 
characteristic equation and thereby obtain criteria for the prediction of 






FLUID DYNAMICS OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL TWO-PHASE FLOW 
III-l. Governing Equations 
It is well established in continuum mechanics that the conceptual 
models for single phase flow of a gas or of a liquid are formulated in 
terms of field equations which describe the conservation laws of mass, 
momentum, energy, charge, etc. These field equations are then comple-
mented by appropriate constitutive equations such as the constitutive 
equations of state, stress, chemical reactions, etc., which specify the 
thermodynamic, transport, and chemical properties of a given constituent 
material, i.e., of a specified solid, liquid, or gas. 
It is to be expected, therefore, that the conceptual models which 
describe the steady state and dynamic characteristics of structured multi-
phase or multi-component media, should be also formulated in terms of the 
appropriate field and constitutive equations. However, the derivation of 
such equations for the flow of structured media is considerably more com-
plicated than for strictly continuous, i.e., homogeneous media, i.e., for 
single phase flow. 
In order to appreciate the difficulties in deriving balance equa-
tions for structured, i.e., inhomogeneous media, we recall that, in 
continuum mechanics, the field theories are constructed on integral bal-
ances of mass, momentum, and energy. Thus, if the variables in the region 
of integration are continuously differentiate and the Jakobian transfor-
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mation between material and spatial coordinates exists, then the Eulerian 
type differential balance can be obtained by using the Leibniz Rule, or 
more specifically, the Reynolds Transport Theorem which allows us to 
interchange differential and integral operations. 
In multi-phase or multi-component flows, the presence of interfaces 
introduces great difficulties in the mathematical and physical formulation 
of the problem. 
From the mathematical point of view, a multi-phase flow can be 
considered as a field which is subdivided into single phase regions with 
moving boundaries separating the constituent phases. The differential 
balance holds for each subregiori; however, it cannot be applied to the 
set of these subregions in the normal sense without violating the above 
conditions of continuity. 
From the point of view of physics, the difficulties which are en-
countered in deriving the field and constitutive equations appropriate to 
multi-phase flow systems stem from the presence of the interface and the 
fact that both the steady and dynamic characteristics of multi-phase 
"k 
flows depend upon the structure of the flow, see Table 1. For example, 
the steady state and the dynamic characteristics of dispersed two-phase 
flow systems depend on the collective dynamics of solid particles, bubbles, 
or droplets interacting with each other and with the surrounding continuous 
phase; whereas, in the case of separated flows, these characteristics de-
pend upon the structure and dynamics of the interface. 
This classification of structured flow has been obtained from a 
personal communication with Dr. Zuber. 
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In order to determine the collective interaction of particles and 
the dynamics of the interface, it is necessary to describe first the 
local properties of the flow and then to obtain a macroscopic description 
by means of appropriate averaging procedures., 
For dispersed flows, for example, it is necessary to determine the 
rates of nucleation, evaporation or condensation, motion, and disintegra-
tion of single droplets (bubbles) as well as the collisions and coales-
cence processes of several droplets (or bubbles). 
For separated flows, the structure and the dynamics of the inter-
face greatly influence the rates of mass, heat, and momentum transfer as 
well as the stability of the system. For example, the performance and 
flow stability of a condenser for space applications depend on the dy-
namics of the vapor interface. Similarly, the rate of droplet entrain-
ment from a liquid film, and therefore the effectiveness of film cooling, 
depends on the stability of the vapor-liquid interface. 
It can be concluded from this discussion that, in order to derive 
the field and constitutive equations appropriate to structured, multi-
phase media, it is necessary to describe the local characteristics of the 
flow from which the macroscopic properties should be obtained by means 
of an appropriate averaging procedure. It is evident also that the design, 
performance, and very often the. safe operation of a great number of impor-
tant technological systems depend on the availability of realistic and 
accurate field and constitutive equations. 
In theory, the problem could be formulated in terms of field equa-
tions applicable to each continuous subregion with matching boundary 
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conditions at the moving interface. Such a formulation would result in a 
multiboundary problem with the position and the condition at the boundary 
being unknown. It is evident that, unless the topography of the interface 
is simple, as it is for example in separated flows, such an approach would 
encounter unsurmountable mathematical difficulties. Consequently, differ-
ent methods of analysis must be applied to the different classes of struc-
tured flows. 
For separated two-phase flows, the problem can be formulated by 
considering two continua coupled by the appropriate jump conditions at 
the boundary, i.e., at the interface. It is evident that these jump con-
ditions will play a most important role in such a formulation. 
However, for dispersed flows in order to eliminate the mathematical 
difficulties caused by the discontinuities of the variables, it is useful 
to transform the entire field to a continuum,, This can be accomplished by 
a time averaging procedure or by means of Boltzman's equation applied to 
the dispersed phase. 
Since a formulation based on the two-fluid model is expressed in 
terms of two equations of continuity, two momentum equations, and two 
energy equations, an analysis based on this model may encounter mathe-
matical difficulties. The model is therefore not well suited for analy-
ses of system dynamics. Neither can it be used to determine the mixture 
properties (in particular the entropy) and the similarity groups. 
The problem of thermally induced flow instability falls into the 
above category. Thus, it is better to formulate the field equations with 
respect to the center of mass by proper averaging procedures, as has been 
mentioned in Section II-2. 
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Basically, two distinct methods have been employed, the space 
average and the statistical average. Since in the two-phase flow field 
the volumes occupied by each phase are usually of macroscopic scale, the 
space averaged field equations become independent of one or two space 
coordinates. This is a significant difference from the equations for the 
chemically reacting mixtures on the molecular level where we can take and 
use the mixture volume element containing both components on a micro-
scopic scale. Thus, the resulting field equations are three dimensional. 
On the other hand, if the statistical average, i.e., the time average, is 
employed, the mixture equations can be considered as strictly local. 
Therefore, the result is analogous to that of the molecular level mix-
tures . 
In Appendix A the time averaged field equations have been obtained 
by a method similar to that used by Vernier and Delhaye (34), but includ-
ing the effect of surface tension, which was not accounted for in the 
analysis of (34). Furthermore, their analysis was based on the two-fluid 
theory. Thus, they did not obtain the mixture field equations in terms 
of the mixture variables which have been developed in this analysis. 
These field equations are then one-dimensionalized by area averaging in 
Appendix B. Furthermore, the similarity parameters governing the system 
are obtained from the differential equations in Appendix C. In the fol-
lowing, the summary of Appendices A to C is given in the form useful for 
the present analysis. 
A. Field Equation 
We formulate the problem in terms of the time smoothed arid area 
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averaged field and constitutive equations. The variables appearing in 
the equations should be understood as averaged or weighted mean values 
defined in Appendices A and B. From the summary of field equations, i.e., 
Appendix C-l, we have 
for the conservation of mass of the mixture: 
3 Yin . d Jin "U»i 
~ + Ti = ° <III1-1> 
for the conservation of mass of the vapor phase: 
2Ah + Z«h-»i = p (iin.2) 
21 d •% % -
for the conservation of momentum of the mixture: 
L {-§& - v.|f j =- || - |* ?^S + (mi,, 
^f.+ M-^lji-^tf} 
for the conservation of energy of the mixture: 
t (ii*+* 4^J - £ ± + <^ce + ^e_ (III1.4) 
where the explicit form for the terms H , j- , <^ce , and <t>. have 
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been obtained from the interface conditions and are given in Appendix B. 
Hence, the mass generation term due to the interface mass transfer is 
given by 
1 " ~ 7TJ SAtfelN'UC^-^WA (B5.8) 
J A t Ji 
the capillary forces •£ by 
the compressibility effect Q by 
•*" ( B i ^ ) . ( t i ra"<^- (ti fr-a"^-),,).}^ 
and the dissipation term y^e by 
& ~ H / s U ^ ^ A t - (B7.9) VtJ 
C As J 
Here the variables appearing under the summation signs in the above four 
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equations are the ones at the interfaces, and P, T^ and v in the time 
integrals are the instant local values of the pressure, stress, and v e -
locity, respectively. Furthermore, t",, & , and ( ),o stand for the 
hybrid tensor, the surface matrix tensor,, and the covariant derivative of 
the surface coordinate (58). 
We note that the various terms due to the effects of the surface 
tension and of dissipation which appear explicitly in Eq. (B6.5), (B7.8), 
and (B7.9) were not taken into account nor did they appear in any previous 
analysis or formulation of dispersed two-phase flow. We note also that, 
if these surface and dissipation effects are omitted, then the form of 
the equations reduces to those reported in ( 1 ) . 
Referring to the above four field equations, which have been ob-
tained by using time and area averages, we note that mixture continuity, 
momentum, and energy equations, i.e., Eq« (IIIl.l), (III1.3), and (1111,4), 
respectively, are somewhat similar to those of the single phase one-
dimensional model. Actually, the mixture continuity equation has exactly 
the same form as that for the continuum without internal discontinuities. 
However, the mixture momentum equation has two additional terms which do 
not appear in a single phase equation. One is the capillary (body) force 
f which takes into account the surface tension effects and can be con-
. o~ — — 
sidered as momentum source or sink. The other is a drift stress term, 
shown as the last term on the right hand side of Eq. (III1.3), and it ex-
presses the momentum drift or diffusion due to the relative motions between 
two phases in addition to the molecular and turbulent diffusions which has 
been taken into account by the friction factor f . In the mixture energy 
m 
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equation (III1.4), we have also an additional term, i.e., an energy drift 
or diffusion term, the last term of Eq. (III1.4), due to the transport of 
energy by relative motions of the phases.. Recalling Eq. (B7.8) and (B7.9), 
the two-phase compressibility effect on enthalpy <fi and the dissipation 
term (p>, contain the effects of interfaces in addition to those of the 
single phase flow. 
The continuity equation for vapor phase, Eq. (III1.2), has a vapor 
generation term (~I which appears after the continuity equation has been 
a 
averaged over time. As we can see from Eq. (B5.8), the constitutive equa-
tion for Pa , it accounts for the mass transfer at the interfaces. Equa-
tion (III1.2) can be transformed in terms of mixture velocity v and the 
drift velocity V .. thus 7 gj 
+ J5rrkfi'-fWflP-M am,, a t .„ „ „ . .m 
Since the frame of reference follows the mixture velocity v , the drift 
m 
or diffusion of vapor mass with respect to v appears on the right hand 
side of Eq. (III1.2). WithEq. (III1.1), (III1.21), (III1.3), and (III1.4) 
we have formulated the problem in terms of the mixture velocity v , sta-rn 
tistical center of mass velocity, and all the fluxes due to relative 
motions of phases are expressed as drift fluxes, i.e., expressed through 
the vapor drift velocity V ., since the expressions for V . have been pro-
& J oJ 
posed for certain two-phase flow regimes (32). 
B. Constitutive Relations 
In addition to four field equations, i.e., the continuity equations 
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for the mixture and for the one-phase, mixture momentum, and energy equa-
tions, we need additional information to describe the system completely, 
as follows. 
I) The Thermal Equation of State 
The mixture density p from Eq. (B1.6) 
m 
?m ~ °< P3. -r 0-oOJ^ (III1.5) 
with the thermal equation of state for each phase 
*3 = ?<l (?» , U ) 
ft- - h (>f , Ts-) 
II) The Caloric Equation of State 
The mixture enthalpy i from Eq. (B1.18) 
m 
A. m 
p< h n + 0 - Q Q % i f 
with the caloric equation of state for each phase 
>•% - ii (?*, T,) 







III) The Constitutive Equation for Phase Change from Eq. (B5.8) 
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1̂  - il (mi.li) 
IV) The Kinematic Constitutive Equation, i.e., the Relation 
for the Relative Motion of Phases 
(Relative Equation of Motion) 
The vapor drift velocity V . from Eq. (B3.8) 
6J 
Vjj s (i-.< K*i-Vf.) am.") 
and the drift constitutive equation from Eq. (B6.ll) 
V,i - fz ( I I I U 1 3 ) 
V) The Rheological Constitutive Equation from Eq. (B6.6) 
Which Specifies the Friction Factor 
f = £ (III1. U ) 
•J m J 3 
VI) The Capillary Force from Eq„ (B6.5) 
fo- - h (mi.is) 
VII) Compressibility Effect on Enthalpy $> from Eq. (B7.8) 
cb * i. (nil. 16) 
Tee J 5 
VIII) Dissipation due to Irreversible Work from Eq. (B7.9) 
^ae = ^ (1111.17) 
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IX) Boundary Condition for Heat Flux from Eq. (B7.6) 
%w » if (mi. 18) 
X) The Definition of the Mixture Velocity v from Eq, (B1.16) 
m 
\JM = 
QC^O» +0-6t) & "Oi-
m _ __ _ ^ (ini.i9) 
J yn 
XI) The Definition of the Mixture Pressure P from Eq, (B1.17) 
m 
TL= d "V + Ci-«)pf (III1.20) 
XII) Mechanical State between Two Phases from Eq, (B6.12) 
? j -Vf « £ a (1111.21) 
XIII) Thermal State between Two Phases from Eq. (B7.ll) 
7* - T f = f i (III1.22a) 
L%~L3r * ^ M $ = T<i (III1.22b) 
XIV) Geometrical Parameters (given) 
D = constant (1111.23) 
|/A = constant (1111.24) 
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g = constant or function of t 
Here it should be noted that we have obtained the explicit func-
tional forms for p% , f r , <^Ce '
 a n d ^de. ' i" e" Eq# <B5-8)> (B6.5), 
(B7.8), and (B7.9), respectively. However, they are expressed in terms 
of the instant local variables. Consequently, modifications on these 
relations should be made such that the arguments of the functions for H , 
*<r ' ^ce > a n d foe ' i' e" fi» V f5> a n d f6' i n Eq* (III1-11» 15> 
16, and 17), could be expressed by averaged variables. 
In the case of thermal and mechanical equilibrium (60), the con-
stitutive equations (Bl.ll, 21, and 22) reduce to 
P = P. = P 
g f s 
T = T,. = t or Ai_ • Ai. /rp N 
g f s fg fg(Ts) 
and P = f (T ) 
s s 
From the field equations, we have two continuity equations, i.e., 
one for the mixture, one for the vapor or liquid phase, the mixture mo-
mentum, and energy equations. In addition to the above equations, we 
generally need eighteen constitutive relations and three geometrical 
parameters, D, §/A , and gravitational field force g. Accordingly, the 
total number of equations is twenty-five. The variables appearing in 









a> 4> ce><f> de> %"*
 D»5/Ac, and g. By assuming that 
we can express the functions appearing in the constitutive relations, 
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i.e., from f- to fq, by the above variables and/or by independent vari-
ables z and t, the total number of dependent variables is also twenty 
five. 
Thus, the total number of unknowns and of equations is the same. 
Consequently, our description of systems is consistent and complete in a 
mathematical sense. 
Although our present one-dimensional model is quite general, it 
should be remembered that 
1. we have neglected the normal stress and the velocity covariant 
terms in the mixture momentum equation (see Eq. (B6.8)), and 
2. we have neglected the axial conduction and the enthalpy-
velocity covariant in the energy equation (see Eq. (B7.7)). 
For two-phase flow boiling in a constant area duct, the normal 
stress and the axial conduction can be neglected almost always. On the 
other hand, the covariant term may not be neglected if the flow is 
laminar. In such a case, we should supply additional information relating 
the covariants to the mixture convective terms. 
C. Velocity Field 
In general, two-phase flow systems with transport of mass, momen-
tum, and energy are characterized by the existence of two different den-
sities and velocities. To say nothing of the importance of the difference 
in the densities, it is necessary to introduce two velocity fields in 
order to take into account the effects of the relative motions of the 
phases, i.e., the diffusion of mass, momentum, and energy. In our analy-
sis, the problem was formulated in terms of the mixture velocity v and 
the vapor drift velocity V .. However, there are several velocity fields 
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which are useful in analyzing various aspects of a two-phase flow problem. 
In what follows, we shall summarize the definitions and the inter-
relations of various velocity fields which have been developed in Appen-
dix B. First, we recall that v and v_ are the area averaged statistical 
g f 
center of mass velocities of the vapor and liquid phase, respectively. 
Then the velocity of the center of mass of the mixture is defined by 
\X>n- p (III1.26) 
and the relative velocity v by 
\Ty. :r_ 0~<| - \Tj- (III1. 27) 
The volumetric fluxes of each phase are given by 
bl 7= °* ̂  > h'* Ci-^jUi (1111.28) 
which can be considered as the velocity when one of the phases super-
ficially occupies the total flow area„ 
The velocity of the center of volume, i.e„, volumetric flux of the 
mixture is thus defined by 
i = it + u :=E <*^ -*• o-oOtff (nil.29) 
If the relative velocity between the phases exists, the velocities v and 
m 
j are not equal due to the difference in the densities of the two phases. 
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The diffusion velocities of each phase, i.e., the velocity with 
respect to the mass center of the mixture, are defined by 
\Ajm = "^V" tf-m = 0 -* ) -&- Vr (1111.30) 
Jw 
'\4W = iXj. - irm - - o( A . \rr (ini.31) 
ft* 
which are frequently used in the analysis of a heterogeneous chemically 
reacting system. In a two-phase flow system, the drift velocities of 
each phase, i.e., the velocities with respect to center of volume are im-
portant (30), are defined by 
Vjj = tf* - i - Ci- oO i)V (iin.32) 
Vfj =" ^f - i ~ ~ * U r (1111.33) 
Several important relations between the above velocities can be obtained 
directly from the definitions. For example, from Eq. (1111.26) and Eq. 
(III1.29) we get 
t = iTm •+• <* (» - »0 4£- "̂i _r (ini.34) 
or 
« tf* +• ̂  4 £ V^j (nil.35) 
From Eq. (1111.30) and (1111.31) 
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V'*i ~ ~ [TJ ^H (III1.36) 
Finally, we note, if the relative velocity is zero, then 
V$m *-^fm * V\i •' Vj-j - lTr - O (III1.37) 
and 
nr$ - Ui - irm * j dm.38) 
which characterizes the homogeneous velocity field. 
D. Alternative Form of Continuity Equations 
In order to specify the conservation of mass in two-phase mixtures, 
it is necessary to employ two continuity equations (33). This has been 
done in the previous section by introducing the vapor continuity equation 
in addition to the mixture continuity equation, i.e., Eq. (III1.2) or 
Eq. (III1.21), and Eq. (III1.1), respectively. It is of interest now to 
consider the alternative forms of the equation of continuity by taking 
several different frames of reference and/or introducing transport coeffi-
cients for the diffusion of masses. 
1. In Terms of Center of Mass Velocities of Each Phase 
The most elementary form of the conservation of masses for 
each phase can be obtained directly from the time and area average of the 
single phase field equations, i.e., Appendices A and B. Thus we have 
lAll + l±hy±^ = n, (mi.39) 
at d$ ' * 
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at ;>3 ~ '* ~ h (mi.40) 
which are expressed in terms of the center of mass velocities of each 
phase v and vf. The right hand sides of Eq. (1111.39) and (1111.40) are 
the mass generation or phase change terras of the vapor and liquid phase, 
respectively. It should be noted that these terras do not appear in 
original continuity equations before averaging, since they are the terras 
expressing the interfacial transport of masses which can appear in the 
differential balance only after the time averaging. 
Furthermore, in this formulation the diffusion term does not appear 
explicitly due to the fact that the frames of reference have been taken 
as the component velocities. Finally, the mixture continuity equation 
(III1.1) can be obtained by adding the above two equations, i.e., Eq. 
(IIIlo39) and (III1.40), and using the definitions of mixture density p , 
Eq. (III1.5) and of mixture velocity v , Eq. (1111.12). Hence, 
W + r̂̂  - ° <""•*» 
2. In Terras of Mixture Velocity 
By taking the frame of reference on the mixture center of mass 
and expressing the relative motions of phases with respect to it by the 
diffusion velocities defined by Eq. (1111.30) and (1111.31), we have 




In this formulation, the diffusion fluxes which represent the transport 
of mass with respect to the mass center of the mixture appear explicitly 
in the right hand side of the equations. 
Instead of using the volumetric concentration ot we may also express 






Substituting Eq. (1111.44) into Eq. (1111.42) and recalling Eq. (1111.41), 
we get 
*t « ft, ft, K 1 C ̂  VU) (nil.45) 
A similar equation can also be obtained for the liquid phase. 
Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient D can be defined from the 
c 
diffusion flux ofEq. (1111.42) in analogy with a chemically reacting 
system, hence 
* J\ Vi* = C ft, )/%m s - $vDc H (1111.46) 
Substituting Eq. (1111.46) into Eq. (1111.45), we obtain the following 
familiar diffusion equation. 
_ + Vm ^ - — + — 2% {^UcjjJ (IH1.47) 
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3. In Terms of the Volumetric Fluxes 
The continuity relation also can be considered from the frame 
moving with the volume center of the mixture. By introducing the drift 
velocities of each phase, i.e., Eq. (1111.32) and (1111.33), in Eq. 
(III1.39) and (1111.40), we get 
TF~ a* ' ~h a ^ l ^ ^ v ^ J dm.48) 
and 
~ ^ F — + ~~Ti ^ m l ^ M ( n i l . 4 9 ) 
The last terms in the right hand side of each of the above equations 
represent the drift of vapor and liquid mass with respect to the mixture 
volume center. 
On the other hand, by carrying out the differentiations of the 
left hand side of Eq. (1111.39) and (1111.40), we get 
i± + 6)*&i _ p% * D P (mi.50) 
-v / » .„ — ~ . """ •—-— a. £_ 
a t ^ ;fj h Dt 
and 
S±M )o-j)o-t^_ r* (,-uj Ê P* 
at a a Tf ~YT^r
 (III1-51) 
Here the substantial derivatives are taken from the vapor and liquid 
frames of reference. These equations can be considered as the continuity 
equations in terms of void fraction. Thus, from the volume point of view, 
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each continuity equation has a source term due to the mass transfer and a 
sink due to the compressibility of each phase. By adding the above two 
equations, we obtain 
2>i n A? 
* 3 * ftf* 
*_ P* fi +. OifO. Pf ft 
>«» "Dt % Dt (mi.52) 
which describes the center of volume velocity. The first term of the 
right hand side is the volume source due to the phase change and the 
second term is the volume sink due to the compressibility. This form of 
the continuity balance has already been derived and discussed in detail 
in (31)(32). 
It should be noted here that, if each phase undergoes the isochoric 
process (60), the compressibility effect drops. Hence, 
p Al 
aT " ' * ftft 
^i- = \ % p p (1111.53) 
4. In Terms of Kinematic Wave Velocity 
Under the same assumption, i.e., the isochoric process for 
each phase, Eq. (1111.50) can be expressed by j and V . in the following 
5J 
form 
dt * n J3V Ui ft P (iin.54) 
Furthermore, if the vapor drift velocity can be considered as a function 
of the void fraction only (32), then we have, from Eq. (1111.54), 
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^ +•(j + fti ^ i ^ i f i s t =, A A 
(1111.55) 
Following the analysis of (32), we define the kinematic wave velocity C, 
by 
C* • / ' »4.i + * 4 T ^ (1111.56) ^oC 
Hence, upon substitution of Eq. (1111.56) into Eq. (III1055), we obtain 
the void propagation equation 
."3F ^ c * aT 4 p, (iin.57) 
Under the condition of constant p and p , we can express Eq. (1111.57) 
in terms of the mixture density, as follows 
<)ik 4- r -£&- - i\ A^z 
dt "* 5:i ~ '*~PJT (1111.58) 
which is called the density propagation equation. 
In most two-phase flow systems, the change of the drift velocity 
with respect to a is relatively small (32), thus, if we neglect the term 
°L %$£*• in Eq. (1111.56), we get 
• Cft ^ i + V^ (1111.59) 
under the condition 
i + HJ ^ <5o( (nil.60) 
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With Eq. (III1.59) the density propagation equation becomes 
f̂ L * ( i + V3J ) s T ~ ' * ~pTft~ (1111.61) 
III-2. Dimensionless Groups and Similarity Criteria 
In Appendix C-2 we developed the similarity groups based on the 
one-dimensional two-phase flow model, i.e., Eq. (III1.1), (III1.2'), 
(III1.3), and (III1.4). 
Under the assumption that all of the constitutive relations have 
similar functional forms for two different systems, the requirements for 
their similarity are: 
I) That each of the eight dimensionless groups, i.e., N ,, N , 
N , N_, N_ , N , N„^, and N_ , has the same value in system I and II. 
p' f Fr* s5 St* Ec5 J 
II) The dimensionless form of the boundary and initial conditions 
be identical in system I and II. 
Following the scaling of Appendix C-2, i.e., Eq. (C2.1), the four 
j ^ 
This form can also be obtained from the mixture continuity equa-
tion (III1.41) with a different assumption. By substituting Eq. (1111.34) 
into (III1.41), we have 
afi | fk + ( i + ^ ) ^ m - r » ^ . + (f*-R.)£& (iin.62) 
Under the condition that the vapor velocity is much larger than V . or 
.$2M^O , we can neglect the last term of the right hand side of Eq. 
(nil.62). 
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field equations in III-l can be expressed by the dimensionless variables 
with the above similarity groups as follows: 
From the mixture continuity equation 
~dW *~ ~J:y^— = ° (1112.1) 
From the continuity equation for the vapor phase 
H* \W - Npc^ P9 - M d — | - ^ r ^ v3j j (1112.2) 
From the equation of motion for the mixture 
(III2.3) ^ IIF' "*" m "5?" J ~ 33*. Nf P~ * 
•i^'-M^fcW 
From the energy equation for the mixture 
.tf [ 7 F + * * # ' b N « ^ + ^ [ C + - ^ 4 k : j (IH2.4) 
N, 
|-^—UM^"<\4/} 
Here N ., = —hUL- phase change number ( I I I 2 . 5 ) 
pen 
'">« £ 
JV 5 V/nc 
fto Vjic 
N _ * j o *di<< d r i f t number 
















?;, ? i /A 
f,„ J ^ 4X«C 
Uwo 
NEc " z3 U-'ir 
Stanton number 
Eckert number 
the requirements for two different systems I and II to be similar are: 
a) The kinematic, dynamic, and energy similarity conditions re-
V h l • NpchII (III2'6) 
N,T = N,__ (III2.7) 
dl dll 
N _ = N TT (III2.8) 
pi pll 
NfI - N f I I (III2.9) 
N_ _ = N_ __ (1112.10) 
FrI FrII 
H 8 l - H s l l (HI2.11) 
Nsti " Nstn ( I I I 2 a 2 ) 
N E d " NEdI ( I I I 2^ 3 ) 
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b) The initial and boundary conditions which, for example, can 
be stated by 
oX I* = O t*> 0 (1112.14) 
o(T = dz ~ o(c 
rtr = \T». I 
••p * - p * 
1 * ,_ » •* 
c) All of the constitutive functional forms including the equa-
tions of state are the same between system I and system II. 
In practice, the above requirements usually cannot be satisfied 
completely due to the large number of conditions imposed. This difficulty 
is similar to that frequently exhibited in the case of the modeling prob-
lems of ships, rocket engines, etc. Thus, it is important to know under 
what conditions some of the similarity criteria can be relaxed. Let us 
discuss the cases which occur frequently and are useful for both modeling 
and analysis. 
Homogeneous Flow Model 
If the drift number N, is much smaller than the phase change num-
d 
ber N , 
pch 
^ =
 ?i" ^>° « NpcK = '}°£ (1112.15) 
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then the system is reaction (phase change) controlled and the drift or 
diffusion of the mass is negligible in view of the continuity equation 
for the vapor phase, Eq. (III2.2). On the other hand, if the drift number 
N, is much smaller than unity, then all of the drift terms can be neglected, 
i.e., the last terms of Eq. (III2.2), (III2.3), and (III2.4) can be dropped 
from the field equations. 
Thus, the condition for the homogeneous flow model is 
Ni « 1 (1112.16) 
Drift Stress Tensor v 
If Eq. (1112.16) does not hold, the effect of the relative motions 
should be included in the analysis. The mass and the energy drift, the 
last terms of Eq. (1112.2) and (III2.4), respectively, are the order of 
N,; therefore, these two terms cannot be neglected unless Eq. (1112.16) 
is satisfied. In contrast to the above two terms, the drift stress term 
2 
in Eq. (III2.3) is the order of N N, . The density ratio N is always 
smaller and frequently much smaller than unity. Hence, under the condi-
tion that 
M^ hi I « i (1112.17) 
we can neglect the drift stress term in Eq. (III2.3) 
The above order of magnitude analysis only holds where a/l-a ~ 1, 
which excludes the flow with high void fraction, although the similarity 
of the dynamic effect of the relative motion in two different systems is 
governed by this group. 
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In order to examine the magnitude of this term accurately, it should 
be replaced by °*° Np ]\)̂  . This is a consequence of the fact that a is 
a dimensionless variable. It should be noted here that this group is 
important, because it scales the dynamic effect of relative motion on 
the interface. 
Capillary Force 
In many analyses of boiling two-phase flow, the capillary (body) 
force has been neglected heretofore. The scaling of the capillary (body) 
force is given by the dimensionless group N , the surface number of Eq. 
(C3.7). If the order of N is much smaller than unity, this effect may 
be neglected. Thus, the capillary force can be neglected if 
N,5 := :ffJ
n -H < 1 (1112.18) 
f*B tSS /L 
In view of Eq. (C2.ll), (C2.12), and (C3.7), such is the case when 
j ^ 
Using the constitutive equations for V . of (32), we have for a 
churn turbulent bubbly flow regime 
—2^- NP HA - A £JjEIO:_ ̂  ^ -3 ( 0(e ^ 
on the other hand, for an annular flow 
_±i Nj. N* « 5"6QC»- X ) _£<̂  ^ o, | (ô  ̂  o.or) 
\-do N R e S \-** 
where these numbers are obtained for the water at 1000 psi, v-. = 3 ft/ 
sec, D = 0.02 ft. The above results show the importance of the relative 
motion on the dynamics in an annular flow regime in comparison with a 
churn turbulent bubbly flow regime. 
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the system pressure approaches the near critical value or the number of 
the bubbles in the forced convection system is relatively small. On the 
other hand, if the velocity of the mixture is small and the bubble den-
sity is large, the capillary force may be important and it cannot be 
neglected. 
Compressibility Effect 
The compressibility effect (or pressure wave), i.e., the second 
term of Eq. (III2.4), has an order of magnitude of N , the two-phase 
£J C 
Eckert number. Physical meaning of this number is that it represents the 
ratio of the kinetic energy to the latent energy of phase change. Thus, 
if the velocity of mixture is small when compared to the sound velocity, 
the effect of the compressibility can be neglected. The mathematical con-
dition for this is 
N E c = -£%£- « i (IH2.19) 
With Eq. (1112.19) satisfied, the constant fluid property condition 
in the mixture leads to the decoupling of the energy and continuity equa-
tion from the momentum equation,, This is one of the most important and , 
widely used tools to attack two-phase flow problems. 
On the other hand, if the mixture velocity approaches the acoustic 
wave velocity, or if a system with a long duct operates under a low, re-
duced pressure, this compressibility effect may not be neglected. 
The Energy Dissipation 
In view of the mixture energy equation (III2.4), we can see that 
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the order of the magnitude of the energy dissipation term is N_ N_/4. 
The order of the friction number Nf for most two-phase flows can be con-
sidered as unity; therefore, the dissipation effect can be treated in a 
way similar to the compressibility effect. Furthermore, in forced con-
vection boiling systems, the energy input is quite large; thus, under 
the condition that 
N E C (yWl^Hc. A ) 'lT,HC , 
T\— * —T 7 ' ^ -1 (1112.20) 
Nst U % I 
both the compressibility and the dissipation effects can be neglected. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FORMULATION OF THE DYNAMIC PROBLEM 
IV-1. Description of the System and Approximations 
A. Thermodynamic Process 
In order to understand the mechanism of the thermally induced flow 
oscillations and to formulate the mathematical model which describes the 
real physical system, it is necessary to examine the thermodynamic pro-
cesses and the flow characteristics of the system. The typical components 
of the system of interest are shown in Fig. 1. They consist basically of 
four different regions (A), (B), (C), and (D). 
(A) Upstream Un-heated Region 
(B) Heated Liquid Region 
(C) Heated Mixture Region 
(D) Downstream Un-heated Region 
The system of interest extends to the components where the thermally 
induced flow instabilities can be affected in a systematic manner. If 
the system consists of a single heated channel without any bypass, Fig. 2, 
a large number of the components in the loop should be considered. This 
is because any disturbance propagating in the loop has a definite func-
tional relation in terms of time and space lag to the heated section and, 
therefore, it can influence the stability of the system. On the other 
f 
hand, if the heated section consists of multiple channels which converge 
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Figure 3. Multiple Heated Channel System 
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to one channel at the riser and down comer with sufficiently large volume 
capacitance, Fig. 3., it is sufficient to consider the system between 
these two volume reservoirs. In this case, the systematic form of dis-
turbance propagation is effectively insulated from the remaining portion 
of the system, i.e., from the pump and the turbine, etc. 
The first case of a single heated channel system is, therefore, 
far more complicated than the second case of a multi-channel system and 
requires information on the dynamic responses of the pump, turbine, etc. 
However, in view of practical applications such as nuclear reactors, con-
ventional power plants with boiling, etc., it is sufficient to consider 
the second case. 
For generality, we imagine two volume capacitances which can insu-
late any systematic propagation of disturbances. Then the system between 
these capacitances will be analyzed. This system may or may not include 
such accessories as the down-comer, riser, pump, and turbine depending 
on the positions of the volume reservoirs. The subdivision of the system 
will follow the previous four region approximations, namely, upstream un-
heated (A), heated liquid (B), heated mixture (C), and downstream un-
heated (D) regions. The thermodynamic process starts with the subcooled 
fluid having enthalpy i1, entering the heated duct (B) with the velocity 
v_.. As the energy is being transferred from the heated wall to the 
fluid, the temperature and enthalpy, i_, will increase. Due to the de-
velopments of the thermal boundary layer or the superheat capacitance of 
the liquid, the boiling boundary may not coincide with the point where 
the bulk liquid enthalpy reaches the saturation value if . In our analysi 
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we shall assume thermal equilibrium between the phases, which is a rea-
sonable assumption at high pressures. Thus we take the boundary between 
(B) and (C) at z = X where i. = i,. . 
f rs 
In region (C), the phase change takes place and the mixture en-
thalpy i , void fraction a increases toward the end of (C) as more heat 
m 
is added to the fluid. For a number of systems of practical interest, 
particularly for systems at high reduced pressures, it is reasonable to 
assume that this process takes place at an approximately constant pres-
sure, since the pressure drop is relatively small compared with the abso-
lute pressure of the system. 
The processes, in both (A) and (D), i.e., the un-heated regions, 
can be considered as isenthalpic. Furthermore, the complete liquid phase 
occupies the upstream un-heated region (A). Thus, the assumption of in-
compressibility is appropriate,, On the other hand, in the downstream un-
heated region (D), the mixture of vapor and liquid enters either into 
the steam separator or into the volume capacitance directly. From the 
previous discussion, either of the system components can be considered 
as the end of the system of interest. Therefore, from this point any 
systematic wave propagation will be neglected. Furthermore, we assume 
that the pressure drop effect on the mixture properties in region (D) is 
negligibly small, thus we treat the mixture in (D) as isocholic (60). 
The assumption that the effect of pressure variation on the ther-
modynamic properties of each phase can be neglected is implied by the as-
sumption that the density is a function of enthalpy only and not of both 
enthalpy and pressure. This condition will be valid if the two-phase 
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Eckert number is smaller than unity. From this limitation it can be seen 
that the assumption holds only if the rate of propagation of disturbance 
is much slower than the velocity of the pressure wave, otherwise these 
two waves interact with each other. Thus„ under this assumption, only 
low frequency oscillation can be analyzed. 
B. Transport Process 
The transport processes of mass, momentum, and energy are best 
understood from the field equations with appropriate constitutive rela-
tions (61). In our analysis the field equations given in III-l will be 
used and some further simplifications on this one-dimensional model will 
be made. Now, let us examine the transport process in the four different 
regions separately. 
In the upstream un-heated region (A), the liquid flows incompres-
sibily and isenthalpically, hence, only the momentum transport is important. 
The kinematics of the fluid (velocity field) can be obtained directly from 
the continuity equation. Knowing the velocity field, the acceleration, 
gravity, frictional, valve, and orifice pressure drops can be obtained. 
Since, in the liquid heated region (B) the fluid is still considered 
to be incompressible, the velocity field can be immediately obtained from 
the conservation of mass. The boundary between (B) and (C) will be calcu-
lated from the energy equation under thermal equilibrium conditions and 
by neglecting the pressure and dissipation effect on the liquid enthalpy 
in comparison with the heat input„ The pressure drops can be calculated 
by the same method as used in (A)„ 
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complicated. Following the discussion of the thermodynamic process, we 
assume that the density is a function only of the enthalpy and not both 
the enthalpy and pressure. This important conclusion first obtained by 
Teletov and Serov (13) permits us to decouple the momentum equation from 
the continuity and energy equation. Thus, again we can proceed with the 
integration of the latter two equations and obtain the kinematics of the 
fluid independent of the dynamic conditions imposed by the momentum equa-
tion. By knowing the density and velocity of the mixture, the various 
pressure drops may be calculated. For simplicity and because of the lack 
of knowledge on the constitutive equation, we. also assume that the capil-
lary body force is negligible which implies that N « 1. 
From the previous discussion, we assume that the mixture in the 
downstream un-heated region (D) is isochoric and isenthalpic. It should 
be noted that this does not imply constant density, since the mixture 
entering the region (D) may have different densities depending on the up-
stream disturbances. The kinematics of the fluid can be obtained from 
the mass conservation law whereas the pressure drop will be calculated in 
a way similar to that used in the boiling region. Furthermore, the pres-
sure drop at the orifice or valve will be calculated through the orifice 
coefficients. 
Co Time Lag and Space Lag 
It is useful to consider the process from the Eulerian and Lagran-
gian points of view. If we follow a fluid particle entering section (A) 
at T_ and study the change of its properties from the mass center of that 
particle in the time coordinate, our observation is from the Lagrangian 
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or particle coordinate, Fig. 4. The center of mass enters in regions 
(B), (C), and (D) at time T-, T?, and T«, respectively, and leaves region 
(D) at T,. The transition from (B) to (C), i.e., the inception of bulk 
boiling, occurs when the liquid enthalpy increases due to the heat input 
and reaches the saturation liquid enthalpy. In region (C), the enthalpy 
of the mixture continually increases due to the evaporation. The resi-
dence time of the particle in region (B) is denoted by T1<?, and the total 
residence time in the heated section by T-~. In a similar manner, we can 
also define T^, and T0,. Since all of these residence times express the 01 34 
time necessary to bring about specific changes in the position or prop-
erties, it will be called the time lag. Except in the case when the 
inlet enthalpy is disturbed, the time lag T m has no significant physical 
meaning other than that it represents the residence time, since the dis-
turbances of the velocity, pressure, etc. propagate with infinite velo-
cities. On the other hand, the time lags T1?, T^, and T«, have signifi-
cant relations with the propagation of disturbances, and hence they are 
important for the stability analysis. 
It is of interest also to consider the spatial or Eulerian descrip-
tion of the process, Fig. 5. In this case the time lags are replaced by 
the space lags and hence they indicate the boundaries of the various 
operational regions. Among the indicated four space lags, the one cor-
responding to the time lag T-„ and denoted by X is particularly important, 
since it defines the boundary between the liquid region and the mixture 
region, and it is only obtainable by solving the conservation equations. 
Other space lags are given by the geometrical description of the system,, 
Figure 4. Lagrangian Description of Enthalpy 




/ " ! 
(liquid) 
Z+£ e z 
Figure 5. Eulerian Description of Enthalpy 
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In a dynamic analysis, the fluctuations of space lag X are impor-
tant, since they can be considered as the source of a fluid undergoing a 
phase change. By changing the position of this source, the mixture en-
thalpy, density, and the pressure drop will fluctuate, thus we have a 
generation and propagation of waves created at X due to its fluctuation. 
IV-2. Governing Equations for the Upstream Un-heated Region (A) 
Following the discussion in IV-1, we assume that the liquid density 
is a function only of the system pressure P which can be considered to 
be uniform throughout the system. Thus 
& - SV ("Ps) - Const. (IV2.1) 
Without a loss of generality, we can assume that this region (A) consists 
of a constant area duct and a pressure drop device such as an orifice. 
In this case, from the continuity equation and Eq. (IV2.1), we have 
tf*. - (-4* ) *St tt)' (IV2.2) 
Here Ac and Ao denote the flow area for the heated section and upstream 
un-heated region (A). 
The equation of motion for the duct is 
dP P. f dOfr 
gf-ftl^*^,..^} (IV2.3) 
Assuming that the position of the orifice or valve is at the entrance to 
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the heated region, we have 
A?L - ZiisVi? (IV2.4) 
The friction factor fo can be obtained from the Reynolds number and the 
roughness parameters of the duct. Therefore, 
- ic ' fo (?5,l5o.H* >&>-&• J (IV2.5) 
In addition to the above equations, here we impose the isenthalpic con-
dition, thus 
Di. 
±2. = o (IV2.6) 
Dt 
IV-3. Governing Equations for the Heated Liquid Region (B) 
By neglecting the velocity and enthalpy covariant terms, axial 
conduction, normal stress, pressure, and the dissipation effects on the 
enthalpy, we obtain the following three conservation equations. 
j r * i% = ° (ivs.i) 
7F " ^ T ^ - T A T (IV3'2) 
and 
iL 
h'% -Mfr**^**^1**} (^.3) 
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The constitutive equation of state is given by 
p. = p. (P ) = const. (IV3.4) 
r r s 
Equations (IV3.1,2,3, and 4 ) specify the four variables P, pf, v_, and 
i in the heated liquid region (B). The friction factor f should be 
given by the constitutive relation, 
fs • fs (Ps> V "f V D) (IV3'5) 
These four equations can be solved, if the heat flux a " is a known func-
tion of independent variables z and t.. Although the wall has some heat 
capacity which can influence the heat input to the fluid, 'we assume that 
it is small compared to the heat: capacity of the fluid. This enables us 
to neglect the entire wall effect on the heat transfer, if the heat source 
generates a steady flux. Thus we take \ 
V' - C< 2 ) (IV3-6) 
Assuming that P , £/Ac, e, and D are known and constant, we have six 
dependent variables, p_, v_, if, q", P, and f , whereas the equations 
describing the system are three field equations (IV3.1,2,3) and three 
constitutive equations (IV3.4,5,6). Thus the total number of unknowns 
and of equations is the same. Consequently, the formulation is mathe-
matically consistent. 
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IV-4. Governing Equations for the Heated Mixture Region (C) 
Field Equations 
In order to take into account the relative motions of each phase, 
it is useful to formulate the problem in terms of mixture field equations 
with some diffusional equations. This has been done in Chapter III. By 
neglecting the velocity and enthalpy covariant terms, axial conduction, 
normal stress, capillary force, pressure, and dissipation effects on the 
enthalpy, Eq. (III1.1, 2', 3, and 4) reduce to those reported in (1). 
Thus we obtain 
the continuity equation of the mixture 
£?* , Aft»Vin—« 0 (iv4.i) 
at as-
the continuity equation for the vapor 
% i* ?% %) - r; - £ {±&s* ^ ] cm. 2) 2t ^ N " ' * a* i & 
the energy equation for the mixture 
?ATT + *•#}--$?" M^v*Al»} <IV4-3) 
and the momentum equation for the mixture 
d? 
43 - r" 1 7T "*• " 75" J * 25" ̂  (W4.4) 
* A M r * ^ *'") 
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Here we assumed that 
N (surface number) « 1 (IV4.5) 
s 
N (two-phase Eckert number) « 1 (IV4.6) 
Constitutive Equations 
In addition to the above four field equations (IV4.1,2,3, and 4), 
we should specify the constitutive relations appearing in Chapter III. 
Following the discussion of the thermodynamic process (see IV-1), we 
assume thermal equilibrium between two phases. Furthermore, the fluid 
properties of both vapor and liquid phases can be assumed to be a func-
tion only of the system pressure P which is uniform throughout the system, 
This implies that enthalpy and density of each phase are given constant _ 
once the system pressure P is specified. Hence, the thermal and calori-
cal equation of state can be described as 
§ * $$. ( Ps) (IV4.7) 
h = % (?s ) (IV4.8) 
?*n« P m ( P 3 ^ ) = «?i+ 0-<Oft (IV4.9) 
•i* - M P s ) (IV4.10) 






In addition to the above relations, we need 
the constitutive relation for the relative motion (32) 
V . = f. (IV4.13) 
gj 2 
the reological constitutive equation 
f = f (IV4.14) 
m z 
and the boundary condition for heat flux 
qw" = q/Cz) (IV4.15) 
Assuming that P , ?/Ac, 0, and g are known, the dependent variables 
are p , v , a, P , f , p , r , p c , V . , i , q " , i , and i. . The equa-
m' m' ' m rg' g f gj r if ' gs' fs n 
tions describing the system are the four field equations (IV4.1,2,3, and 
4) and the nine constitutive equations (IV4.7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14, and 15). 
Thus, the total number of unknowns and equations is the same. 
It should be noted here that velocities of each phase v and v.. do 
g f 
not appear in this formulation explicitly. However, they are related to 
the mixture velocity and the vapor drift velocity by Eq. (1111.12) and 
Eq. (III1.3), as it has been explained in Section III-l.C. 
IV-5. Governing Equations for the Downstream Un»heated Region (D) 
In this region the mixture is treated as an isochoric fluid, 
Furthermore, without loosing generality, we can assume that this region 
(D) consists of a constant area duct and a pressure drop device such as 




m e = 0 (IV5.1) 
And thus the continuity equation becomes 
tf*»-(4r) tf"(*'*J ' (TO.2). 
Here A is the flow area of the duct in the region (D). 
The equation of motion for the duce is given by 
d P o l <5iT«. 
a* - f-« I t r r + *~ IT*} + *-*«+£§,f-^i <w5-3> 
iLf.fr-P»« __k v'si1} - t -
a 
For the orifice, assuming that it is on the exit of the heated 
region, we have 
A ? * - ft« fn.U,lr)7^U/t) (IV5.4) 
The friction factor f can be given by the equation similar to Eq. 
me c ^ n 
(IV4.14) 
f = f- (IV5.5) 
me 3 
And the vapor drift velocity from Eq. (IV4.13) 
V . - f- (IV5.6) 
gj 2 
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In addition to the above equation, we have an isenthalpic condi-
tion, thus 
•Di 
"DtT" ° (IV5.7) 
IV-6. Method of Solution 
The dynamic problem of our system of interest has been formulated 
by considering four different regions, i.e., the upstream un-heated, 
heated liquid, heated mixture, and downstream un-heated regions. In order 
to obtain solutions for the system, boundary and/or initial conditions 
should be given. Recalling the objectives of the present analysis, i.e., 
to obtain the transient response and the stability criteria of the sys-
tem, there are several methods to approach the problem. For example, 
linear and nonlinear theories are available and could be used to obtain 
the solution. Furthermore, we have a choice of the disturbance which 
should be imposed on the system,, As we can see from our formulation, the 
governing differential equations are nonlinear; thus, it will be expected 
that in case of an unstable operation the nonlinearity becomes important 
for large departures from the equilibrium state. Due to the presently 
limited knowledge on nonlinear partial differential equations, the general 
solution for our system by analytical means is almost inaccessible. 
However, in most practical cases, the information on the stability 
boundary is much more important than the ultimate unstable dynamical re-
sponse beyond the stability boundary. According to the Liapunov theorem 
(50), the stability of the linearized system corresponds to the stability 
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of the nonlinear system which operates under quasi-equilibrium conditions. 
Thus, taking the advantage of this theorem, we will proceed by using the 
linear theory. In our analysis the disturbance will be given in the form 
of an inlet velocity perturbation following (19,22,25), though, for example, 
the perturbation of the inlet subcooling or of the heat flux is also per-
missible. Consequently, we impose the following boundary and initial 
conditions on the density, pressure, enthalpy, and velocity. By taking 
the origin of the z coordinate at the boundary between (A) and (B), the 
inlet of the heated region, we have 
pf = pf (Pg) at 2 = 0 t ̂  0 (IV6.1) 
P = P = const. at z = 0 t ̂  0 (IV6.2) 
i = i = const. at z = 0 t ̂  0 (IV6.3) 
v. = v..(t) = v.. + 6t(t) at z = 0 t ̂  0 (IV6.4) 
f f i f i 
i, = i (P) at z = \(t) (IV6.5) 
f s s 
Hence, the density p_ and the saturation liquid enthalpy if , which are 
functions only of P , can be treated as constants. The steady state inlet 
velocity is denoted by v_. and the perturbation on the velocity is given 
by 6v(t). In our analysis we use a frequency response method; therefore, 
the perturbation 6v(t) can be given by an exponential function. 
6v(t) = eeSt (IV6.6) 
and S = a + ju> (j = ypT) (IV6.7) 
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Thus, S is a complex number, the real part gives the amplification 
coefficient of the particular oscillation mode, whereas the imaginary part 
represents the angular frequency cu. For the purpose of the linear pertur-
bation analysis, we assume that e/v-. is much smaller than unity; there-
fore, e is infinitesimal compared with finite v_.. In the following 
analysis, we shall retain the first-order terms in e and neglect second 
and higher order terms. 
Substitution of Eq. (IV6.5) into (IV6.4) yields 
vr- = v.. + ee at z = 0 (IV6.8) 
fi fi 
The schematic procedure for the analytic solution is given in Fig. 6. 
This diagram indicates the dramatic effects of decoupling the momentum 
equation from the continuity and energy equations. The kinematics of the 
fluid, i.e., the velocity field and the density variation, can be solved 
independently of the dynamics of the system. Recalling single phase po-
tential flow theory, we find an analogy in attacking the two problems. 
As will be clarified in what follows, the only difference is that, in 
the potential flow analysis, the divergence of the velocity of the center 
of mass is zero, whereas in a two-phase boiling system, the divergence of 
the center of volume equals the volume source due to evaporation. 
Boundary Conditions 
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Figure 6. Schematic Procedure for Solution 
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CHAPTER V 
KINEMATICS OF FLUID 
V-l. Kinematics of Liquid Regions (A) and (B) 
In the liquid region the density is constant, thus the velocity 
field can be solved immediately from the conservation of mass. 
For region (A), from Eq„ (IV2.2) and (IV6.7), we obtain 
W'{-r-)[»h* *e5t] (vi.i) 
Ac 
Thus the steady state velocity vf is given by 
1*. - (-&-) ^ (V1.2) 
and the perturbed part of vf by 
The density of the fluid is constant, hence 
pf
 = Pf (
p ) = constant (VI.4) 
The enthalpy can be obtained from Eq. (IV2.6) and (IV6.3) 
i = i, ' (VI.5) 
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The results for the upstream un-heated region (A) show that the density 
and enthalpy are constant and the velocity vf is independent of position, 
it is a function of time only. 
When solving for the kinematic variables in the heated liquid re-
gion (B), we recall that the position of the boundary between (B) and 
(C), i.e., the,point z = \(t) where bulk boiling starts, is also unknown. 
The space lag \ will be found from the boundary condition (IV6.5) and the 
conservation equations of mass and energy. This can be done, because the 
differential equations describing the kinematics have the form of an 
initial value problem. 
The continuity equation (IV3.1) with constant density reduces to 
$0} n J,- «° (V1.6) 
Hence, upon integration with the boundary condition (IV6.7), we obtain 
vs(.t) = irH(.t) - vfi +sott) - £fc*£e
s t m.?) 
The velocity in region (B) is therefore a function only of time. 
Knowing the velocity field, the energy equation (IV3.2) becomes 
IF +^W " 177 (vl-8) 
This is a first-order partial differential equation whose solution can be 
obtained by means of characteristics. In order to proceed with the calcu-
lation, we define the average heat flux q M by 
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/ " 
to' = T fv & ^ (VI.9) 
X Jo 
In view of the above equat ion 
(^••(z) = q o " f ( z ) (VI.10) 
which defines the dimensionless heat flux distribution f(z). We assume 
that f(z) is a continuously differentiable and positive function. We also 
define the integral of f(z) by F(z), thus 
F(%) ~ ( fO)dj (vl.n) 
J c • ' * 
The function F(z) has the dimension of length and gives the equivalent 
distance for the total amount of heat, if the heat flux is uniform q 
o 
along the channel. 
Substituting the normalized heat flux, i.e., Eq. (VI.9), into the 
energy equation (VI.8), we obtain 
£̂ i +oi(i) *±S- = i^- Hi) fvi 12^ 
dt >Kt' 3i Ac ft ( ' 
Equation (VI.12) is a first-order linear partial differential equation 
which can be transformed to Lagrange form (59). 
At " TO"" £* -HI) (via3)' 
Equation (VI.13 can be solved through a parameter with a boundary condition 
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(IV6.3). Now the problem can be converted into two initial value problems 
by introducing the particle coordinate or the method of characteristics. 
By taking the first equality of Eq. (VI.13), we have 
lt-ik 
which specifies the particle path. The equality between the first and 
third terms gives 
Aii = ^7"f~^ )d t (vl-15) 
The initial condition will be specified by letting a particle enter region 
(B) with enthalpy i1, at time T,, thus, 
at t = T, and z = 0 i = i. (VI.16) 
With this condition, one obtains, after integrating Eq. (VI.14) with Eq. 
(VI.7), the following relation 
* - i5k(t-rj+ e e ^ — % }- ( v i a 7 ) 
or in a perturbed form 
z = I + 6z (VI.18) 
Here z corresponds to the steady state particle path and §z to the per-
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turbed part. Using Eq. (VI.18) and expanding f(z) in a Taylor series and 
neglecting the second and higher order powers of e we get, 
to)- Hi'*•*) - m) + -^— s* (VI.19) 
Upon substitution of Eq. (VI.19) into Eq. (VI.15), one obtains 
<u, = I -£Ci |{H^Li ' -^] )+ r ( ^ [ t ~ ~ j > 
sir _-s(t-r,) 







The Time Lag and the Space Lag 
Before solving for the enthalpy, i.e., the integration of Eq. 
(VI.20), let us examine the time lag T 1 9 and the space lag \ defined in 
Section IV-1. The time required to increase the enthalpy from i1 to if 
in the liquid heated region was T 1 9 and the corresponding distance was \, 
thus we set at 
t = T2»
 z = X(t) a n d if = if (P ) = constant (VI.22) 
The integration of Eq. (VI.21) with Eq. (VI.22) yields 





Here Ai19 is a subcooling of the liquid and T,« is the residence time of 
( 
the particle entering the inlet at t = T,, hence 
Ai12 = ^s " h 
T2 = Tl + T12 ̂ l* 
(VI.24) 
(VI.25) 
The steady state solution for Eq. (VI.23) can be found by setting e = 0 
in the original differential equation (VI.12) with Eq. (VI.22), thus one 
gets 
- f(3)<U = R ( A ) (VI.26) 
From Eq. (VI.26), the steady state space lag x. is obtained by taking the 
inverse of function F 
T _ c"' ( ^ ^ f , ^ A - J 
I fc*5 
(VI.27) 
and the steady state residence time T 1 ? is given by 
A 
(VI.28) 
On the other hand, the unsteady solution is given by 
2>r,, ?'>^ 
^ ^ - f ' ^ W t - * ; ] > * * • ( iW-r , l £ l e s ~




Z*(Z, )= fu + $ti*(?.> (VI. 30) 
and using the Taylor expansion, we can express the first integral of Eq. 
(VI.29) as 
I, = j _ H ^ [t-r,j)<lt - ^ P ( ^ ' ^ ) (vi.3i) 
»-ty^i + fa) itlz(z) 
*k 
By defining a new function g as 
SZ 
(VI.32) ?(?,s) * ( m j e"^ rft 
-'C 
the second integration of Eq. (VI.29) can be expressed as 
S'f • 
l z - f | - ( m.?u , s) - [Ku>. r.) - Ko)J} (V1.33) 
Neglecting the second and higher order of e and using Eq. (VI.28), we get 
yi 
Now 6T 1 9 can be obtained by substituting Eq. (VI.31) and Eq. (VI.34) into 
(VI.29) thus 
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%X» (r.) - - ~ - ( 3(A, S) - ff.tf)-f(ojjj^. ' (V1.35) 
but a t 
*-n." , r,«r-rA- t- tl2.~%zat?t) (VI.36) 
Hence, in the real time scale, t, 6T,9 becomes 
^X,(t) - - r~r f 3"tf,s)- [HA) - fto)]} £ € C (VI. 37) 
Retaining only the first order of e, finally we obtain 
s&cfc> - £e s t •- '_ hu,s)-[fa')-i(o)][ 
.-Sfc V2 
( V I . 3 8 ) 
For simplicity, let us define 
A, (s) - - —^— {9tt-s)- [fft )-J(o)]| 
4(A)^i ' J 
sr« 
(VI.39) 
Upon substitution of Eq. (V1.39) into (VI.38), the perturbation of par-
ticle residence time in the heated liquid region (B) becomes 
St Sr^ft)* E-e .A,(s)~ A.(s)$xrCi) (VI.40) 
Knowing T 1 9, the perturbation of space lag \(t) can be found from Eq. 
(VI.17) by setting at t = T2» z = \(t) 
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Aet;= ifc£a.+ ee^Ci-e-**"] 
s 
( V I . 4 1 ) 
Hence 
W i%=5. - £eScfi|C!r'V 4 A,(s)j (VI.42) 
By defining A^(s)as 
;-<*&* 
Az(S)^~lz£LZ: + S ^ f s ) (VI.43) 
the perturbation of X, the' heated liquid region, becomes 
SMi)= ge s t At(s ) (VI.44) 
For example, the response of the boiling boundary to the sine heat flux 
TT _ _ IT TT 




[€ - S f t i COS (fell 
where A i s g i v e n by 
A - ^ ^ 
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The Enthalpy Response 
Although the response of the liquid enthalpy for the dynamical 
problem is not directly necessary, it is important to know the energy wave 
propagation which can be applied in a single phase heat exchanger analysis 
Here we integrate Eq. (VI.20) from T, to t and then eliminate T, in view 
of Eq. (VI.17), keeping in mind that z is an independent variable. We 
get 
*">-<•' =TT^ { ̂  " ^ ^ [~ m { } Z f ^ + (V1.45) 
- S J L 
+ (c iu.sj -*(3) + 4co))e ^ ]} 
V-2. Kinematics of the Heated Mixture Region (C) 
A. Volumetric Flux Equation and Density Propagation Equation 
The set of governing equations for the heated mixture region (C) 
has been derived in Section XV-4. We recall the condition of constant 
properties^ for the liquid and vapor phase in the mixture region, which is 
quite valid for the relatively high pressure system with thermodynamic 
equilibrium assumption. Furthermore, by taking the vapor drift velocity 
V . as a constant (see Section III-l D), we can transform the two con-
§J 
tinuity equations (IV4.1) and (IV4.2) into the following form 








__ n ^f P. 
i <j. (III1.61) 
here C f e * i +• N/ii- (nil.59) 
The first equation can be called the volumetric flux equation 
which describes the increase of j due to the phase change. The second 
equation has a form of the wave equation and thus can be called as a den-
sity propagation equation. Following the analysis of Lighthill (14), we 
call C, by "kinematic" wave velocity, since it describes the velocity of 
k 
the density wave propagation. 
The above two continuity relations are not sufficient to solve the 
kinematics of the mixture in (C), since we have three unknowns, j, p , and 
r in two equations. However, the additional information can be obtained 
from the enthalpy energy equation using the equations of state. Recall-
ing equations (IV4.7,8,9,10,11, and 12), we have 
(Un - — 





Substituting Eq. (V2.1) into (XV4.3), i.e., the enthalpy energy equation, 
we obtain 
#w'f I . -AY P . * 
IT +U^T - Ac Alss . Pife 
(V2.2) 
Here we used the same assumption concerning the drift velocity 
change as the one we applied in Section III-l 1). However, in order to ob-
tain the vapor generation T in terms of the heat flux, these assumptions 
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Hence, from Eq. (V2.2) and Eq. (111.16), we have, for the case of thermal 
equilibrium 
n,--^-[— (V2.3) 
* Ac AL-W 
which relates the vapor generation T to the heat flux and the latent 
g 
heat. As was mentioned in the footnote on page 30, this result is not 
the consequence of the formulation in terms of the kinematic wave velo-
city, but of the constants i , i , p , and p with thermal equilibrium 
S o *• 
condition. 
The characteristic frequency Q of the phase change can be defined 
now by 
n<» s - a±L- ff<»« #f- (V2.4) 
Pjfj. AcAM l f ,£ 
In terms of the normalized hea t f lux f ( z ) , Eq. (V2.4) can be expressed as 
-fie*)- n« f(») (v2-5) 
Here 
%:% A? 
A e m ^iwr (v2-6) 
which is the characteristic frequency of phase change if the heat flux is 
are not necessary, since it can be obtained from the energy and continuity 
equations directly. 
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uniform. Using the above definitions, the governing equations for the 
kinematics of the heated mixture take the following forms. 
From the volumetric flux equation (1111.53) 
*i = -O.C Hi) (V2.7) 
From the density propagation equation (1111.61) 
%- «" ?k -jf- -~ -Q0fO)Pw (V2.8) 
The constitutive equation for C, from Eq. (1111.59) 
Ck = i + V (V2.9) 
The constitutive equation for j from Eq. (1111.35) 
~m 
and V . will be treated as a constant. Thus 
gj 
(V2.10) 
V . = V . = constant (V2.ll) 
gj gj 
The equations from (V2.7) to (V2.10) with the constitutive equa- ' 
tion for V . describe the kinematic behavior of the heated mixture region 
gj 
In our analysis, it is necessary to assume that the drift velocity is a 
* 
Note that this is supported by experimental data (32) and is 
valid for several flow regimes., i.e., bubbly, slug, churn turbulent, etc, 
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function only of kinematic variables in order to decouple the momentum 
equation from the kinematic of the mixture. Furthermore, for simplicity 
we assumed that V . = constant, i.e., Eq. (IV2.11), since from this condi 
tion we can linearize the system of governing equations. The analytical 
and experimental verifications for this assumption are given in (30, 32). 
B. Kinematic Wave Velocity C, . . 
The integration of the volumetric flux equation (V2.7) yields 
r > 
'Mir) 
KVt)« 0i;U)+nc \ "fU)cA> (V2.i2) 
Using the definition of F(z), Eq. (VI.1.1), we get 
J(3/t)- Ol;W -f i ) 0 [ H ( S ) - F(A')] (V2.13) 
which expresses the increase of j due to the evaporation. 
By substituting Eq. (V2.13) into Eq. (V2.9), C becomes 
CV(3,tJ- I5;(t)+ \Z§J + n c L F ( ^ ) - F ( A ) ] (V2.14) 
Using the expressions for vf. and \ , i.e., Eq. (VI.7) and (VI.42), 
in the above equation and expanding the last'term in a Taylor series, 
then keeping the terms up to the order of e> we get 
C*(s,tJ- Cfc(a) *• SCfc(t) (v2a5) 
= ^ii * Vgi +^.c t.F(5)-F(A)]+[str--a.«A)S.A] 
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Thus the steady state and perturbed parts of the kinematic wave 
velocity C, are given by 
C*ft)- % + ^ 4 - . H 0 ' [ F ( 3 ) - H ( A ) ] (V2.16) 
and 
&d*(0 = sact)--noft*)SA(t) (V2.17) 
or from Eq. ( V I . 7 ) and (VI .44 ) 
SOfctt) - £ e s r A 3 ( s ) (V2.18) 
here A 3 (S) - I " -Tic f (A ) A i ( s ) (V2.19) 
C. Perturbation Method on the Density Propagation Equation 
In the previous analysis, the volumetric flux equation was solved 
and the kinematic wave velocity was expressed by the independent variables 
z and t. Therefore, by substituting Eq„ (V2.15) into Eq. (V2.8), we can 
solve for the density of the mixture. By introducing a new variable p̂ 
which is defined by 
<Hl,t) m U I f»i*'tJ 
y 4 
the density propagation equation (V2.8) can be written as 
(V2.20) 
J£ 4-&0,t) |^- . -ilofU) (V2.21) 
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In order to apply the perturbation method, we define 
$(^/t) = <$>(%) + S$fr.,t) (V2.22) 
and 
e , 0 ' , t j * %(%) + S73H ( 5 ^ ) (V2.23) 
The relations between 0 and n and £<t> and 6o can be obtained from Eq. 
MII ' rm 
(V2.20) using the order of magnitude analysis. Hence 
¥u) - &> 
ft 
and 




Substituting Eq. (V2.15) and (V2.22) into Eq. (V2.21) and using the per-
turbation method, we get 
th 
for the zero order 
F* f-.i <** i l o K ^ ) (V2.26) 
and 
for the first order 
iteming* .jc*ctj %*& (V2.27) 
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D. Steady State (Zero Order) Solution for the Density 
We integrate Eq. (V2.25) from \ to z, then 
fe) - $(A) = - ( JM&1 d} 
J-A Ctw 
(V2.28) 
But, from Eq. (V2.16) and (VI.11) 
HoiW - j ^ ?*&) (V2.29) 
Hence 
f w • -?«)- - ( 4£*& - - jzJ-a^ 
h 'Clin lCkM 
(V2.30) 
From Eq. (V2.30) and (V2.24),, we obtain 
or 
ft 
& + ^a R.(3) = 
(V2.31) 
(V2.32) 
E. Perturbed Part (First Order) Solution for the Density 
The differential equation for §4* > i.e., Eq. (V2.27), can be 
transformed to Lagrangian form (59), thus 
This equation has been obtained assuming V . = const.; however, 
by solving directly the mixture continuity equation, it can be shown that 
it also holds for the case when V . varies along the channel. 
gJ 
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It = _<& ~ qq) d(sty 
?*cs) §0*ct).ac«3) <
V 2 - 3 3 > 
Let us solve this equation by the method of characteristics, considering 
the particle entering the heated mixture region at t = T«. Taking the 
first equality, we can integrate directly 
t- r, - ( ' J* (V2.34) 
Vo c*(" 
Let us define a new function E(z) by 
J a m (V2.35) 
Then Eq. (V2.35) becomes 
*-t*~ E(%) - E ( A '•*- SA fti)) (V2.36) 
The expansion of the second term into a Taylor series and retaining up to 
the first order terms of e, we get 
t - r, + [E(3) - b (A )]- ^-r} SX (tx) (V237) 
On the other hand, by considering the first and third terms of Eq. (V2.33) 
we obtain 
^'i^ri?1^^ 
The expressions for §C, (t) and the particle path equation between t and 
z, i.e., Eq. (V2.18) and (V2.37), respectively, have already been obtained, 
Thus, by substituting these equations into (V2.38) and neglecting the 
higher order of e, we get 
i(s4>)- ££ 
St , 
, sfEOV-BC*)} . -— 
[CM)]' . A ' l J d 3 A% CV2.39) 
By def in ing 
H(J^) -
i s{t(3)-eu'j} . -
(V2.40) 
and integrating Eq. (V2.39) from X(T~) to z and retaining only the first 
order of e, we obtain 
S<Kvk)- S$(MU)=. ze: A*(s)[ht(3;s)-H(Z,s)] (V2.41) 
In order to determine the boundary value, we combine the zero 
and first order solutions, i.e., Eq. (V2.30) and (V2.41), respectively. 
Thus 




,sr, + St(A(tD)+^e %(*)[Hfa)-HtiJs)] 
and the boundary condition for <p is given by 
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4>(,ur,) Jr^>* o (V2.43) 
Applying the above condition to Eq. (V2.42), we get the solution in terms 
of z and Tr, 
s4>0,r.)- fceS£i (ikiiA}Ail)+A2(s)[H(^s)-i-lu-,s)]| (v2-44) 
Recalling Eq. (V2.37), we have 
£ e s t i ~ £ e s t p-s{E(s)-eaj} (V2.45) 
We substitute Eq. (V2.45) into Eq. (V2.44), then the solution for £,cf> can 
be expressed by the independent variables t and z. Thus 
s«Kvt)= £ es t e ' s*E(iJ-Ea,*r.iW)Aa(s) + (V2.46) 
!• CACA) 
+ A s (s ) [H(J ,s ) - H ( A , s ) ] 
Finally, we obtain the response of the mixture density p from Eq. (V2.46) 













whereas for the perturbed part 
SK, 
fj 
St = e e u 7 l + (?,s) (V2.49) 
with 
t A 3 ( s ) ( H ( 3 , s ) - H C X , S ) ] | 
(V2.50) 
F. Center of Mass Velocity y 
m 
In previous analyses, the solutions for the volumetric flux j and 
for the mixture density p have been obtained. Whereas the solution for 
m 
the center of mass velocity v can be expressed by j and p as 
*•- *- - f c - 1 h > (V2.51) 
Recalling the definition ofC , i.e., Eq. (V2.9), and using the series 
expansion around the steady state solution, we obtain 
o,o,t) = ICtd)- &</<))) + 
TVJI I** 
(V2.52) 
By us ing Eq. (V2.48) we get 
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tf» (^t) _s c?^^) l L ( sdfcCt) 
•a; 
. - i -^ 
K Cfc (A ) 
+ Vc K 
'ifeOjj vk sft 
. SfeaVJ ' uii Pf (V2.53) 




Finally we obtain the solution for v in a perturbed form 
J m r 
I ^ U ) . ^«.(lt) 
_ ^ irs.,- V; 
(V2.55) 
For the steady state part we have 




whereas for the perturbed part we obtain 
St 
i & i L t ) . e j _ A , u , s ) (V2..57) 
Here 
Aft(5)= A3(s) + tlifi] ^^-^--J (V2.58) 
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G. Enthalpy i of the Mixture 
*J m  
Knowing the response of the density, i.e., Eq. (V2.47,48,49, and 50) 
the solution for the enthalpy can be calculated directly from Eq. (V2.1). 
Thus 
Uti,t) = ( + P»4.itt ncfrte)-Fffl] _ \C&)feAix 5R. 
^ *?**$ CUA) IA«) ^P-4s f* 
(V2.59) 
H. The Residence Time 
It is of interest to evaluate now the steady state residence time, 
i.e., the transit time of a particle in the heated duct. Recalling that 
the particle entering the mixture region at T 0 reaches the end of the 
heated duct at To> w e c a n calculate the residence time Tpo from Eq. 
(V2.30). Hence 
T„- E(l)~E(X)-^^ (V2.60) 
From Eq. (V2.60), we can decide the steady state Tpo anc* ^-ts perturbation 
6T 2 3. Hence 
Zu - EU)- £ ( S ) (V2.61) 
and 
•s"r»(t; - - -^— e jT(s> <V2-62> 
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V-3. Kinematics of the Downstream. Un-heated Region (D) 
The set of governing equations for the downstream un-heated region 
has been derived in Section IV-5. Under the isochoric conditions, the 
continuity equation takes the form of Eq. (IV5.2). Hence, the velocity 
of the mixture is independent of the position and is given by Eq. (V2.55, 
56,57, and 58). Thus 
lTm» _ tfwe ̂ i ^ W = rJU 1 jGfcU) + £ e
b C yV (H s ) (V3.1) 
On the other hand, the equation of state, i.e., Eq. (IV5.1), is given by 
# ^ fiTwtt) 41s- - 0 (V3.2) 




The integration of Eq. (V3.3) yields 
3 - f t - T ^ -
I C\k(A) :Lfc • S 
(V3.4) 
However, the initial condition for the density n is given by Eq, 
rme 
(V2.47,48,49, and 50) as , 
ft * -C * c « ) J * 
(V3..5) 
Now we cancel the parameter T~ between Eq. (V3.4) and (V3.5), retaining 
the first order of e only. Thus 
4 {CAU)) 
+ ee e * L^J^(^J^A,^s) • (V3.6). 
By def in ing / [ , as 
-A-€(^sj- e 
_c r i ^ i ftiidi l e 
. ° L ̂  J l e 4 u ) J . Ac J 
gfcW] -_4el 
A 4 C«,S ; (V3.7) 
we get 
P*e(t,'30 rr«e. _L orwe 4-
ff $ ft 
St 
+ ee a iA6as) (V3.8) 
The characteristic residence time T«/ can be obtained by setting z - % — 
He in Eq. (V3.4) and retaining only the first order of e« Thus 
z»- r* + srJf.tt) (V3.9) 
- JtMeH&CSj 
% IMlcW), 
( A ) A ^ S ) g e
s t [ i - e 5 ^ ] 
• ' s % 
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CHAPTER VI 
DYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM 
VI-1. Pressure Drop in the Upstream Un-heated Region (A) 
In the previous chapters, the kinematics of the fluid has been 
solved. Knowing the veolcity field and the density variation, the pres-
sure drop can be calculated by integrating the momentum equation. For 
the upstream un-heated region (A) the velocity and density are given by 
Eq. (VI.1) and (Vl.4), respectively. Hence, the momentum equation (IV2.3) 
can be integrated directly. In single phase turbulent flows, the per-
turbation of the friction factor due to the fluctuation in the velocity 
may be neglected for two reasons. First, the friction factor is inversely 
proportional to only one-fourth power of the Reynolds number, second the 
existing large turbulent eddies may not be sensitive to the mathematically 
introduced small perturbation of the local velocity. Thus, in the fol-
lowing analysis, we assume that the friction factor takes the value of 
the steady state. Integrating Eq. (IV2.3) from -jg, to 0 with an inlet 
restriction, Eq. (IV2.4), we obtain 
^t= (° *Hfr +°*w + 9<+&/**H^*;&^ (vn.i) 
to., 
In view of Eq. (VI.1) and (Vl.7), the integrated momentum equation yields, 
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APC| - % \' § £ * 8. + | ^ ( vr*cfsa^)
a) « f P̂v ( $ i * SO)1 ^1.2) 
Linearizing Eq. (VII.2) and retaining only the terms with the first power 
of e, it can be shown that 
AP..«M*<<^.(-fcfa --*<Vh (VII.3) 
^\(^SL + Jik2(^ ^ -Hs^^-jw 
We now obtain the steady state pressure drop and the pressure drop 
response to the disturbance as 
Apei = ft \ h L + H (-fcf V * *; ̂  1 (vn.4) 




/ApCt - A P c + S ApCi (VII.6) 
I t should be noted t h a t th ree terms in the r i g h t hand s ide of Eq. (VII .5) 
r e p r e s e n t the i n e r t i a , f r i c t i o n a l , and i n l e t o r i f i c e e f f e c t s , r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
VI-2. Pressure Drop in the Heated Liquid Region (B) 
In t h i s r eg ion , the p ressure drop response can be obta ined from 
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the momentum equation (IV3o3) by using the expression for the velocity, 
i.e., Eq. (Vl.7)„ Recalling the boundary of the region (B), i.e., Eq. 
(Vl.22), (VI.42), (VI.43), and (Vl.44), the integrated momentum equation 
becomes 




where we have taken into account the assumption that the density is con-
stant in region (B). Upon substitution of Eq. (Vl.7) into Eq. (VI2.1) 
and taking into account only the first order terms of e, we obtain 
(VI2.2) AR,= Pf f 3 ^ |fe ^ } ' A t-
Hence the steady state pressure drop can be expressed as 
A p „ - Pv I" ̂  * jjj $.*] A (VI2.3) 
And, in view of Eq. (Vl.7) and Eq. (Vl.44), the perturbed pressure drop 
response becomes 
%*?«• P , { S A * is-2«JKA + (1 + | ^ C ) A 2 ( s j } f c e
s t
 (V I2 -4 ) 
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Hence 
AP U - iRi. + S4R* (VI2.5) 
The right hand side of Eq. (VIZ.4) shows various effects on the response 
of the pressure. The first term is the effect of the inertia, the second 
term is the effect of the velocity perturbation on the frictional pres-
sure drop, whereas the last group shows the effect of the fluctuating 
boiling boundary. 
VI-3. Pressure Drop in the Heated Mixture Region (C) 
A. Integration of Mixture Momentum Equation 
The mixture momentum equation will be integrated now in a manner 
similar to that used in the single phase region. However, in the heated 
mixture region, the kinematic variables, i.e., the density and velocity 
of the mixture, are not only functions of time, but also of the axial 
coordinate z. Hence, the integration of Eq. (IV5.8) is more complicated 
than the previous ones in the liquid region. Furthermore, the dynamic 
characteristic of the two-phase friction factor f is quite unknown in the 
m 
present state of art, consequently, certain dynamic modeling for f is 
required. In this respect, we employ two distinct approaches: 1) assum-
ing that the dynamic characteristic of the frictional pressure drop is 
2 
similar to that of the inertia force n v , it reduces to the time inde-
nt m 
pendent f ; 2) the constitutive functional forms of f for the dynamic 
m m 
and steady state cases are the same, and it can be expressed by the 
kinematic variables„ In either case, without going to the detailed form, 
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we can express the per turbed two-phase f r i c t i o n f ac to r as follows 
;Ym = l m ( 2 0 + Sf*. C ^ t ) (VI3.1) 
with 
Sim * O for case (1) (VI3.2) 
Mm = £ e S C A 7 ( S > ^ ) for case (2) (VI3.3) 
Once the f r i c t i o n f ac to r model i s s p e c i f i e d , the funct ions f , 6f , or 
m m 
A7> can be obtained by the perturbation method. 
In view of Eq. (V2.47-50), (V2.55-58), and (VI3.1-3), the momentum 





ft TT-T- "•" ^»* *^~r ot 2 $ •1- 2D (VI3.-4) 
[ ^ . M i lAf 1 \ cl^ 4 ii LT^RT ~~tr "*j 
Now, we shall consider each term of Eq. (VT3.4) separately. 
B. The Inertia Term 
The inertia term, i.e., the acceleration pressure drop in the momen-
tum equation, is given by 
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i 
a r23a | **" at 
";>SA 
(VI3.5) 
Substituting Eq. (V2.47-50) and (V2.55-58) into Eq. (VI3.5) and retaining 
only up to the first power of e, one can show that 
Ap23a- ee
s tsp, 
Q' Cfe(A) A*as)<n (VI3.6) 
It should be noted that here we used the mean value theorem between A and 
X to change the integral limit. By defining a transfer functionAQ as 
o 
A „ « frs 
, * 
A <• CfcC*) 
A-s-0,sJ °U (VI3.7) 
the steady state and perturbed acceleration pressure drops become 
with 
and 
4p i 3 a •= A^** %?*>* (VI3.8) 
-P A K„a -: O (VI3.9) 
oSt SBsa- eebLA2(s) CVI3.10) 
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C. The Convective Acceleration Term 
The convective acceleration term in Eq. (VI 3.4). is given by 
A 








AfSA , 'V$A 
(VI3.11) 
Substituting Eq. (V2o47-50) and (V2.55-58) into Eq. (VI3.11) and neglect-
ing the second and higher order of 6, we obtain 
A R 5 C = ^FUc -+ S A R ̂ C (VI3.12) 
with 
~ r 2- , • * * 
AP^C - p*̂ *r (C/--0 (VI3.13) 
and 
S4RJt = ^ e ^
c A ^ ( s ) 
(VI3.14) 
Here C and/\.Q
 a r e defined by 
(VI3.15) 
and 
A,(s-) == ?s'\ti \[Cr**A + ltA) -A 4a,s)] -+- (VI3.16) 
+ 4- [ A, (£,sj - ^^(X.sjj-^iUjA.cs) 
Mn CfeUJ 
* 
+'•4-5 ' F-S^l A 4 a s j d ^ 
D. The G r a v i t a t i o n a l Term 
The g r a v i t a t i o n a l term in Eq. (VI3.4) i s given by 
AP: ̂  <i?^ dv (VI3.17) 
- A ^ - S A 
Applying the mean value theorem between X and X and s u b s t i t u t i n g Eq. 
(V2.47) in to Eq. (VI3.17) , we ob ta in 
AP«<j~ 3 [! Pw ^ + M - SP~^ " ^ U (VI3.18) 
In view of Eq. (V2.48) and (V2.49), i t reduces to 
^ - ? P , | ! ! l ^ ] ^ + E e S t l ^ ^ ( 3 ' S ) a * - A * ( S , f (VX3.19) 
Hence the gravitational pressure drop can be expressed as 
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A R ^ - AP.vj + SAR :^ (VI3.20) 
with the steady state part given by 
/IP.,.}' 3f*\ 1 - ^ ] ^ (VI3.21) 
and the perturbed part by 
•bA?iV( - £ e
i C [ A s ( s ) - ?ft. A a(s)J (VI3-22) 
Here the transfer function.^ is defined by 
ri 
•A/0(S) « flpM 7 l f ( ^ S ) d - > (VI3.23) 
^ 
E. The Frictional Term 
The frictional pressure drop term in Eq. (VI3.4) is given by 
A ? ^ - ^ P * ^ ^ (VI3.24) 
Using the mean value theorem, the above equation reduces to 
A ?.,c - ( JKJL fUVVf M
:5 - -&- f*^/ U (VI3.25) 
y J- 'ap ^L> 
In view of Eqc (VI3.1-3), (V2.47-50), and (V2.55-58) and retaining only 
the first power of e, it can be. shown that the steady state part becomes, 
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AP,v, i*. p, ̂  | &&11 <^ 
• D I CUA)J 
(VI3.26) 
and the perturbed part is given by 
h&Y2n - £ e 
S [1./U(S}- # f t i ^ Az(s)} 
J.O 
(VI3.27) 
wh ere the transfer function̂ .... is defined by 
Afl<s>- [
( l {T . .B^ [^ rA + (5^ ) + 
J-r >„D I LCfeWjJ 
(VI3.28) 
,-T, 
t 2 fm fi. T?tl A s ( 3 , s ) r n £ . V ^ A • p , s j} d 5 
Hence, the frictional pressure drop can be expressed by the above three 
equations as 
A P-iiV = ^ f W •*" ^»A|J25i (VI3.29) 
. £?«, - g e^ [A, (s) - ̂ - 8 V Aacs)] 
F. The Drift Stress Term 
The drift stress term in the momentum equation is given by 
AP - i* ±\$-
r- *?< ^ 4*- *; j 




After integration and with proper boundary conditions for p , Eq. (VI3.30) 
y i e l d s , 
AS*-?-*-"'? ^ M l ) 
f^(0 r ) - a fcnY^tJ 
. , - i ^ ' (VI3.31) 
We recall that," in the present analysis, the vapor drift velocity V . has 
gJ 
been treated as a constants However, this same assumption leads us to a 
singularity problem on the drift pressure drop term as the mixture den-
sity approaches to the vapor density, which occurs either at the critical 
pressure or at the complete vaporization point. Because this singularity 
is not important at all from the physical point of view, since the drift 
pressure drop term approaches zero, we shall eliminate it by further 
assuming that, for the case X -V 0 
V ^ U ) V'3i* 
-—•• -- (VI3.32) fUn-pj Me) 
In view of Eq. (V2.47-50) and retaining only the first power of e, we 
obtain 
APi)d• (G*-0O*f,ifo% (.-2c„*K r '
lP»V''s)^ teSt (VI3-33) 
Here, C is the ratio of p to p (4) defined by Eq. (VI3.15). By setting 
the steady state and perturbed parts of the drift: pressure drop as 
In both cases the fluid becomes homogeneous, thus the vapor drift 
velocity is V . = 0. Thus, in order to retain the exact form of the drift 
si pressure drop, it is recommended that the exit value of V . be used. 
6J 
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A R i c i - U V
A - ' ) C 7 f t V ^ (VI3.34) 
and 
SAf^d * geS tXMC^O (VI3.35) 
with 
A^sj- (,-2G*lc;^lf(u) ^ <
VI3-36> 
we get f i n a l l y , 
A?iU-A&«r SA?,M (VI3.37) 
G. Total Pressure Drop in the Heated Mixture Region 
In the previous section., we integrated the right hand side of 
Eq. (VI3.4) separately. By adding the inertia, convective, gravita-
tional, frictional, and drift terms, i.e., Eq. (VI3.8,12,20,29, and 37), 
the total pressure drop in the heated mixture region becomes 
A P 2 a - A F W + -4 Pa;i 3. + Afi^ + AEUd + ,•• (VI3.38) 
*SApa 3 A- SAP„ C * S A P 2 3 ^ S A f t i S + *Ap»4 
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Hence the steady state pressure drop AP is given by 
) 
In Eq. (VI3.39), each term on the right hand side represents various 
pressure drops due to different: mechanisms which are given by Eq. (VI3.13), 
(VI3.21), (VI3.26), and (VI3.34), respectively. 
On the other hand, the perturbed pressure drop 6AP9~ is given by 
$AP« = S A?«c+ S^P^c * SAfc^+ %Af>2l± t SA?^ (VI3.40) 
or, in terms of the transfer functions, 
5AE3= s e
s r JA,(s) + A,(s)+7\i0(s)+All(s)*A,1(sj}_ (V I3 -41) 
-sestf»f + 4§ft^.-}Ax(s) 
where^ a n dA ft t0j^12 a r e g i v e n b y E<*' (Vl.43), (VI3.7), (VI3.16), 
(VI3.23), (VI3.28), and (VI3.36), respectively. Hence the total pressure 
drop in (C) becomes 
(VI3.42) 
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VI-4. Pressure Drop in the Downstream Un-heated Region (D) 
In order to obtain the pressure drop response in this un-heated 
mixture region (D), we shall integrate the momentum Eq. (IV5.3) with 
Eq. (IV5.4)0 Thus we have, ^ 
/\Pw-*«R,«)^(«)^j
r'{Fw«[^*^«^
B] + ' (vi4.i) 
e • 
f ^ f - r I D , R*e MC ^ t &.. * - r £ ̂  J j 
The terms on the right hand side of the above equation represent the exit 
orifice, inertia, convective, gravitational, frictional, and drift pres-
sure drops, respectively. Each term can be obtained separately in a man-
ner similar to that demonstrated in the previous section. The friction 
factor f will be given by 
me 
i*e = iwe + Sf^eC^t) (VI4.2) 
with 
&£*e =• ° for case (1) (VI4.3) 
Vf*,e = 2 e A7(S/$) f Q r c a s e ( 2 ) (VI4.4) 
Here we followed the assumption made in Section VI-3. 
Recalling that the velocity v is a function only of t, and not 
me 
of bo th t and z , one can show t h e f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s . 
For t h e e x i t p r e s s u r e d rop 
From Eq. ( V 2 . 4 7 - 5 0 ) and Eq. ( V 2 . 5 5 - 5 8 ) , we have 
ZiP j+e "" fc' P>« L/m ~ A R}4-e *" S ^ R 
w i t h 
^ FWe ~ ^ e fi " ^ ^ ^ 
and 
$4i=+e-- £ e
s r A , 3 ( s j 
Here t h e t r a n s f e r f u n c t i o n A 1 o (S) i s d e f i n e d by 
Je "e 
w i t h 
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'3«-e ( V I 4 . 5 ) 
( V I 4 . 6 ) 
( V I 4 . 7 ) 
Ahi(S) - -2 £ e ff Vu As (*>
 S J + £ e Pi ttJ'Cr* A * « , S ) ( V I 4 . 8 ) 
For the acceleration term 
From Eq. (V3.1), (V3.7), and (V3.8), we obtain 
(VI4.9) 
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A P W a = O (VI4.10) 
and 
*A7W - £e s t A, . (s j 
/ ^ ° ' (VI4.11) 
where71 -IA(S,) is given by 
A*(s ; = Sf* ^ te (£*) As-(C.SJI (VI4.12) 
The convective acceleration pressure drop is zero, since we assumed 
the isochoric process in the region, and hence the divergence of the velo-
city is zero. 
For the gravitational pressure drop 
From Eq. (V3.7), (V3.8), and (V3.9), we get 
.p _ , M e 
^ - \ Ch. fW clV<= ZiP^cj + S^R^ (VI4.13) 
JC 
with 
ATW* - ^ |fe £e (VI4.14) 
and 
s t 
$AF34* , e e b t A , s ( s ) 
(VI4.15) 
I l l 
Here the transfer function A,_(S) is defined by 
-st3< 
A / 5 ( S J - 3* f* tff, G* ( - ^ ) ~ ~ - *A*(<?,S) (VI4.16) 
For the frictional pressure drop 
From Eq. (VI4.2-4), (V3.1), (V3.7), and (V3.8), we obtain 
. D fH + lce i 
4 K m - J&Z. ft„e l ^ d* - 4 P 3 + f -f ^ A p ^ (VI4.17) 
with 
AP^=_^ft^C^(Asfie ( m i B ) 
and 
S 4 P m = & e
s 7 L / 6 ( s ) (vi4.i9) 
where A i/-(S) is defined by 
A/* (S) = j L I 2 -f„e J?- UA (-^) ie As- U. Sj + (VI4.20) 
» ( M 
+ ffvcr*[-^.y( Vrs, s)dsj 
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For the drift pressure drop 
From Eq. (V3.7) and (V3.8), we have 
APj4a. ( ^ ( f ^ l M l/i/W3=/^SA^ (VX4.2D 
which is approximated by 




A pj+rt '= O (VI4.23) 
and 
sr3-* A ? ^ - £e*xAu(s)(e-*l»-0 
where the res idence time To A i s defined by Eq» (V3.9) . 
By adding Eq. (VI4 .5 ) , (V.I4.9), (VI4 .13) , (VI4 .17) , and (VI4 .21) , 
we ob ta in the t o t a l p res su re drop in the downstream un-heated region (D) 
Thus 
A B3* - ^PWe * 4 P 3 * * + A P J H •+ (VI4.24) 
* S4F> + S^FWa + SAp3V. -t SAp3^ 4 S A R ^ 
Here each term on the right hand side of the equation is given by Eq„ 
(VI4.6), (VI4.14), and (VI4.18). 
On the other hand, the perturbed pressure drop 6AP , is given by 
$A?^ - S A ^ e t ^ ^ , t S^Ps+1f SAP^i-SAP^ (VI4>24') 
or in terms of the var ious t r a n s f e r f unc t i ons . 
S4fH = ^ e
S t An($)tA/+(S)iA(sr(s)+ (VI4.25) 
•^•Alt(s) •+ A,1 (s)(&-*'*-- f ) l 
where ^ 1 2 t o ^ 1 6 a re given by Eq. (V3.36), (VI4 .8) , (VI4.12) , (VI4.16) 
and (VI4.20) , r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Hence the t o t a l p res su re drop in (D) becomes 
A?s+ = A?^ + S ^ l % (VI4.26) 
VI-5. Pressure Response of the System 
In previous sections, the steady state as well as the perturbed 
pressure drops of each region have been derived separately. Here, we 
consider the total pressure drop AP imposed at the boundary of the 
ex 
system. 
In a perturbed form, the external pressure drop AP can be given 
cX 
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/IP** « APM* + S4P«* (VI5.1) 
which should be the same as the internal pressure drop obtained by adding 
the terms expressed by Eq. (VII.6), (VI2.5), (VI3.42), and (VI4.26). 
Thus 
A R L * = (^Tci+ £?u + Aft* 1 - ^ 0 + (VI5.2) 
-r (S^Pci + S A p | Z + S4"P*a+ SAP,*) 
If the system operates under the steady state condition, all perturbations 
go to zero. Hence we have 
ARt* '- APo, + A P,X + ^P*» + A R,* (VI5.3) 
Equation (VI5.3) can also be expressed in terms of the system parameters 
by substituting Eq. (VII.4), (VI2.3), and (VI3.39) with (VI3.12,21,26, 
and 34) and (VI4.25) with (VI4.6,14, and 18). 
Hence 
zn* - h \%>u - ^(fe)V+*^;]+*[n*fe^j+ (VI5>4) 
j pfu,;(G"-i) + f f t j * ^ i g j ^ + 
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4e U #*? C/ + % P* ~* i 
C 
§? ft »^ <^ ( & ) * * • •• 
-̂ u>e J 
which can be rearranged in the following form 
4Pey 
— 2. 
-^ i P* ' ^ i + i n l e t o r i f ice (VIS.5) 
+ % u-,/ C c<* - i) + convective 
M^tfK' Igi0 ]* ' -^ +. gravitational 
*f>mki*H<k(/-^kc'ti> •+ f r ic t iona l 
+ fj C / ( Cr* - 0 V/gj' dr i f t 
+ £* ft i J^C,* »* ^ K ^ exit orifice 
On the other hand, the perturbed system pressure drop 6A? can be ob-
tained by subtracting Eq. (VI5.3) from Eq. (VI5.2). Thus 
$ A f ^ - %A?oi +SA?iX+ SAp^+gApa 3 * (VI5.6) 
where each term on the right hand side of the equation is given by Eq. 
(VII.5), (VI2.4), (VI3.41), and (VI4.25), respectively. Upon substitut. 
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ing these expressions into Eq. (VI5.6):I we can obtain the relation between 




- *{&)**> **ikHkT*>Z'^}+ CVX5.7) 
+ (A,£sUA,(s)fA/B(sj+A(,fsJ+Att^sJ-ft.(9+^^^(s)}+ 
f I A;,(s) + A,*(sj + As (s) t A/ifs;-•• Aw(sj(e
 5 t3- /J j 
Here each group on the right hand side of the equation gives the transfer 
functions between the regional pressure drop responses and the velocity 
perturbation. 
For simplicity, let us define the new transfer functions J[_ ., 
A B,A C, and.AD by 
AA(SJ- ft)(£jseo+ | i ? £ 2(^f^ + 2 ^ % } (VI5.8) 
A*{S)m &[*'A + h 2'0^ h ft(9+55^)^Csj (VI5.9) 




5 • A^Csj+A^csj+^MtA/asJ+A^^sjCe - / J (VT5.ii) 
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where subscripts A, B, C, and D refer to the regions (A), (B), (C), and 
(D) , respectively. Furthermore, the functions A 0 to A , , are defined by 
b lb 
Eq. (VI3.7,16,23,28, and 36) and Eq. (VI4.8,12,16, and 20). 
By substituting Eq. (VI5.8,9,10, and 11) into Eq. (VI5.7), we 
obtain 
SAp^ - zest [A^y* Ab(s)+A(!(s)->AD(s>] (VI5-12) 
Equation (VI5.12) is a solution for the dynamics of the system, since 
this expression gives the response of the S3',stem to the initial flow 
perturbation or vice versa in terms of the transfer functions. 
VI-6. General Characteristic Equations 
In the preceding sections, the perturbation method has been applied 
to the analysis of the dynamical problem of the two-phase flow systems. 
The solution has been obtained in a form of a functional relation between 
the perturbation of the system pressure drop A? and of the incoming 
fluid velocity 6v, i.e., Eq. (VI5.12), which is expressed in terms of the 
transfer functions defined in Section VI. Thus we have 
hA P«(s,t)- sir(s.t)[AA(s)+AB(si-rA<.(s) +Ab(s)] (vie.i) 
In order to examine the stability of the system, it is necessary to specify 
the generalized input force and the output displacement. Although in our 
analysis we assumed the initial, flow perturbation 6v and obtained the re-
sponse of AP to it, the physical process occurring in the system is 
6X 
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exactly the opposite. In other words, the input force imposed on the 
system is the pressure drop perturbation 6AP , and it induces the change 
in the flow field. Hence 6v is the generalized displacement. This rela-
tionship between input and output can be conveninetly displayed by the 
block diagram shown in Fig. 7. Here l/Q(s) is called the system transfer 
function, and the dynamic response can be represented by the transforma-
tion 
so- = I CHS) J 
5 4 ^ * (VI6.2) 
where the characteristic function Q(s) can be obtained from Eq. (VI6.1) 
and (VI6.2) . Thus 
Q(S) = Ap) + AB(Sj + Ad(S) + A„(SJ (VI6.3) 
According to control theory, the asymptotic stability of the system can 
be determined by the nature of the roots of the characteristic equation 
given by 
Q(s) = 0 (VI6.4) 
With Eq. (VI6.4), the formulation is now essentially complete, 
since the initial problem of determining the dynamic stability of the 
physical system is reduced to the mathematical problem of the complex 
functional analysis. More specifically, now our problem becomes: to 
examine the nature of the roots in the complex plane for the character-
SAP, ex 
(Input} 
Figure 7. Block Diagram of the System 
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istic equation given by 
Q(5)= AA<s) +AB(sj + A e(s)+ADCs)-o
 (VI6-5) 
Here it can be mentioned briefly that, if the characteristic equa-
tion (VI6.5) has all its roots in the left half of the S-plane, every 
component of disturbance tends to zero as t -» oo. Thus, this is the neces-
sary condition for the asymptotic stability. Furthermore, if the charac-
teristic equation has a root with a positive real part, the disturbance 
grows with time and hence it is unstable. 
On the other hand, when the excursive instability is considered, 
it is useful to transform Eq. (VI5.5) in the following form 
%A?SLK IfMV SAP(i S4fc, , S4fi» f . 
~$TF~~ ~ ~uT + ~su~- * TKT * To~ - Q ( S J <V I 6-6> 
By taking the limit S -» 0, the perturbation becomes constant. Hence the 
excursive stability condition can be given by 
S^o *U" ^° (VI6*6> 
Recalling that e, the magnitude of the velocity perturbation, is an ar-
bitrarily small constant, the inequality (VI6.7) reduces to the criteria 
obtained by Ledinegg (2). Namely, 
3 4 "Pa* > 
e>V (VI6.8) 
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From Eq. (VI6.6) and (VI6.7), it follows that 
^ Q ( S ) > 0 (VI6.9) 
is the condition for the excursive stability. In view of Eq. (VI6.5), 
this corresponds to a singularity in the dynamic stability analysis. 
Therefore, the examination of the characteristic equation (VI6.5) and of 
the nature of its roots in the complex S-plane are sufficient for both the 
dynamic stability and excursive stability analyses. 
VT-7. Summary on the Transfer Function 
In the following, we shall summarize the various transfer functions 
as well as the characteristic functions which have been obtained from the 
theoretical analysis developed in the preceding chapters. 
-STn 
^•M»"jdxi,aM-lia"m\-sr- «•»•» 
%x - *?,> « A*(s)- -lz^—'* + i& A,(s) 
10 S (VI7.2) 
i&» A 3 (S)« /-x>cfa;>A2oo 
50-
fi- Sir r i ' 
(VI7.3) 
IACT> r !a(f^Ai(s,,• (vl7-4) 
+ A J ( S ) [ H ( S > - 5 ) - H ( A J S ) ] 
I k . A f ( J > s j - A 3 ( s ) + r ^ i | i - f ^ i A+(3,s) (VI7.5) 
o u L C-fe. (A 3 J 
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s A 7 (3,s) 
s A . (X*) 
^ - A f ( s ) - sft CftU) A ^ C ^ S ) ^ 
J * LC*U) 






i f i T 1 - = A „ ( s ) - 1Pf A2(s) 
A./0(s) = %% (
l A f f3,s)d3 
i f £ u — A . C s j - J x p ^ ^ A . c s ) 
^ fs) - f_ M****« {$$£*•*<*>*) + 
+ 2 ?„fcuj.- As(3,s)+ &i£ [ ^ ] A7 (3,s)Jd j 







H^e . _/|_ ( s } _ £ ^ ^ e 1 2 A s Ct S J «• tj , CfAtll. S)] CVI7.16) 
dO 
$AP3 + t l . f^.A,,fe>.SPf £!.(&) Ar(*,s) (VI7.17) 




^ -. A ^ ( S i - ifc 8 ^ ( £ ) {*£«/« A, f/ ,Sj+ (VI7.19) 
e ~
S f 3v _ _. r M r ^ ^ y 
s / Ji 
so- y (VI7.20) 
%A?c e>i — 
Sir 




H ApfsJ-^JsA + ^ i O - ^ J + g f^WjTl^sy- (VI7.22) 
hO 
a A<j (S) ~ A 8 (S) t A7fSj + Afo(S) + A,, (sj + (VI7. 23) 
T 2 
+ A,2fs) - P+ (} + i | ^ ) A i f S ) 
— P i 4 -= A » ( s ) * .A/3(s)a/,/sj*A,xfs)+yl/<(s)+VsjCe
sfi-(j) (VI7.24) so 
The charac te r i s t ic function Q(s) 
- ^ L 3 Q(s) = AA(s) +Ap^sj + Ad(sj+Aofs; (VI7 .25) 
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The various functions appearing in the above formulations are de-
fined as follows. 
ftl) *m LSLiii. (VI7. 26) 
-f// f*?(i)<l3 
FU) = f* U% ) A% . (VI7.27) 
Jo 
1Ci.s; = l feu e <H (VI7. 28) 
<!*(3) * ^ + ^ + ^ o I> ^ - P ^ }J (VI7.29) 
E ( 5 ) = ( 77-777- ^ (VI7.30) 
r s f E(* . )~ t ^ ) ] A*-h J 
H ^ S ^ - j e ^ J j | <U (VI7.31) 
where the boiling length X is given by 
X - F"' (^f*fe ) (V17.32) 
\ DO 5 / 
and the time lags T-|2> T23» a n d T34 b y 
2;* = -^- (VI7.33) 
f„ - B i t ) - E ( X ) (VI7.34) 
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I 7= Xe ( Ae N 
^ CG-M/U) (VI7-35) 
VI-8. Discussion on the Transfer Functions 
Before we proceed with the application of our analysis, we shall 
discuss some of the important aspects of the present results in compari-
son with those reported previously in (23, 25, and 1). It can be said 
that mathematical methods applied to the previous analysis and to the 
present study are basically the same. 'Thus, all of them used the pertur-
bation method, the linearization technique, and the assumption p = o (i ) 
rm rm m 
which decouples the momentum equation from the energy and continuity equa-
tions. Furthermore, the unsteady state was generated by the inlet flow 
perturbation 6v, which is in contrast to the analysis made in (21) where 
the heat flux was perturbed. 
In the present analysis, nonuniform heat flux and the relative ve-
locity between the phases has been taken into account, whereas in (23, 
25, 1, and 21) the heat flux was assumed to be uniform in the axial direc-
tion. As it was mentioned in Section II-2, the analysis of (23, 25) is 
limited to homogeneous flow; however, this shortcoming has been removed 
in the analysis of Zuber (1), who used the vapor drift velocity in the 
formulation in order to include the diffusion effects and transformed the 
continuity equation into the density propagation equation (30, 32) based 
on the kinematic wave velocity (14). Exactly the same approach has been 
introduced in our analysis. Thus, the effects of the relative velocity 
on the characteristic equation should be identical to those reported in 
(1, 41). 
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The nonuniform heat flux effects on the characteristic equation 
are clearly demonstrated in the present: analysis. Among them, the most 
significant and direct result is the existence of the perturbation on the 
time lag T19> i.e., the particle residence time in the heated liquid 
region. The transfer function between ^T and 6V was denoted by/l,(S), 
thus 
£S_i = A . C S ) - - - ! ^ : f (
Afh)e^'olB-LW)-J(o)]|%. ' (visa) 
In view of Section VI-7, this..A, appears also in the perturbation of the 
boiling boundary 6A. in a form 
iA. . ' ~ e " S ^ - t - ̂  A,(s) <VI8-2> 
%\r s ' 
where the first term on the right hand side is the familiar transfer 
function for the case of the uniform heat flux, (1, 22, and 25), although 
the steady state residence time T,_ may be different from that of the q J 12 w 
constant. Hence the change in the time lag represented byA-,(S) influ-
ences 6X can be shown in a slightly different way by integrating Eq. 
(VI8.1) by part and substituting into Eq. (VI8.2), which yields 
— - e \T7=-^-;\dt (vis.3) 
. - sir Jo Lf(t«u*JJ 
Therefore, the time lag effect on 6X, i.e., the integration of the expo-
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nential term, is weighted by the ratio of the local heat flux to that of 
the boiling boundary. This result is rather significant, since it shows 
that as heat flux in the neighborhood of the boiling boundary increases, 
i.e., the weight function becomes less than unity, the effect of the fluc-
tuation of 6X. decreases, which can be considered as a stabilizing effect. 
This is explained by taking the limiting case of impulse heat flux which 
can remove the subcooling of the liquid at once. In this case, as we 
can see from Eq. (VI8.3), the motion of the boiling boundary becomes zero 
and hence it has no influences on the pressure drop response. Conse-
quently, there is no phase angle shift due to the residence time in the 
liquid region, i.e., no time lag effect from the subcooling. However, 
the waves propagate with finite velocities in the mixture region, and thus 
there is a time lag effect in the two-phase flow region. Recalling the 
mechanism of instability due to time lag, i.e., the phase angle shifts, 
it can be said that the disappearance of one of the delay effects sta-
bilizes the system. 
The transfer functions, obtained for a general nonuniform heat 
flux distribution and listed in VI-7, show that they may not be expres-
sible in terms of elementary functions depending on the functional form 
of the kinematic wave velocity C, (z). In such a case, it is difficult to 
pursue a closed form stability analysis because of the fact that most 
functions to be integrated are complex variable functions. However, in 
Relative stabilization, i„e., it does not mean that the unstable 
system becomes stable. In comparison with the case of the uniform heat 
flux, we should consider also the change in T-9 which has a strong in-
fluence on the stability. See Chapter XI for a more detailed discussion. 
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many practical applications, the kinematic wave velocity TT (z) can be 
K 
approximated by a linear function of z,p though heat flux itself is not 
uniform. For example, if the system has a chopped sine heat flux distri-
bution with a sufficiently high base heat flux, the errors introduced in 
C (z) by taking an average heat flux in the mixture region are sufficiently 
small in view of Eq. (V2.9) and (V2.12). This is illustrated in Fig. 8. 
This approximation seems to be quite reasonable, since most integrands 
appearing in the various transfer functions can be treated as functions 
only of C, (z). Furthermore, they are integrated over the range z=X to j£. 
Thus, what we assumed, is similar to that of the integral analysis in the 
boundary layer theory." Yet, by doing so, we still retain some of the 
most important aspects of the nonuniformly heated system. Indeed, the 
perturbation of the residence time ST can be taken into account. Thus, 
the transfer functions for the boiling boundary and for the kinematic 
wave velocity are exact, and they carry the effect of the nonuniform heat 
flux into the density, velocity, and pressure responses. 
Following the above discussion, we recommend that the steady state 
kinematic wave velocity TT (z), i.e., Eq. (29) of VI-7, be replaced by an 
K 
expression 
C'fcU) •* Uj; r V 3 J * .Ace ( V A ) (VI8.4) 








(A.) Dinencionleso lleat Flux 
/ ,-.' 
c t u a l CJ-i, (z ) 
Approximate C, (z ) 
o A 
(B) Kinematic Wave Velocity 
Figure 8. Effect of Convex Heat Flux Profile 
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where 
i 2 . - ^ f ' r t . [ M » ' - P < * ) 3 « l * (VI8.5) 
Hence, the transfer functions in the mixture region becomes similar to 
those for the uniform heat flux case, except that the expressions for 
A (S) andA3(S) are different. 
Besides the effects of the relative velocity and of the nonuniform 
heat flux, one more important aspect, i.e., the time dependent or dynamic 
two-phase flow friction factor., has been considered on the present anal-
ysis. Thus we obtain the terms represented by the transfer functions 
yL(S) andA?'(S) which were neglected in (1, 19, 22, and 25). Since the 
functional forms ofA 7 andA-,
11 depend on the two-phase frictional pressure 
drop models in use, a more detailed discussion in this connection will be 
given in Part 2 where we use the characteristic, equation to determine the 
stability of the system. Finally, it should be noted that the transfer 
functions and the characteristic equation are for a distributed parameter 




VARIOUS CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS 
VII-1. Nonuniformly Heated System with Constant Two-Phase 
Friction Factor 
In this section, we shall express the general characteristic 
equation in Chapter VI in terms of a linear kinematic wave velocity C, (z), 
and the constant two-phase friction factor. As discussed in Section VI-8, 
the kinematic wave velocity C. (z) for many practical cases can be approxi-
k 
mated by 
CT*C3) » \Ji.- --tyj + I2.U.-A) (viil. 1) 
where the average mixture reaction frequency jf).̂  is given by 
ft 
i-x 
_ SlolFtey-FiA)]** (vin.2) 
A 
We will express the two-phase friction factor f by the following rela-
tion 
f = f = constant (VII1.3) 
m m 
Thus, we neglect the axial change of the friction factor as well as the 
dynamic response due to the perturbations. 
Substituting Eq. (VIII.1) into Eq. (VI7.30), we get 
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Eft)-E«)-;jfcfc/«g9 (VII1.4) 
which corresponds to the steady state residence time in the mixture region 
at z = z. Hence, the function H(z,S) now can be obtained in view of Eq. 




CM) J CV<AJ 
(VII1.5) 
By substituting Eq. (VIII.4) and (VIII.5) into the mixture density trans-
fer function, i.e., Eq. (VI7.4), we get 
J o fin A+.($,s) - (VIII.6) 
LCAGD CiLAll 
£k jL^ + jaa'^JLfi.iA; 
where .A 2. has been eliminated by means of Eq. (VI7.3). 
0 
Accordingly, the mixture velocity transfer function Ji-can be ob-
tained from Eq. (VIII.6) and (VI7.5). Thus 
•&.-I 
I 4M» 
* [ dtiAJS-Hcc) iC&UQff Ci f) i S-ilc 
A, (VIII.7) 
Recalling that the two-phase f r ic t ion factor f i s constant, we have 
° r m 
A rj * A / (VII1.8) 
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In view of Eq. (VIII.1), (VIII.6), and (VIII.7), all integrations 
appearing in the pressure drop transfer functions reduce to that of the 
binomial, hence they are trivial. Also we note that, from Eq. (VIII.4) 
and (VI7.34), we have 
r2 3 - T ^ t* ̂  (vin.9) 
and hence 
Or J = e. (vin. io) 
which gives the time lag in the mixture region. Furthermore, from Eq. 
(VI8.3) we have 
A 2 - e 1 e hr^ Mt (VII1.n) r̂  
and 
A 3 - i - i l o f ( A ) A 2 ( s ) <
v i n-1 2) 
Following the above development, it can be shown that the characteristic 
equation becomes 
^ ; T - i ' lis.'A°(s)' e" r"' e"5tiWii.i3, 
where the function is algebraic in terms of the arguments appearing in 
Eq. (VIII.13), and the detailed form of the characteristic equation for 
this case, expressed through operational and geometric parameters, is 
given in Appendix D. 
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It is important to note here that there are no poles for function 
Q(S), which can be justified by the theorem of interchanging an integral 
with a limit operation. 
Equation (VIII.13) clearly shows the time delay effects of the 
subcooling,_boiling, and downstream un-heated regions represented by 
3, C_ , and e , respectively. 
The form of the function A 3 depends on the dimensionless heat 
flux f(z); however, as we can see from Eq. (VIII.12), it has a character-
-S'EJ. 
istic of exponential C As a matter of fact, if f(z) has the 
form of a trigonometric fundtion and/or polynomials of z, Aj(S) can be 
expressed by exponential and rational functions of S. In particular, if 
f(z) is a polynomial of z only,VL(5") reduces to 
A,(S) - I ~ Oo [>.(s)- .fcfsje 5^J (vin.14) 
where R- (S) and R„(S) are rational functions of 
In either case, the characteristic equation can be transformed to 
exponential polynomials, which shows that the system is essentially 
governed by the difference differential equation. The order of polynomials 
depends on the heat flux profile f(z), and it takes the minimum of the 
fifth order when the system is uniformly heated. 
The theorem is applicable, if the integrand is continuous at that 
limit. Indeed, this condition holds for our case (see Eq. (VIII.11) and 
various transfer functions appearing in Section VI-7). 
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VII-2. Uniformly Heated System with Constant Two-Phase 
Friction Factor 
By treating the nonuniformly heated system, we cannot avoid arbi-
trariness in the characteristic equation due to the fact that f(z), the 
heat flux profile, is an arbitrary function. In order to eliminate this 
indefinite nature in our analysis, we now study in great detail both 
qualitatively and quantitatively the system, which is uniformly heated 
along the channel. There are two reasons for doing this, i.e.,: 
1. For the uniformly heated system, the characteristic equation 
becomes simple, since the function f(z) is known and thus the parametric 
study is possible. 
2. The characteristic equation for the uniformly heated system is 
a corollary of the one with nonuniform heat flux derived in VII-1. Thus 
the examination of the validity in the first case is quite sufficient for 
the proof of the applicability of both models. (Remember that there are 
no singularities or poles in either case.) 
In the following, we take the case when the two-phase friction factor can 
be assumed as a constant. 
By taking the heat flux as uniform, we see from Eq. (VI.9) that 
the average heat flux q " is 
%" = %" <T"2-» 
It follows that the dimensionless heat flux f(z) is 
f(z) = 1 (VII2.2) 
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Hence, from Eq. (VI. 11) we have 
F(z) = z (VII2.3) 
In view of Eq. (VI.27) and (VII2.3), the boiling length \ becomes 
X = \±—iJi—*i_— (VII2.4) 
and the residence time in the heated liquid region is 
fu - — z (VII2.5) 
The r eac t ion f requencies a re defined by Eq. (V2.4) , (V2.6) , and (VII I .2 ) 
and thus become i d e n t i c a l . 
< 
Sl-Hc-fLa* - / * 't ~ ~ (VII2.6) 
AcAin #& 
By substituting Eq. (VII2„6) into Eq. (V2.16), the kinematic wave velocity 
has the form 
<jk(3) = V& + ^ + n ( - j - A ) (V112.7) 
Furthermore, the uniform heat flux condition corresponds to no perturba-
tion on the residence time. Thus from Eq. (VI7.1) 
HiL = A,(S) « 0 (VII2.8) 
s i r 
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Hence the fluctuation of the boiling boundary expressed by Eq. (VI7.2) 
reduces to 
- STu 
- ^ - - A 2 ( S ) - (VII2.9) 
By substituting Eq. (VII2.9) and (VII2.6) into (VI7.3), we have 
**L « As(s) = | - *L(<~e~
SLa) (V112.10) 
In view of Eq. (VII2.2) to (VII2.10), the characteristic equation for the 
uniformly heated system can be readily obtained from Appendix D. Thus 
we have, for the characteristic equation 
0 ( 5 ) : = Q ( 5 , i ' w T ' T ^ T x
 , e ' e ' e ^ = 0 ( V I I 2 a i ) 
Here the function Q is algebraic in terms of the arguments appearing in 
Eq. (VII2.11). By recalling that S = 0, S - Q = 0, and S - 2Q = 0 are 
not poles of the characteristic equation, it can be rewritten as 
5 ( S -SI f ( S - 2 CI) Q ( S ) = O (VH2.12) 
which in expanded form reduces to the fifth order exponential polynomials 
with three time delays C- 9 trl , cr. This equation is 
exactly the same as that obtained in (1), except in our analysis we have 
the effects of the upstream and downstream un-heated regions. Thus, one 
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— 5 T^ 
additional time delay fcr ,, which takes into account the effect of the 
wave propagation time in the adiabatic two-phase region, enters into the 
characteristic equation. 
VII-3. Effects of Various Fraction Factor Models on the 
Characteristic Equation 
The frictional pressure drop response in the two-phase region 
largely depends on the friction factor model used. It is best character-
ized by the transfer function A(, , i.e., Eq. (VI7.14), although the 
downstream un-heated region frictional pressure drop response v\_̂  , i.e 
Eq. (VI7.19), is also affected. 
To simplify the analysis, let us consider now the effects of vari-
ous friction factor models only in the boiling region. 
Recalling Eq. (VI3.1), we have 
* . « . f* + » « < » ' t ) <V1I3-1> 
where the first term on the right hand side represents the steady state 
value for f and the second term gives its perturbed part. The equation 
for 6f is given by Eq. (VI7.7), hence 
m 
l £ * = A , ( 3 , S ) (VII3.2) 
In view of Eq. (VII3.1) and (VII3.2), the general frictional pressure 
drop response can be given by Eq. (VI7.14). Thus 
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A„(S)* f ± \ L f, K2 l&l&fA+O, S)+ (VII3.3) 
J - -2D ( iQfeCAW 
i 
A 
t 2 £ ft % A f (5 ,S) + f s ^ [gg|]A,(3A)J ^ 
For a given func t iona l form of f (z) and A „ ( z , s ) , the r i g h t hand 
m / 
sides of Eq. (VII3.3) can be integrated. In order to carry out the inte-
gration in simple form as well as to decouple the effects of nonuniform 
heat flux profiles from those of the different friction factor models, we 
shall consider only the case of a uniformly heated system in the following 
analysis. The problem will be considered from both the static aspect, 
i.e., the effects of magnitude of friction factor, and the dynamic aspect, 
i.e., the effects of perturbation in f . 
m 
A. Static Aspect of the Friction Factor f 
m 
A-l. General Form of the Transfer Function. By assuming that the 
two-phase friction factor depends only on the steady state effects, we 
have 
and 
f = f (z) (VII3.4) 
m m 
6f = 0 (VII3.5) 
m 
This approximation Leads JLo the conclusion that the dynamic response of 
the frictional pressure drop is similar to the inertia wave, i.e., the 
2 
response of n v . Hence the t r a n s f e r funct ion A reduces to 
v Hm m -/L// 
A„(S) - ( -i- j{„ft $ r \*M\ A,(»,S) + 2f-B«iiJW»'S)|4} (VII3.6) 
J- 2-V \ LCfcCAJJ i 
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In case of a uniformly heated system, X, T-,,2> ̂ >
 c^(z) » -A,(S), A^CS), 
A 3 (S) are given by Eq. (VTI.2.4,5,6,7 ,8 ,9, and 10), respectively. Thus, 
from Eq. (VI7.4) and (VI7.5), we obtain 
_ L JL&i _ A (•* s "l - ' s 
L4(3)J tfio). 
•it f i -st, /•«• 
(VII3.7) 
and 
S0~ -A^sj-A.f tH&jkfM 
OGv) 
e 
. - s t/i. 
(VII3.8) 
A-2. Lumped Friction Factor Model f = f C . The simplest form 
_ m s m 
of the friction factor model can be obtained by the lumped parameter 
method. Thus f is given by the following equation 
f = f C 
m s m 
(VII3.9) 
where f is the liquid friction factor at the boiling boundary, and C = 
constant. 
By substituting Eq. (VII3.7), (VII3.8), and (VII3.9) into Eq. 
(VII3.6), it can be shown that 
*«(»•* 4^ft^(^^f[2 (^-+%^ ̂ A)(SJ- (VII3.11) 
^ ( I h ^ ; ] (Jl. }(_jk 
S-.aA2-2.aJI £*„ i 
e 
-5tM S*
2*?5*'* -ff e 
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A-3. Friction Factor Based on the Void Fraction. In order to 
take into account the effect of the void fraction on the friction factor, 
wa consider a simple model given by 
h 
••w 0-J0v 
f* % ^ (VII3.12) 
Since the steady state density ratio can be expressed in terms of the 
kinematic wave velocity, i.e., Eq. (V2.48), we have 




where 0 < n' < I (VII3.14) 
The magnitude of Tl' depends on the inlet Reynolds number N as well as 
on the system pressure. 
In view of Eq. (VII3.7), (VTI3.8), and (VII3.13), the integration 
in Eq. (VII3.6) reduces to that of the binomials, hence it can be shown 
that 
Â S) = A^,U-^Jl2(^^JJ-(fff)^A)(s)- (VII3.15) 
CjKJttfti 
CiH) 
a M xi 
$- /1 / IS-L2 + ITM £*_ ( 
e -u £ 
By comparing Eq. (VII3.11) and (VII3.15), it can be seen that the 
forms of the transfer function A for the case of the constant friction 
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factor and of the distributed f are quite similar. The first terms of 
m ^ 
each transfer function represent the effects of the kinematic wave velo-
city. They differ only by a constant. The second term corresponds to 
the time delay effects in the mixture region; there is, however, a slight 
difference in the functional form between the models. However, SBC2t"W')Xl 
and <J = 2 A are not poles of Jlu , consequently, the latter difference 
is not essential in a dynamic analysis. 
By setting the first terms.of each transfer function, i.e., Eq. 
(VII3.11) and (VII3.15), to be equal, we obtain 
* H-n' C„ « -—- (-& —=-LY (VII3.16) 
" l + 'n/ V G* - I / 
On the other hand, the steady state solution requires 
^'wiT^r1 (vn3a7) 
For high pressure systems with reasonably high exit qualities, the value 
for C ranges from 1.5 to 2.5, thus we may approximate C by 
C '« 2.0 (VII3.18) 
m 
A-4. Other Frictional Pressure Drop Models. Although most of the 
two-phase frictional pressure drop models are not written in the form of 
Eq. (VI3.24), the equivalent two-phase friction factor corresponding to 
f can be obtained easily. The resulting friction factor is usually a 
m , 
* 
function of the void fraction at the quality x, and the density ratio p 
O 
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For example, the well known correlation of Martinelli and Nelson (43) can 
be closely approximated by 
1-75 p 
U i is (iii^Jkl 
I U-«LV ?f J 
(VII3.19) 
On the other hand, the model obtained by Wallis (44) gives 
i = 0.02 illzJLf J k I 
^^ I (l-ci)1 ft J 
(VII3.20) 
Following the assumption given by Eq. (VTI3.4), the variables x, a, and 
p take values at corresponding steady state conditions. Thus, the liquid 
m 
quality is given by 
i-X - (VTI3.21) 






Recalling Eq. (V2.48), the mixture density can be expressed by 
?M CA CA ) 
h Cfc(i) 
(VII3.23) 
In view of Eq. (VII3.7,8,21,22, and 23), the variable of integra-
tion in Eq. (VII3.6) can be transformed from z to C (z). However, due to 
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2 
the existence of the (1-a) term in the denominator of the two-phase fric-
tion factor models, i.e., Eq. (VII3.19) or (VII3.20), the analytical ex-
pression for J\. may not yield a simple form. This difficulty can be 
eliminated by taking only the first term of the right hand side of Eq. 
(VII3.22) under the condition that pf » p and the quality x is suffi-
ciently less than 1. In any case, the dynamic characteristic of the 
transfer function A// corresponding to the Martinelli and Nelson correla-
tion or to the Wallis model is expected to be quite similar to those ob-
tained in Sections A-2 and A-3.. This can be justified by comparing Eq. 
(VII3.19) or (VII3.20) to Eq. (VII3.31). By taking a proper value for 
in Eq. (VII3.13), the former two equations can be closely approximated by 
the latter for a wide range of the void fraction a. Furthermore, it 
should be remembered that the transfer function Atl does not have any 
poles. Thus, the continuity of the solution for A// is expected. 
B. Dynamic Aspect of the Friction Factor f 
The dynamic effects of the friction factor f can be studied by 
J m J 
considering the perturbation 5f , i.e., Eq. (VII3.1), then the general 
form of the transfer function A,j(S) is given by Eq. (VII3.3). The first 
two terms of the right hand side of Eq. (VII3.3) represent static effects 
of the two-phase friction factor, whereas the last term takes into account 
the dynamic response of f due to the velocity perturbation §17 , i.e., 
m 
A»(3,S) . In order to carry out the integration in Eq. (VII3.3), it is 
necessary to know the equation for f under the steady state as well as 
the dynamic condition. As it has been explained in Chapter VI, we assume 
that the steady state equation for f can be written in terms of kinematic 
m 
variables and, furthermore, this relation can be extended to the unsteady 
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conditions with perturbed kinematic variables. 
Thus, if the two-phase friction factor can be written as 
u - -f• ( P - > * • .*>«) (VII3.24) 
then the steady-state part is given by 
**.•£«( ̂  , Vm.-, X , 5 ) « fm(ClO)) (VII3.25) 
and the perturbed part by 
.^L = A,u,s)- ii=s flBi\ + ils/4^) + ^ ( i * J + ifs-fii.] (vii3.26) so- 1 *?„[**) )vj?») dxwl hi \%v) 
The void transfer function can be obtained from the definition of the 
mixture density, thus 
U = I S P. 
$0" A? %0 
m - ^ A 4 £ J . s ) (VII3.27) 
And the vapor quali ty t ransfer function i s given by 
hX B _ Cfc c?(t(AJi i. r 
Sir ap L flk(a)J % 
d— ' 
H./r' A,(s)-&fiJAfffos) (VII3.28) 





where A-j , A+ , and A5 , i.e., the transfer functions for the kinematic 
wave velocity, for the mixture density, and for the mixture velocity, are 
defined in Section VI-7. 
Hence, by knowing the steady-state friction factor model, i.e., 
Eq. (VII3.25), the dynamic response of the friction factor A*(z,S) can 
be obtained. Substituting the expression for f and for 1*, i.e., Eq. 
(VII3.25) and (VII3.26), respectively, into Eq. (VII3.3), we get the two-
phase frictional pressure drop response A/y (S) . Since the quality x 
and the void fraction a as well as n and v can be written in terms of 
•m m 
C, (z), the variable of integration in Eq, (VI 1.3.3) may be transformed 
from z to C, (z). 
In view of Eq. (VII3.7,8,26,27, and 28), we can see that the inte-
grand of Eq. (VII3.3) increases in complexity as the degree of sophistica-
tion in the two-phase friction factor model f , i.e., Eq. (VII3.24), in-
creases. From the numerical point of view, it is desirable to have as 
few terms as possible in the expression for Ay , the friction factor re-
sponse function. By considering the entire functional dependence of 
p , v , x, and a in f , it can be said that the two-phase frictional pres-
•m m m 
sure drop response 6f generates a large number of terms in the character-
istic equation. Thus, a higher degree of accuracy is required to deter-
mine the dynamic response of f . On the other hand, our analysis is based 
m 
on the assumption that the steady state relation for f can be extended to 
the unsteady operation. The reliability of Eq. (VII3.26) is limited. As 
a conclusion, a simple friction factor model such as the one based on the 
void fraction is better suited for our analysis than the correlations 
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given by Martinelli and Nelson (43) or by Vallis (44)o 
Thus we recommend the use of 
•« = ^-fcyv (VII3.29) 
for the analysis of dynamic response of the friction factor. However, the 
relation given by Eq. (VII.3.29) has a singularity at OFI; the modification 
similar to the one made in A-3 is desirable. 
Hence, we approximate 
4r r f i - r 
-̂m ** TS ^ — J (VTI3.30) 
which we call the density type friction factor., On the other hand, Eq. 
(VII3.29) can also be approximated by the velocity ratio instead of the 
density ratio. Thus, we have the velocity type friction factor 
W ~ is P^-) (VII3.31) 
In view of Eq. (IV4.4) and (VII3.,4,30, and 31), it can be seen 
that the dynamic response of the two-phase frictional pressure drop takes 
the form for the static type model, i.e., Eq. (VII3.4) 
M ^ f L ^ S(P»tf«) (VII3.32) 
Note that the form is as justified as that of Wallis or Martinelli 
Also that it gives good agreement with experimental data for the steady 
state. 
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the density type model, i.e., Eq. (VII3»30) 
HiL- S(^ r t^ (VH3.33) 
and the velocity type model,, i.e., Eq. (VII3.31) 
S (fi* U K ) (VII3.34) (*d3 J apf 
The three relations above clearly show the responses characteristic 
of T T iaf with respect to the inertia of the mixture o 'v for the par-°* 'm r Km m r 
ticular friction factor models, whereas the steady state friction factor 
f is given by the common expression for these three cases. Thus 
it' 
*« - f* 1 - ^ V (VII3.35) 
B-l. Density Type Friction Factor. First let us consider the case 
of the density type friction factor model, i.e., Eq. (VTI3.26). Recalling 
Eq. (V2.48), (V2.49), and (vTI.3.2), the friction factor transfer function 
-An becomes 
CtW A7(3.s) = - n ' f w g ^ - J A 4 ( ^ s ) (VH3.36) 
which shows the dependence of the friction factor on the mixture density, 
i.e., Eq. (VII3.30). 
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Substituting Eq. (VII3.35) and (VII3..36) into Eq. (VII3.3), the 
right hand side integration can be calculated with Eq. (VII2.7). Thus we 
obtain the two-phase frictional pressure drop transfer function A.// , 
AAs)-& ^^-H^^AU^0!^f^- <VII3"37) 
Afnv r, | e " " - r ' - e ' |1 
MU-iiAs»[n'+2]iiJl c / - l J J 
where A i s given by 
A= — • - r - -• (VII3.38) 
Oft ( A ) 
By comparing this result to the one with the static friction factor model, 
i.e., Eq. (VII3.19), it can be seen that the dynamic friction factor in-
fluence appears only in the terms represented by A. Furthermore, these 
effects are limited to the shifting of the coefficients and thus the func-
tional form of A// is preserved. 
B-2. Velocity Type Friction Factor. For the case of the velocity 
type friction factor model, i.e., Eq. (VTI3.31), the transfer function 
A 7 , can be obtained from Eq. (V2.56), (V2.57), and (VII3.2). Thus we 
have , 
5k CA) A/7 = %' im 
L?*tt) 
—— A 5 (VII3.39) 
which shows the dependence of f on the mixture velocity v . Substituting 
r m m 
Eq. (VII3.35) and (VII3.39) into Eq. (VTI3.3) and integrating the right 
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hand side, we get 
A„ = £ ** ('-I* {[* (' + *'X*)+ B ] ( Q f e ) A 5 ( S ) - <V"3-40) 
*M 
XL % SI 
-iiA s-(n/-+2)n 
8 ~ lr c: 
C/-I 
where B is given by 
Q C*'CA)+ On') V̂ i" 
a (A) 
(VII3.41) 
Comparing these results to the case of the static friction factor 
or of the density type friction factor, i.e., Eq. (VII3.19) and Eq. (VII 
3.37), respectively, it can be seen that the differences are limited to 
the magnitude of the coefficients, whereas the functional forms of 
for each case are the same. 
As a conclusion, the effect of the two-phase frictional pressure 
drop on the dynamics of the system can be expressed by a similar transfer 




APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS 
In what follows, we shall demonstrate the applicability of the 
analysis developed in Part 1. By considering the system with an arbitrary 
heat flux profile, the characteristic equation includes the unknown func-
tion f(z), which precludes a parametric study of the stability of a system. 
For example, in order to have a similarity between two systems, it is 
obvious from the discussion given in Section III-2 that we should have 
the same dimensionless heat flux f(z). Since the system with a uniform 
heat flux profile has the simplest characteristic equation and the para-
metric study on this model can give some general trend of the effects of 
various parameters on the stability of general systems, we shall choose 
this as a basic model. The- analysis of any other nonuniformly heated 
system can be developed in exactly the same way provided the function f(z) 
is known. However, in such a case it is expected that the order of the 
exponential polynomial will increase. 
By taking the system with the uniform heat flux profile, we shall 
express first the characteristic equation in a dimensionless form in a 
manner quite similar to that in Section III-2. From this we can obtain 
the similarity parameters which govern the stability 'of the system. After 
a brief introduction on the stability theorems (such as D-Partition Method 
and Nyquist Criterion), which are important for the analysis of the system 
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governed by the exponential polynomials in terms of the auxiliary param-




SIMILARITY GROUPS GOVERNING THE STABILITY OF THE SYSTEM 
VIII-1. Dim€»nsionless Characteristic Equation 
Dimensionless Parameters 
In the following analysis, we shall non-dimensionalize the 
characteristic equation for the uniformly heated system in a way very simi-
lar to that employed in Appendix C. We choose the length scale as I, the 
heated channel length, and the time scale as l/f2, the reaction time in the 
mixture given by Eq. (VII2.6),. 
Based on the above fundamental scales for the time and length, we 
define the following dimensionless parameters. 
The geometric parameters: 
3*= -f-, A,*- -f- . *e*--£- ', D.*-•-&-, (Vim.1) 
The boiling length \* from Eg. (VII2.4) 
X* = - + . A V ̂  P* '& (Villi.2) 
* f«5 i 
The velocity field: 
For the inlet velocity 
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It* = J%_ = A *"**'? • M L (villi.3) 
where Q is given>by 
a = sio = -Q«>- • - " ? ^ p 
/4c 4i« P,P*' 
For the drift velocity 
\Av* = ~^~~ = ~ ^—1 (VIII 1.4) 
11 ^ me i i * 
For the kinematic wave velocity 
.*, , _ C f eU) 
c * ( * ' ~ n& ( v i m . 5 ) 
Hence, from Eq. (VII2.7), we have 
and 
( V . » ) - VK* (!+!/«)+0-A*| (VIII1.6) 
(V (A ) = Vi* C i + tyj* ) (vim. 7) 
From Eq. (Villi.6), (Villi.7), and (VI3.15), we have 
£* = —^MiL = , • + - '.—̂  (Villi.8) 
A (A) ^(t + ̂TJ 
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The residence time; 
We define the dimensionless time by 
t* = tQ (VIII1.9) 
Hence, for the residence time in the heated liquid reqion from Eq. (VII2.4) 
and (VII2.5), we have 
Z* = Z,z CI = - ^ - A l | x ^r- ( V I 1 1 1 ' 1 0 ) 
T# Ain P» 
For the residence time in the heated mixture region from Eq. 
(VIII.9), we have 
rJ3* = f2*fi - SU c? (vmi.n) 
and for the residence time in the downstream un-heated region from 
Eq. (VI7.35), we have 
' £ 4 % tW-ft - l e A \ (Villi. 12) 
The independent variable 
S*. _§_ » A. + j JiL ^ a*+ iaf (Villi.13) 
a xi .a. 
The density ratio 
fy*=-^- (Villi. 14) 
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The pressure drop 
AP* = A? 
(nlfff 
(Vil l i .15) 
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if*2 (Vil l i .17) 
% 
Dimensionless Characteristic Equation (Uniform Heat Flux) 
Using the dimensionless parameters defined in A, the characteris-
tic equation corresponding to Eq. (VII2.11) reduces to 






4- Ac* < A 
U U; 
(Vil l i .18) 
where each term in the expression for Q*(S"*) represents the dimensionless 
pressure drop responses of the upstream un-heated, heated liquid, heated 
mixture, and downstream un-heated regions, respectively. The parametric 
expressions of the above terms are given by the following expressions. 
for the upstream un-heated region 
SAfi 0| A; 
SO* Oil % * -^+(*j^^2Lur- w»> 
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for the liquid heated region 
SA?a* A - = 4* = t,rS'+*±2\*+\M-+h.\Ji*](i_j[*) (Villi.20) 
t* «L* 2-V LNFr -2D* 'T' 7 a ) St>*l)i 
for the heated mixture region 




J _ _ _ _ _ M% 5*_| 
for the downstream un-heated region 
w'ty ?&* 
_ ^(„^%r_^i_!2^-^J + o-nto*; s*-/ J
(Vil l i .22) 
+• i (M) 
nt \ /\e 
€1 ̂ iM^K^fcJH r**4A * 
l+fil s-cs'-i; L* . - V^.^^-'J-^-^Ce-^L,) G+W J s--
where A * , C * C,*, C * , and C * are given by 
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A -* _ a L& _ i - -i!—H. ; (VI I I 1.23) 
c!,* = e - e (vim.24) 
C* = e ^ - C* 6 " (Villi.25) 
& - C Cr e (Villi.26) 
( V = A 3 - Cr ? (Villi.27) 
and T-. o* is the residence time in the heated region and thus given by 
T13* = T12* +• T 2 3* = T12* + In Cr* (Villi.28) 
We note here that the terms underlined in the expressions of the 
pressure drop response cancel each other in the characteristic equation 
(Villi.18), Hence, they have no effect on the stability of the systems. 
Furthermore, in this characteristic equation, the two-phase fric-
tion factor was taken as a constant for simplicity in the analysis. How-
ever, more sophisticated, though far more complicated, friction factor 
models could be used as we demonstrated in Section VII-3. 
VIII-2. Similarity Groups from the Characteristic Equation 
A. Similarity Groups from the Heated Regions 
In order to satisfy the similarity condition in the heated region, 
it is necessary that the dimenslonless total pressure drop response of the 
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heated region should be the same between the two systems. 
Recalling that S*, the perturbation parameter, is an unknown in 
the characteristic equation given by Eq. (Villi.18), the above requirement 
is satisfied if and only if all the coefficients of the pressure drop re-
sponses are the same for the two different systems. Hence, in view of 
Eq. (Villi.20,21,23,24,25, and 26), we obtain 10 dimensionless groups, 
i.e., t,*, % * , A*, Vtt , MFh , <}?, Vtf > Z,t , *»Ai? 
and P^ . 
However, not all of the above groups are independent, since they 
are interrelated by the parametric equations given by Eq. (Villi.8), 
(Villi.10), and (Villi.28). As a consequence, we have only seven basic 
similarity parameters which are 
T,S , V-u* -, V/,j* , P,* ;, rtFr , g ; and J ^ -
B. Similarity Groups from the ;Un-heated Regions 
The similarity groups for the un-heated regions can be obtained in 
view of Eq. (Villi.19) and (Villi.22). Thus we have three similarity par-
ameters for the upstream un-heated region and five for the downstream un-
heated region in addition to the dimensionless groups obtained from the 
heated regions in A. They are 
*•>•, €M , 1fc:l° fat > *~ > ** > * • ". * * « , and % . 
C. Similarity Groups for the System 
The foregoing analysis shows that a complete geometrical similarity 
is not necessary between two systems in order to have the same dynamic 
characteristics, though they aire restricted in some aspects. However, in 
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order to perform a parametric study by changing the kinematic and thermal 
operational conditions, it is important to have a complete geometrical 
similarity, owing to the fact that once the geometry of the model system 
is chosen the friction factors and Froude numbers cannot be independent of 
the flow fields. Thus, in the following, we assume that the geometrical 
similarities are established. Consequently, we have nine parameters, 
i.e., k. , D *, & *, A *•, D*. k i * A '*, and D *; which are basically 
' 1 o ' o o e e e e 
the hydrodynamic conditions. We note here that the thermal condition, 
A /§j£ need not enter explicitly into the geometrical restrictions. 
The remaining parameters to be examined are T12*»
 vf*» ^ •*» P *» 
N_ , N_ , f , "f , and "f . In view of Eq. (Villi.17), the two Froude 
Fr Fre s' m* me . - . • • • 
numbers are related by the geometrical orientations of the heated duct 
and the downstream un-heated region. By taking the angle between the two 
portions of the system as 9, we.have two similarity parameters, N_ (or 
N„ ) and cosG, where the latter is a pure geometrical parameter. 
Now let us examine the relations between friction factors f , f , 
s' m' 
and f . The liquid friction factor f can be considered as a function me s 
only of the Reynolds number NRs for the smooth pipe. Thus, we have 
i ( M \i 0.-'/S f 
f s a is VN g e s)= - o x- (VTII2.1) 
Nftes 
On the other hand, the average two-phase friction factor f and f can 
' . o f m me 
•v , 
be assumed to be a function of N„ , the kinematic conditions at the end 
Res* 
of the heated duct and the geometry of the system. Hence we have 
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and 
f = C f 
m m s 
f = C f 





m m x 12 fi ' en Ke 
C = C ( T 1 0 * 3 V..*, V .*, p * , D *) 
me me v 12 ' fi ' gi Ke ' e 
(VIII2.4) 
(VIII2.5) 
As a consequence, we can replace the three friction factors by N_ , C , 
and C . The remaining parameters T-,O*> v,..*, V .*, and p * are inde-
me 12 .' fI ' gj rg 
pendent and important for the dynamic characteristic of the system. 
D. Summary and Discussion on the Similarity Parameters 
As a summary, we obtain the following dimensionless groups from 
the characteristic equation (Villi.18) 
1) The Geometrical Similarity Groups 
k. , k , D *, D*, D *, A '*, A *, I *, 1 *, cos0 
I ' e' o e ' o e o e 
From now on we shall represent the geometrical similarity groups, except 
k. and k , by N_« Thus we have k., k , and N_* 
l e' ; G l e' G 
2) The Froude Number N from Eq. (Villi.17) 
U^-Jf (VIII2.6) 
3) The Reynolds Number N from Eq. (VIII2.1) 
'Res (VIII2.7) 
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4). The Subcooling Number N from Eq. (Villi.10) 
Klsub = £/z 
* _ ALU ^ P 
Mii ?f 
(VIII2.8) 
5) The Phase Change Number N , from Eq. (Villi.3) 
for a mixture in thermodynamic equilibrium 
— — (VIII2.9) 
or more generally for a mixture in thermodynamic nonequilibrium 
(VIII2.9a) 
6) The Dr i f t Number N from Eq. (VIII1 .4) 
Ma= V»* = " # t^i 
(VIII2.10) 
7) The Density Number N from Eq. (Villi.14) 
; E _ 
* _ p» 
' f >1 ft 
N,= f,* - (VIII2.11) 
The above groups are independent of each other. Thus they are the 
basic parameters governing the dynamics of the system. In addition to 
them, we should supply parametric equations given by Eq. (Villi.8), 
(Villi.10), (Villi.28), and (VI.II2.1,2,3,4, and 5) with the relation 
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between N„ and N„ through 6. The geometrical parameters, the Froude 
number N_ , and the Reynolds number N„ have the standard significances. 
Fr' J Res & 
On the other hand, the subcooling, phase change, drift, and density num-
bers given by N , , N , , N,, and N are associated with the two-phase 
flow systems. 
The subcooling number N , takes into account the time lag effects 
in the liquid region due to the subcooling of the fluid entering the 
heated duct. Thus it is one of the important parameters for the stability 
analysis. 
The phase change number N , corresponds to Damkoeler's Group I 
(45) in chemical kinetics, and it scales the change of phase due to the 
heat transfer to the system. In view of Eq. (Villi.8), (Villi.10), and 
(Villi.11), it can be seen that N , is one of the decisive parameters for 
the time lag in the mixture region. Both N , and N , are significant 
° ° sub pch ° 
not only for stability analyses, but also for the description of the 
steady state operational conditions. 
Since we assumed the thermal equilibrium in the mixture, the ex-
pression for N , takes the form of Eq. (VIII2„9), which is inversely 
related to the ones proposed by Boure (24). However, in general, it is 
given by (VIH2.9a) which is based on the vapor generation r and pro-
O 
posed by Zuber et al. (33). The latter expression takes into account the 
effect of the thermal nonequilibrium and the equality of the phase change 
number N , in two different systems and ensures that the phase change 
has progressed equally in both. 
The drift number N, takes account of the diffusion effects due to 
—_____ £ 
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the relative motion of the fluids and thus plays a role in two-phase flow 
similar to that of Damkoeler's Group II (45) in chemical reaction kinetic 
Since the vapor drift velocity V .depends on the flow regime (30,32), 
oJ 
this group characterizes the flow pattern. We note here that two-phase 
diffusion, i.e., drift, processes are not due to the molecular random 
motions but to the macroscopic geometrical orientation of each phase. 
The drift number is important in the kinematics of mixture and if 
N, » N , j then the change of the density and velocity are controlled by 
the drift, i.e., redistribution of phases. 
The density number N explicitly appears only in the drift stress 
term of the characteristic Eq. (Villi.18). Depending on the constitutive 
equation for C and C , i.e., Eq. (VIII2.4) and (VIII2.5), this group 
N may also appear in the two-phase frictional pressure drop terms. The 
P 
density number N actually scales the system pressure Ps, and this is 
quite important in connection with the above statements on the drift and 
frictional pressure drop terms. 
For example, if the condition given by Eq. (1112.17) is satisfied, 
then 
N N,2 « 1 (VIII2.12) 
p d 
And also, if we can assume that, for a wide range of system pressures 
dUf <B>NJ 
-*2_ v 0 (VIII2.13) 
then the system pressure influence can be effectively taken into account 
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by the groups N g u b and N ,, given by Eq. (VTII2.8) and (VTII2.9). In 
this case, N can be eliminated. 
P 
Following the above similarity analysis, the characteristic equa-
tion given by Eq. (Villi.18) can be rewritten as 
0 = Q* = Q* (k., k N„, N_ , N_ , N . , N , , N., N , s*) (VTII2.14) 
I e G Fr Res sub pch d p' 
Equation (VIII2.14) shows complete parametric dependence of the 
characteristic equation. In usual circumstances, N_ cannot be considered 
G 
as an operational parameter, but rather as a design parameter. Thus, 
once the system is given,the dynamic behavior can be represented in eight 
dimensional space with s* as a parameter. It should be noted here that 
o 
Boure (24) obtained three groups, N , , l/N , , and l/N„ N , , in addi-




IX-1. Stability Theorem 
The systems which we have analyzed in the previous chapters are 
governed by the differential difference equations. Therefore, the solu-
tion at any instance is coupled with the past history of the process. 
Such a system is characterized by time delay effects induced by the finite 
time that is required for the propagation of the signals. As it has been 
discussed in Chapter VII, if the kinematic wave velocity is a linear 
function of the axial coordinate z, the characteristic equation can be 
expressed by the combination of the rational functions and the exponential 
functions, i.e., Eq. (VII2.11). Thus, in inondimensional form, we obtain 
the characteristic equation 
Q w s * jL9±,Al}d^£*% &*'**)-o cixi.i) 
Q I S , s> > s*_| 5 st 2 ; . > . ; /
 u 
which, in terms of the operational parameters, is given by Eq. (Villi.18) 
or Eq. (VIII2.14). It should be noted here that Eq. (1X1.1) does not 
have a form of exponential polynomials. However, by recalling that S* = 
0, 1 and 2 are not the poles of Eq. (1X1.1), we can define a shifted 
characteristic equation as 
L* = S*(S*-if (S*-;>.) &*' -o: •' (ixi.2) 
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The function L* takes a form of exponential characteristic poly-
nomials with a single root at S* = 0 or 2, and a double root at S* = 1. 
Therefore, the stability analysis using Eq. (1X1.1) and (1X1.2) is slightly 
different. For the system with Eq. (1X1.1), no roots in the right hand 
half plane of S* are necessary for the stability of the system, whereas by 
using Eq. (1X1.2) we should take into account the roots which we have 
created artificially. In particular, the shifted characteristic function 
L* has one of its zeros on the imaginary axis, which causes some diffi-
culties in the application of the existing stability criteria. We re-
commend the form 
Z*= (S*-!)i(S'-2)Q*=0 (1X1.3) 
The stability theorem applicable to our characteristic equation 
can be classified in two groups, the stability test criterion and the 
stability boundary criterion. In the following, we shall discuss the 
above groups separately. 
A. Graphical Method Based on Encirclement Theorem (Mikhailov Criterion) 
The stability criterion from the encirclement theorem was first 
developed for the linear system with no time delays by Mikhailov (46), 
Leonhard (47), and slightly modified by Nyquist (48) for the closed loop 
control system. The theorem is well known and not restricted to the 
rational algebraic functions. The extension of the criterion to the 
time-delay system was studied by A. Sokolov, Miasnikov, and Satche among 
others. The detailed review of these workers can be found in fine books 
by E. P. Popov (49) or by B. Porter (50). Briefly, the criterion was 
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obtained from the application of conformal mapping and the residue 
theorem. 
Let us take a complex variable function F, which can be considered 
as the combination of the rational and exponential functions. Thus 
.P-FC.S*, es*) (IX1-A) 
Then the encirclement theorem (or the principle of argument) gives that 
_L A£+ arjF « P- Z (ixi.5) 
21L 
where Z and P are the number of zeros and poles inside the contour C, 
AC arg F is the total change in the argument of F or the anti-clockwise 
encirclements of the origin in the F plane around C . The theorem is de-
T 
rived under the condition that: F is analytic except for a finite number 
of poles inside C, and that F has no zeros on C. 
When the characteristic equation does not have roots on the imagi-
nary axis and at the infinitjr of the right half plane, the stability of 
the system can be studied by direct application of the above theorem. 
By taking the contour C shown in Fig. 9, the right hand side plane is 
entirely covered. Now we use the mapping of S* on C into the F plane, 
thus the right hand side of Eq. (1X1.5) can be found. Hence, by knowing 
the number of poles in the right hand half plane, the number of zeros Z 
can be found. 
In our application, the characteristic equation has 
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1. the principal term S* (the highest polynomial with positive 
coefficient) 
2. no poles 
3. no zeros on the contour C and k zeros in C. 
Then the theorem (1X1.5) can be modified to 
* --i:[n-m[A*fZ} < Ix l-6> 
where [̂ hj corresponds to the change of argument of F when S* travels 
on the imaginary part of the contour C. 
If the original characteristic equation (1X1.1) is used in place 
of F, the number of roots k should be zero for the stability of the sys-
tem, whereas if the shifted characteristic equation (1X1.3) is in use, 
k should be 3 for the stability. 
The above criterion is extensively based on the graphical means, 
and the plotting of the Nyquist or Mikhailov diagram is required. The 
algebraic criteria of stability for the linear time delay system were 
developed by L. Pontriagin (51); however, the application of the criteria 
to the practical problem usually becomes quite complicated. Therefore, 
it is not recommended here. 
B. Stability Boundary Criterion (D-Partition Method) 
The criterion discussed in the foregoing section is best suited 
for the examination of the stability when all operational parameters are 
known constant. On the other hand, if a parametric study for the system 
is required, the D-Partition Method is preferable. It was first studied 
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by Y. Neimark (52) and the detailed discussion on the application for the 
time-delay system could be found in (49, 51). By taking the characteris-
tic function F, we have 
F"(S*,ot, , <*i, *3„ ; * - / ^ ) - O (1X1.7) 
where an to a represents the parameters which can be changed independently, 1 m 
Now we consider the harmonic oscillations. Thus we take 
S* = I 00* (1X1.8) 
By substituting Eq. (1X1.8) into (1X1,7), we obtain 
P ( /CO*, Of!, — -^ o^m) — F a , « oC, , •• • : cUn) + j fj,uf, *t,~',«!*) 
(1X1.9) 
which reduces to 
Fg± (U)*, <*, ,'••••,«<« )=0 (1X1.10) 
Fs„(W>*,;<''••"> I**)"0 ( m a i ) 
Equations (1X1.10) and (1X1.11) give the harmonic frequency surfaces in 
m-dimensional space, i.e., a.., • . ., a as coordinates, with oi* as an, 
• . 1 , . . i m 
auxiliary parameter. 
Since the complex roots are always conjugate for the function with 
real coefficients, the'domain, of w* becomes 
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0 < (o*"< OD (1X1.12) 
with two singular surfaces 
i^yn F - 0 (1X1.13) 
uf+O 
and 
SUnx f « O (1X1.14) 
L0*->oo 
Now the m-dimension space is divided into regions bounded by the harmonic 
frequency surfaces, i.e., Eq. (1X1.10) and (1X1.11) with Eq. (1X1.12) and 
two singular surfaces given by Eq. (1X1.13) and (1X1.14). 
The theorem states that the number of roots lying in the right 
half S* plane for each region divided by the surfaces do not change within 
a subdivision. Therefore, the stability of each region can be decided by 
testing the stability for any point in that region. For this purpose, 
the criterion derived in the previous section is useful. We note here 
that the D-Partition parameter Dpi) denotes the existence of n roots in 
the right half S* plane for that particular region. 
IX-2. Stability Plane 
The parametric study of the stability of the system can proceed by 
using the D-Partition method discussed in Section IX-1. The governing par-
< 
ameters obtained from dimensional analysis in Chapter VIII are k., k , 
N„, N_ , N_ , N , , N , , N,, and N , whereas the harmonic frequency m* 
G' Fr* Res' sub* pch* d* P 
is an auxiliary variable at the stability boundaries. As has been shown 
in a previous section, the neutral stability surfaces in a multi-dimensional 
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space are given by setting S* = jtt)* in the characteristic equation. 
However, in order to present these stability boundaries in a two-
dimensional plane, it is necessary to select two representative param-
eters for the coordinates of such a stability plane. Since, for constant 
system pressure and inlet: velocity with fixed geometry, the parameters k., 
* 
k ,-N_, N„ , N„ , N,. and N are fixed, the Subcooling and Phase Change 
e» G* Fr* Res' d* p ' 
numbers are best suited for the coordinate of such a plane. For example, 
it was found that the operational domain in the stability plane was bounded 
by the physical restrictions on the subcooling and the heat flux. From the 
condition that the subcooling is a positive entry and is upper bounded by 
Ai , corresponding to the freezing point, we have 
°- N*» - I5T1T (IX2,1) 
On the other, hand, from the condition that indeed boiling takes place in 
the channel and the super-heat of the vapor would not occur, we obtain 
Npch- " ^ < N.SMb < MpcK (^2.2) 
In addition to the stability boundaries, some important operational 
characteristics can be represented in simple form on the stability plane. 
For example, the constant exit quality line is given by 
The expression used for N , , i.e., Eq. (VIII2.9), is for the 
case of thermal equilibrium, 
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N sub - Hfxk - *« (T2-) (IX2-3> 
P* 
whereas the length of the non boiling region is given by 
X* - Nsub/Npch (IX2-4) 
The basic characteristics of this stability plane are illustrated in 
Fig. 10. 
IX-3. Parametric Study of the System 
(Analytical Conclusions and the Scheme for the Numerical Study) 
In Section IX-1 we have studied the stability theorem applicable 
to our case, and then in Section IX-2 the stability plane suitable to the 
parametric study has been chosen. Now we shall build up the scheme for 
the parametric analysis on the stability of the system. 
A. Influence of N , and N , (Subcooling and Heat Flux) 
sub p_ c n 
Following the discussion in Section IX-2, first we fix the param-
eters, k., k , N„, N_ , N„ , N,, and N . Thus, the system pressure, in-
'. 1 e* G* Fr Res' d* p ' 
let velocity, flow regime, and geometry are temporarily frozen. The re-
maining free parameters are the subcooling and phase change numbers which 
correspond to the subcooling and heat input to the system. Hence Eq. 
(1X1.7), in terms of the characteristic function Q*, can be written as 









Constant Boiling Length Line 
Figure 10. Stability Plane 
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or in terms of the shifted characteristic function Z* 
Z* (X* N ,, N , ) = (S*-l)2 (S*-2) Q* = 0 (1X3.2) 
, sub pen 
By setting S* = jtu* and separating the imaginary and real parts, we 
obtain 
and 
Z*Re (U,*> Nsub> *pdh> * ° ' ( I X 3- 3> 
Z*lm (W*> Nsub> V h > " ° <IX3'4) 
with 0 < u>* < » (1X3.5) 
Since Eq. (1X3.2) already has three roots in the right half S* 
2 
plane which are artificially produced by multiplying (S*-l) (S*-2) on Q*, 
the system is stable in the region of I)(3). The other regions with D(4), 
D(5), etc. should be examined by the criterion based on the encirclement 
theorem. The singularity corresponds to (U* ~* m which has no importance in 
our case because Z* -* °°. On the other hand, the second singularity given 
by Eq. (1X1.14) has a significant physical interpretation. Recalling the 
inequality (VI6.9), the excursive stability condition is given by 
A U Z*(U)*, Msub , N p c k ) < 0 (1X3.6) 
'Actually the condition gives C^* (X) = Vfi* (1 + V .*) = 0. Thus 
it corresponds to the starting point of flooding. However, this usually 
happens for the downward flow and is not important for the system operat-
ing in standard circumstances,. It may be important, however, for space 
application, where the acceleration force may act in the direction of the 
inlet liquid flow. 
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By taking the limit ou* "* 0, it can be shown that 
LU 2*"fc, Z,e C°* ' Nsub ,Kjpeh) (DO.?)' 
Hence the singularity expressed by Eq. (1X1.13) corresponds to the excur-
sive stability boundary. In view of Eq. (1X3.7) and the inequality Eq. 
(1X3.6), we obtain the condition for the excursive stability. Thus 
HL 7D*(u)*, hU*b,Npcfc)<° (IX3*8) 
Now we can plot the neutral stability curves expressed by the re-
lations (1X3.3,4, and 5), where ou* is an auxiliary parameter, and the ex-
cursive stability condition expressed by the inequality (1X3.8) on the 
stability plane, Fig. 10. As a result, we shall obtain various regions 
bounded by the above curves and the lines specifying the operational do-
main, i.e., the relations (1X2.1) and (1X2.2). The stability of each 
region should be examined by taking any point inside the subdivision and 
applying the Mikhailov criterion at that point. By taking i region and 
denoting any sample point inside of it by (N• , N , ), the stability 
' i' P i 
criterion can be obtained from Eq. (1X1.6). (Recall that k > 3 corres-
ponds to an unstable condition.) Thus we obtain the condition for the 
dynamical stability 
* °° "1 
where we have substituted n « 4, since the highest order of the polynomials 
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in Z* is four. 
The number of roots for the characteristic equation Q*, lying in 
the right half S* plane, is given by 
R * - l ~ 7 L \ A Z • J 0 (1X3.10) 
J+OO 
D 
wise diversion when co* travels from 0 to +». 
7 
where [AZ J denote the change of argument of Z* (jio*) in the anticlock-
Due to the complexities of the characteristic equation and of the 
coefficients in terms of N , and N , , the above steps cannot be carried 
sub pch 
out analytically, and the use of a computer is required. However, the 
computer programming is quite simple, since it basically reduces to the 
problem of calculating the known function Z„ * and ZT * for various values 
Re Im 
of the parameters co*. N , a.nd N . « Furthermore, we note that these 
' sub pch 
variables are bounded. The domain of (N , and N | , ) is expressed by the 
sub pch . J 
• 
relations (1X2.1) and (1X2.2). For 0)* we should recall the characteris-
tic Eq. (Villi.18) with Eq. (Villi.19,20,21, and 22) and Eq. (1X1.3). 
From the above equations it can be seen that the highest order of u>* in 
Z_ * is four and appears as a_ pure polynomial; hence, it is easy to show 
that there exists a number M such that for co* > M, Eq. (1X3.3) has no 
roots. As a consequence, we only need to examine for cu* < M. Actually 
M is a function of N . and N , ; however, the crude upper boundary for 
co* is easily found from the coefficients of ZR *. j (It is not necessary 
to obtain the least upper boundary for co*.) j 
i 








Figure 12. Case of D(5) 
rr* Z* Plane 
L 
'Re 
Figure 13. Case of D(7) Figure 14. Case of ZRe(0)>0 
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From the four diagrams, only the one shown in Fig. 11 expresses 
the stable system. The number of roots in the right half S* plane for 
the ones shown in Figs. 12 and 13 is two and four, respectively, and thus 
they are dynamically unstable. The diagram shown in Fig. 14 represents 
the excursive unstable system. 
B. Influence of the Inlet Velocity 
Following A, we shall now examine the influence of the inlet ve-
locity on the stability boundaries. Assuming that the system pressure 
and the geometrical parameters are fixed, the change of the inlet velocity 
vf. is characterized by the shift in the Reynolds number N„ ; however, 
the two other parameters, N and N,, axe also affected through Eq. 
(VIII2.6), (VIII2.7), and (VIII2.10). From the characteristic equation 
(Villi.18) with Eq. (Villi.19,20), it can be seen that the increase of 
v£. reduces the effects of both the gravitational force and the relative fi ° 
velocity. By keeping in mind the above consideration, we can obtain 
another set of the stability boundary curves in the stability plane by 
the method described in A. This new set of boundaries will be compared 
with previous curves having a different: Reynolds number. 
It should be noted here that the kinematic effects of the inlet 
velocity are largely taken into account by the coordinate itself, i.e., 
Eq. (VIII2.9). Thus, by recalling that: the turbulent f is proportional 
to only one fourth power of 1/N„ , and assuming that the dynamics of 
flow are dominated by the inertia!, frictional, and orifice pressure 
drop, it is easy to conclude that the most significant influence of the 
inlet velocity is included in the phase change number N , . 
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C. Influence of the Relative Velocity 
The influence of the relative velocity on the stability of the 
system can be examined by changing the drift number N,, i.e., Eq. (VIII-
d 
2.10). For example, the result of the homogeneous flow assumption can 
be obtained by merely setting N, = 0. It is expected that the effect 
of the relative velocity is to stabilize the flow, since an increase of 
N, decreases the void fraction a and thereby increases the mixture den-
sity which has a stabilizing effect. 
D. Influence of the System Pressure 
The influence of the system pressure is characterized by the den-
sity number N which appears in the drift pressure drop term and in the 
r 
friction factor coefficients C and C^ , i.e., Eq. (VIII2.2,3,4, and 5). 
m me » n v » > > 
From the discussion in Section VIII-2, the effect of the system pressure 
on the stability boundaries in the N , -N , plane is quite limited. Thus 
sub pch ^ 
in view of the expressions for N , and N , , i.e., Eq. (VIII2.8) and 
(VIII2.9), it can be concluded that the system pressure effects are 
largely taken into account by the coordinates of the stability plane. 
Therefore, in terms of the exit quality, the increase of pressure stabil-
izes the flow. 
E. Influence of k. and k 
i _e 
The effects of throttling at the inlet and the exit can be studied 
by comparing the stability maps for different values of k. and k . By 
i 
taking only the inlet and exit orifice terms in the characteristic equa-
tion (Villi.8), it is straightforward to conclude that the increase of 
k. is a stabilizing effect, whereas the increase of k destabilizes the 
I . e 
system. 
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IX-4. Simple Stability Criteria (Dynamic) 
The stability analysis described in the previous sections is rather 
complicated in view of its algebraic calculations, though once the computer 
program is written, the stability test can be carried out in a matter of 
seconds. Here we shall develop a simple stability criterion which can 
be used for the first hand design purpose without going into the detailed 
calculations. It can be said that the sophistication of the model is 
coupled with the complexity of the stability analysis, thus the simplifi-
cation of the model by introducing various assumptions leads to the quali-
tative rather than to the quantitative description of the system. 
A. Lumped Parameter Model 
The simplest model can be obtained by assuming that the pressure 
drops in the channel are concentrated at the inlet and outlet orifices. 
In this case, the characteristic equation takes the form 
-S*£Al 
Q:Hi%*:{2A;>^i±M;-c;e>°-i} = 0(1X4.1) 
Substituting Eq. (VIIIl.,23) and (VIII1.27) amd setting S* = ju>* for the 
harmonic oscillation, we obtain two equations corresponding to Eq. (1X3.3) 
and (1X3.4). Thus 
and 
Zj/--jJ^f^KuS'^ (2-MM*-H)cW^^^^ (1X4.3) 
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where K and M are given by 
/ n ' . J * 
K - T-; H - — — ^ (1X4.4) 
-fee I •*- v$j 
It is well known that the first encirclement of the origin in the 
Mikhailov diagram for the time delay system is largely governed by the 
lowest order terms of the polynomials, particularly of the exponential 
polynomials. This can be explained by the fact that the first crossover 
of the real axis in the Mikhailov diagram happens with relatively small 
cu* due to the large changes in the exponential terms. Therefore, in view 
of Eq. (1X4.2) and (1X4.3), we may conclude that the time delay in the 
subcooled liquid region, T-«*, has more significance than the one in the 
heated region, T.. *, except for the case of very small subcooling. 
Furthermore, the time delays T-„* and T-~* are related by Eq. (Villi.28). 
Thus, for large T-„*, we may approximate T 1 * as 
rj- s / + .A.c/ ~t* , (IX4-5) 
By substituting Eq. (1X4.5) into Eq. (1X4.2) and (1X4.3), we can eliminate 
the trigonometric functions between the two equations. Thus we obtain 
4^0*^**) + (>-Mf= (2- MC*)Z (1X4.6) 
* 
The recommended expressions for k. and k are r 1 e 
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Equation (1X4.5) expresses the frequency in terms of the system param-
eters K, M, and C *. However, if ou* « 1, Eq. (1X4.6) gives the stability 
boundary curve. Thus 
C* * ^]4K*4'iC*-M)a (1X4.7) 
Recalling Eq. (Villi.8), (Villi.10), (VIII2.8), and (VIII2.9), the above 
equation can be expressed in terms of N , and N , , hence the stability-
criterion becomes 
hi pck~ NUub y Q 
ci+ fy*) ~ TT 4K
a+ (2-H)2 - 1 ( m - 8 ) 
From this relation it can be seen that k., the inlet restriction, has a 
l 
stabilizing effect; on the other hand, k , the exit restriction, has a 
destabilizing effect. 
B. Asymptotic Solution for oo* « 1 (High Subcooling Number) 
In many practical cases, the effects of the upstream and downstream 
un-heated regions can be neglected except those of throttlings, as has 
been explained in Chapter IV. Thus, in the following, we shall consider 
the dynamics of the heated region with only inlet and exit orifices from 
the un-heated regions. 
In this case the characteristic equation (Villi.18) can be rewritten 
as 
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Q*(S*U ! ( B, S*5+ B2s*++ B3S"'-+ B^+BcS'VR (1X4.9) 
+ e~s'^'*( a* s* 3+ B,» s* *+ p» s* + &„) l = o 
where the coefficients Bni to Bn c are listed in Appendix E. We substitute 
S* = ju)* into Eq. (1X4.9) and separate the real and imaginary parts; then 
we get 
Qfaco*)= ! :—- [ -£s_ + j i U o (1X4.10) 
Consequently, we obtain parametric equations for the neutral stability 
surfaces 
• £ - 0 (1X4.11) 
. ^ - 0 (1X4.12) 
Here Re and Im are complicated trigonometric polynomial functions in u)*; 
however, by using the asymptotic condition ou* « 1, they can be simplified 
to a great extent. As it has been explained in A of this section, the ex-
ponential terms have more significance than the polynomial parts for the 
first crossover of the real axis in the Mikhailov diagram. Thus, by 
considering the asymptotic case of tu* «,1, the higher order terms of cu* 
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can be n e g l e c t e d . Furthermore, us ing t he assumption of Eq. (1X4.5) , 





~ - 2. B 5 ~ Z ( B ,o + Bi4' ) CM UJ* Z* - (1X4.13) 
-53G ( I - c#* ̂ ^*)"^r s^ufT^^o 
' H) 
-^» * 2 C Bio "I" BM.) *"* u 3 * r , / - i " f i 6 S t̂ <0*£/+ (1X4.14) U)* 
<0* 
where we used the i d e n t i t y 
B, + B-- + B1C -• 0 (1X4.15) 
6 11 15 
which ensured us t h a t 
AJU J-fiL = O (1X4.16) 
60* 
With Eq. (1X4.15), the excursive stability condition given by the relation 
(VI6.9) yields 
B5 + (B10 + BH> + B6 T12* '< ° (IX4-17) 
*It can be shown that the order of U)*T *» u>*T13* should be 2TT. 
Thus u>* « 1 corresponds to T, * » 1. Under this condition 
T * - T * In Cr* S T^*. 
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By rearranging the trigonometric functions in Eq. (1X4.13) and (1X4.14) 
we obtain 
- a [ B y - ( 8 , 0 + B , + > J B 4 ] - (1X4.18) 
- 2 cos\^l\ J [2 (B,ot• B*) - 5 Bjcas « g ? + Mk. sl*Jti&l 
J = 0 
and 
2 S^M^ i[2(B,o+BH)~S-BjC05^M- ^si*ZLu?Uo (1X4.19) 
The solutions to Eq. (1X4.19) give the crossover frequencies. Thus 
CUT, «* = 0, 2n, 4TT 
l̂ . 
and 
[2(B,.+ &,*)-5&]coa^ + ̂ t s V « ^ -o Ci»-a» 
However, it can be seen from the above roots that the first crossover of 
the imaginary axis occurs with CD*T,'«* between 0 and 2rr. Hence, the 
smallest positive root for Eq, (1X4.20) gives the first crossover fre-
quency. By substituting Eq. (1X4.20) into Eq. (1X4.18), we obtain 
-%) = - 2 [Bs-CB.o+B*)* SBt]-o (IX4.21) 
U) /c 
which gives the first neutral stability surface. 
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The formal application of the D-Partition method to the full char-
acteristic equation shows that the first neutral stability surface always 
corresponds to the dynamic stability boundary (see Fig. 15-22). Conse-
quently, in view of Eq. (1X4.17) and (1X4.21), it can be concluded that 
the necessary condition for the system to be stable is given by 
B5 " <B10 + B14) + 5 B6 < ° 
(1X4.22) 
In a parametric form it reduces to 
c*-i < 
1"*;+ fs A* + 
I** 2D* 
2.0* 
+ J (i+2Vtfv 






By defining the dynamic stability number S.. as 
^ d -




The condition for the system to be dynamically stable is given by 
Sj > 1 d 
(1X4.25) 




* 2.(pt6+Bn.-)- 5 B G 1 U)*r,*
f 
—^7—] * (1X4.26) 
Recalling the relations (1X4.17) and (1X4.21), it can be shown that 
. j a. (B,o + B,4-)-5B t ) x , (1X4.27)* ( 2. ( B10+ B I » ) - S B & I , 
1 BA K»* J B6 r,i 
So that the magnitude of the left hand side gives the excursive stability 
margin. From Eq. (1X4.26) and the inequality (1X4.27) we have 
0 < <0* 2 V * < 7L (1X4.28) 
However, for the system with sufficiently large excursive stability mar-
gin, it can be said that U)*T-.«* is close to rr, thus we have 
«)*T12*-STT (1X4.29) 
Now let us consider the homogeneous flow with no gravity effect. Then 
we have 
V .* = 0 (1X4.30) 
gJ 
N„ == co (1X4.31) 
Fr 
And, furthermore, if the two-phase friction factor coefficient C is not 
7 ' • r • . m 
From Appendix E, the c o e f f i c i e n t Bfi i s p o s i t i v e for most of the 
c a s e s , thus IL > 0 . 
0 
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much larger than the unity, the stability criterion (1X4.23) reduces to 
x.4£ = Mpc-N«t,< a ^ f " r t f + t ^ 'CU4.32)" 
It should be noted here that the stability boundary expressed by Eq. 
(1X4.32) gives a straight line in the stability plane, which is parallel 
to the constant quality line9 if C is taken as a constant. 
IX-5. Excursive Stability Criterion 
The excursive stability criterion for the general case has been ob-
tained in Section VI-6 and given by the inequality (VI6.9). Thus, in the 
dimensionless form, we have 
1 ^ Q* ( s * ) > o (ix5.i) 
for the excursive stability of the system. 
By substituting Eq. (1X4.9) into (1X5.1) and taking the limit 
S* _• o, we obtain 
B5 + B10 + B14 - T12* Bll " T13* B15 < 0 ( I X 5 < 2 ) 
where the coefficients B are given in Appendix E. Thus, the sufficient 
condition for the excursive stability of the system is given by the 
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inequality (1X5.2). The condition given by Eq. (1X5.2) ensures that the 
total pressure drop-inlet: flow curve has a positive slope. This criterion 
has been obtained from the perturbation analysis; however, it can also be 
derived from the steady state relation between the total pressure drop and 
the inlet flow velocity. 
By substituting the coefficients B into Eq. (1X5.2), we have 
2$-- 2 i S . A" + — i — 
2V* NFrNpcl. 
C„*-l 
-^Zi-(1-Nsub)- L < V ] + (1X5.3) 
+ i^^f^-0-(KV3r)(-^l-)} 
+ f^mfe (2CrMHtf-*-0*N»»b]+i*{i[(#-0+Uwb-^Vitf >] + 
If, for simplicity, we neglect: the effect of gravity and relative motion 
between the two phases, the above criterion reduces to 
s*-»o sa* 
= JL. j ± a ^ , : -i «„-1) J rw« -Oif
 2- (ix5.4) 
-2 ft 
+ U-
•f S ClH 




In the previous chapter, the application of the dynamic analysis to 
the stability problem has been explained. Although the solution for the 
stability boundary can be expressed in a closed form, the exact parametric 
study requires the use of a computer due to the complexity of the boundary 
equations, i.e., Eq. (1X3.3) and (1X3.4). Nevertheless, we could obtain 
qualitative conclusions on the effects of various parameters for the 
stability of the system by analytical means. Furthermore, the character-
istic equation was simplified under particular conditions and the algebraic 
stability criteria have been derived. 
In this chapter, we shall develop a numerical method not only for 
the examination of the stability at any particular operating condition, 
but also for the parametric study of the system. Recalling the discussion 
in Section IX-3 where the basic steps for the parametric study have been 
explained, the necessary computer programming can be classified into two 
groups as 
1. the computer programming for the neutral stability curves 
(called PNS), and 
2. the computer programming for the test of the stability at any 
particular point (called TSP). 
In the following, the above two computer programs, (PNS) and (TSP), 
will be discussed in detail. 
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X-1. Computer Programming for the Neutral Stability .Curves (PNS) 
Objective of the Programming (PNS) 
The objective of the programming (PNS) is to obtain the functional 
relation between N , and N - from Eq. (1X3.3) and (1X3.4) by cancelling 
the auxiliary parameter cu*. ! 
Recalling Appendix E and Eq. (1X3.2), the parametric equations 
(1X3.3) and (1X3.4) for the neutral surface reduce to the| following 
forms: 
ZPe - z? (03, w*5-B3W*+B5u)*)4-(-B,«0* + Blftui*)cosK^; (xi.i) 
(B7iO*-B?o)*
2+ B,i) Stv» (w*r,*)*-
•+ (-B^w*3+ B/+OJ* ) cos (u)*^)-




P(Ba^*+- B 4w* + B4)+(B7^9X + Bu)ao(af^) <
xl-2> 
•f f-Bj <J*?+ Bio W * ) s^(w1f^3*J4(-&«;*+ Bt5.)tos(tf?i*) 
where the coefficient B's are given in Appendix E. 




Z*e (0) - By + S/o- + fi,*. - fi„ 34* -B/S. ? /
 (xl'3) 
Zl«(°^ - ° (X1.4) 
Thus, in view of the inequality (1X5.2) and Eq. (XI.3), the initial value 
for ZD * decides the excursion stability. Ke 
The domain of the positive u)* which can satisfy both Eq. (XI.1) 
and (XI.2) is bounded by Eq. (XI.1), since 
-fcw Z P * - +00 (XI.5) 
tO*-*ao 
It can be shown from Eq. (XI.1) that 
0< CO* < HOM{ I ,-fcj [/B»/+/B,/+|f/B<|]J (XU6) 
is sufficient range of cw* where Eq. (XI.1) and (XI.2) are to be examined. 
Input Data 
Input data can be provided either in a dimensional or a non-
dimensional form depending on the system of interest. Following the dis-
cussion in IX-3, the non-dimensional input data for the PNS become 
N> (=?<**) , NdC-Vtf), K3Gr(=D*) , KlFr, Nfte, , -fe; , 4 e 
and (N ,) for the boundary of the stability plane. v sub max J J r 
The constitutive equation for f,, C or 1\' must be supplied in 
addition to the parametric equations for \* and C * given by 
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X* = N ,/N , (XI.7) 
sub pch 
(XI.8) C * = 1 + — (N - N ) 
r (1+V .*) ^ pch sub; 
gj 
In a dimensional form, the input data become 
Property; 
"Ps , Pfs , P*s , H*s , <T , * L * | , A L S 
Geometry; 
D , i | <*| cose', Ac ,t . ~ki , &e 
Inlet Velocity; 
' f i 
Furthermore, the constitutive equation for V . and the definitions of the 
oJ 
dimensionless groups D* M_ , N_ , N , , N ,, N,, and N should be & K ' Fr Res' sub- pch d' p 
given. 
Basic Structure of PNS 
The stability plane is bounded by inequality (1X2.1) and (1X2.2), 
thus we have a finite domain either for N , or N , . This plane can be 
sub pch 
divided by the constant subcooling and quality lines, each of which is 
equally intervaled, so that the stabilit}/1" plane is covered by the meshes. 
At each intersection of the above lines inside the operational plane, the 
coefficients A and B can be calculated. Then we find the crossover fre-
quencies cu * from Eq. (Xl.,2) by changing cu* stepwise and using the "Inter-
polation Method." These a) * will be substituted into Z_. *, the real part 
r c Re 
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of the characteristic function. If the value of Z„ *(u) *) is non zero, 
Re c 
then the system is in a stable or unstable region, which will be decided 
by the programming TSP. However, when Z-. * is zero, the point of interest 
in the stability plane is on one of the harmonic frequency curves which 
constitutes the D-Partition boundaries„ Thus by changing the point sys-
tematically in the stability plane and repeating the above step, we can 
construct the complete D-Partition boundaries,. It should be noted here 
that the singularity curve given by Eq. (XI.3) must be added to the har-
monic frequency curves, since it specifies the excursive stability 
boundary. 
Output of PNS 
The desirable output, therefore, is the functional relations be-
tween N , and N , which correspond to the excursive stability boundary. 
However, due to the continuity of the system characteristic, it may be 
sufficient to obtain the values for Z-**(u) *) at the properly intervaled 
points in the stability plane,, 
X-2. The Computer Programming for the Test of the Stability 
at Any Particular Operational Condition (TSP) 
The test of the stability at any particular point can be achieved 
by the direct application of the Mikhailov criterion in Section IX-1. 
Input data for (TSP) will be N (or q") and N , (or Ai , ) in addi-
tion to the input data for (PNS) given in Section X-l . 
The computer programming is straightforward and it is basically to 
calculate the functions Z *(0)*) and Z *(u)*) for the range of (D* given 
by the inequality (X1.6)., By plotting this result in the Z*(ju)*) plane 
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and applying the Mikhailov criterion, the stability of the system can be 
examined. The detailed discussion on the graphical method has been given 
in Section IX-1 and Section IX-2. 
X-3. Results of the Parametric Study from Numerical Analysis 
and General Conclusions on the Effects of Various Variables 
The analytical conclusions on the effects of the various parameters 
have been drawn from the characteristic equation in Section IX-3. Fur-
thermore j in Section IX-4S simple algebraic criteria which can give not 
only the qualitative parametric dependence of the stability boundaries, 
but also the quantitative characteristics are given. In this section, we 
shall study the effects of various operational variables on the boundary 
of the stability of the system by using the results from the computer 
runs. The typical stability maps obtained from the utilization of (PNS) 
and (TSP) are given in Figures 15 to 22. 
It has been found that: more than one neutral frequency curve exists 
and (D* appears quasi-periodically. However., the most important curve is 
the first neutral stability curve, i.e., boundary between D(3) and D(5), 
since it is the stability boundary. 
A. Effects of N , (Subcooling) 
In view of Fig. 15 to 22, it can be seen that there is a character-
ized (N , ) such that increasing N , is stabilizing when N . > (N , ) 
v sub'c ° sub ° sub v sub c 
and destabilizing when N , < (N ) . 
° sub sub c 
For the range of N , > (N , ) ., the stability boundary curve is 
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Figure 22. Effect of Friction Factor ( Different Models) 
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This result and the form of the simple criterion (1X4.23) or (1X4.32) 
suggest that they can be applied for the case of N , > (N ) „ 
The large change of the stability boundary curve at the neighbor-
hood of (N , ) can be explained by the fact that the frequency u>* in-
creases as N - decreases along the curve and thus the higher order poly-
nomial term in the characteristic equation becomes important as 0)* ap-
proaches 1. From this argument, it can be said that (N , ) happens at 
ou* ~ 1. By setting 0)* = 1 in Eq„ (1X4.26) and eliminating N , with Eq. 
(1X4.21), we may obtain (N .) . On the other hand, from Eq. (1X4.29) 
we have 
(N s u b) c<" (X3.1) 
In terms of the subcooling at a given N , , we conclude that the increase 
of N , is stabilizing for N , > (N , ) and destabilizing for N , < 
sub ° sub sub c sub 
(N . ) . 
sub c 
B. Effects of N , (Heat Flux) 
pen  
From Fig. 15 to 22 as well as from the simple criterion (1X4.32), 
it can be seen that increasing N - is always destabilizing. Thus in-
creasing heat flux at constant inlet velocity shifts the system to the 
unstable direction. 
C. Effects of System Pressure 
As has been explained in Section IX-3, the effects of the system 
pressure are characterized by the density number N . In the characteris-
tic equation, it appears only in the drift term and in the friction fac-
tor coefficients C . Thus it has been concluded that the system pressure 
m 
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effects in the stability plane are quite limited. This result is further 
backed up by the computer run for three different pressure levels, which 
is shown in Fig. 15, where the stability boundaries obtained on the N 
sub 
N , plane for different pressure levels cannot be differentiated. From 
this we conclude that the important part of the system pressure influences 
on the stability boundaries are taken into account by the subcooling num-
ber N , and phase change number N - . 
sub J_ _ pch 
D. Effects of NR (Inlet Velocity) . 
The analytical conclusion on the effects of inlet velocity is ex-
amined by plotting the stability maps for different N , i.e., Fig. 16. 
The results show that the most significant influence of the inlet velocity 
are accounted for by the phase change number N , . Thus, increasing the 
velocity is stabilizing. In terms of the critical heat flux, i.e., maxi-
mum heat flux for the system to be stable, it can be said that it is 
almost inversely proportional to the inlet velocity. 
E. Effects of Relative Velocity 
By changing the drift number N, (= V r.*), the effects of the rela-
tive velocity have been examined. The result is shown in Fig. 17 and it 
agrees with the analytical conclusion that the relative velocity is a 
stabilizing effect. 
F. Effects of the Inlet Restriction k. 
l. 
Figure 18 shows the drastic influence of k. on the stability bound-
ary. As it has been concluded analytically, increasing k. is a strong 
stabilizing factor. 
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G. Effects of the Exit Restriction k 
e 
Figure 19 shows the important influence of k on the stability of 
the system. The effect of increasing k is shown to be strongly destabil-
izing as has been expected. 
H. Effects of Static Friction Factor 
The effect of the static magnitude of the friction factor is ex-
amined by changing the value of the friction factor coefficient C . As 
can be seen from Fig. 20, the increase in two-phase frictional pressure 
drop is destabilizing. The quantitative effect of C on the stability 
boundary largely depends on the values of k. and k . Thus, it can be 
said that the friction factor becomes more important as the values for k. 
and k decrease. 
e 
I. Effects of Dynamic Friction Factor 
The dynamic effects of the two-phase, frictional pressure drop have 
been examined for three different models, i.e., Eq. (VII3.9), (VII3.30), 
and (VII3.31). The results are shown in Figs. 20, 21, and 22. By com-
paring the above three stability maps, we can see some differences between 
them; however, by taking the proper values for C arid Tl' , the differences 
are limited. Thus we may conclude that, for a system with sufficiently 
large k. and/or k , the difference in friction factor model is not impor-
l e_ 
tant for operations at high system pressure. However, it also should be 
noted that, by introducing the complicated dynamic friction factor into 
the characteristic equation, a numerical instability may be generated due 
to the complication in the transfer function for the frictional pressure 
drop. 
X-4* Comparison with Experimental Data 
The analyses developed in previous chapters have been compared to 
the experimental data of Levy (5), Solberg (9), and Carver (7). The 
geometry of the three independent experiments includes both circular and 
annular tubes at different diameters. The working fluid in all three 
cases was water. The experimental data reported by these investigations 
were obtained at relatively high pressures, consequently, they are par-
ticularly well suited to test the present analytical results because: 
1. The present analysis is limited to the mixture in thermal 
equilibrium and, furthermore, the pressure drop effects on the fluid 
properties are neglected. 
2. The low frequency oscillation was chosen as the mechanism of 
instabilities. 
Comparisons of the theory to the experimental data are shown in 
Figs. 23 to 28. The quantitative agreements of the stability boundary 
as well as of the frequency of the oscillation are excellent. In 90 
percent of the cases the agreement in heat flux is within 10 percent. 
However, it can be seen that, at very small subcooling regions, the ex-
perimental data exhibit more unstable systems than the ones predicted by 
the theory. Two reasons for this discrepancy can be considered. First, 
at the extremely low subcooling, the stabilitjr boundary curve itself has 
a large change in N - compared to N . , which is also confirmed by 
various experiments (37). Therefore, both the experimental and the nu-
merical points of the starting of the oscillation are difficult to obtain 
accurately. Second, at the lower subcooling, the effect of subcooled 
boiling may have a significant influence on the stability of the system, 
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since the amount of heat necessary to remove the subcooling is very small 
and the portion of the subcooled boiling may dominate the entire liquid 
heated region of the present analysis. If this is true, the phase change 
proceeds further than the case of thermal equilibrium, thus the value for 
N t increases. pch 
Although the agreement of the theoretically obtained stability 
boundary to the experimental threshold of oscillations is satisfactory, 
the analytical description of the unstable state operation itself is 
limited by the linearization of the mathematical model. However, the 
present analysis does predict the number of undamped roots in various 
unstable regions. Such roots appear usually as a couple, thus the number 
of roots in the unstable regions increases as an even series with an in-
crease* in the degree of the instability. For the mathematical model, 
those roots correspond to the infinite amplification of the oscillation, 
but for the real physical system, the nonlinearity ultimately becomes 
important and prevents the unlimited excursion from the equilibrium state. 
In the unstable regions, it is expected that the undamped roots interact 
with each other and produce the combined mode of oscillations with finite 
amplitude. Furthermore, it is also expected that the components of the 
nonlinear wave have similar frequencies as those of the undamped roots 
from the linear theory. Thus, in the regions of the higher degree of 
instabilities, where the system may have the component waves with similar 
frequencies, the resonance type instability (53) may occur. In such a 
case, a destructive result is almost certain and it should be avoided 
even in the transitional operation. 
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The simplest stability criterion given by inequality (1X4.32) is 
compared to the computer solution as well as to the experimental results, 
i.e., Figs. 23 to 28. The solid curve indicates the computer solution, 
whereas the dotted line indicates the simple criterion. 
In view of the considerable simplicity of the criterion, the agree-
ments are rather satisfactory for the range of N , 
N s u b s n (X4.1) 
We note here that the significance of the relation (X4.1) is already dis-
cussed in Section X-3.A. In the range of N , < TT, the criterion tends 
& sub ' 
to predict a more unstable system than the exact numerical solution. 
Thus the criterion (1X4.32) can be used for the first hand design purpose 
in the entire range for N , . 
The more complicated criterion given by the inequality (1X4.23) is 
expected to predict more precise parametric dependences of the system, 
since the former criterion has been obtained by further simplifications 
on this criterion. By neglecting the stabilizing effect at the extremely 
lower subcooling, which has been predicted by the exact numerical solution 
and by recalling the discrepancy between the experimental data and the com-
puter solution in this region, the criterion (1X4.23) is a very good rule 
in design to avoid the unstable system. 
We note here that some details on the method of comparison 




In this analysis, we first derived the field equations for the 
mixture by statistical and area averaging. Based on this one-dimensional 
model, the general similarity groups governing the system as well as the 
relative importance of each term in the field equations have been dis-
cussed. Using the above mathematical model, the thermally induced flow 
instability has been investigated for the case of the mixture in thermal 
equilibrium. Furthermore, the time lag effect and the density wave propa-
gation have been taken as the main causes of the instability and thus the 
other instability mechanisms such as the one due to the compressible 
pressure wave propagation have been eliminated. 
Under the above consideration, the density becomes a function only 
of the enthalpy and not of both the enthalpy and pressure. Therefore, 
the decoupling of the momentum equation from the energy and continuity 
equations was possible. Hence the kinematics of the system has been 
solved first and then the dynamic response of the system has been obtained 
from the momentum equation. 
The perturbation method has been used and the system has been 
linearized in order to solve the set of partial differential equations 
analytically. In the present analysis, the relative velocity between the 
phases, the nonuniform heat flux, the static and dynamic effects of dif-
ferent friction factor models, and the effects of both upstream and 
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downstream un-heated regions have been included. 
Part 2 of this thesis has been devoted to the application of the 
theory divided in Part 1 to the stability analysis of the system. The 
characteristic equation which describes the onset of the instability has 
been obtained from the dynamic response of the pressure to the inlet flow 
perturbation. For simplicity, the uniformly heated system has been con-
sidered without a loss of generality, then the dimensionless groups which 
govern the stability of the system have been obtained from the charac-
teristic equation. 
The D-Partition method and the Mikhailov stability criterion have 
been used for mapping of the stability boundary,. The usefulness of the 
Stability Plane, i.e., N ' - N , plane, for analyzing two-phase flow 
stability has been demonstrated. 
An extensive parametric study of the stability limits has been 
carried out both analytically and numerically. 
Based on the complete analytical solution, the simple criteria 
have been obtained under particular conditions; however, the applicability 
of the criteria for the design purpose is not strictly limited to these 
operational conditions. This has been demonstrated in comparison with 
the exact numerical solution. Thus, we have presented not only the exact 
solution using a high speed computer, IBM 360, but also simple algebraic 
criteria which require only slide rule calculations. It is important to 
note here that the input data for the above solutions do not require any 
additional information than those required for steady state calculations. 
Finally, both the exact numerical solution and the simple stability 
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criteria have been compared to the existing experimental data. The 
theoretically predicted results show a satisfactory agreement at various 
operational conditions, which confirms the accuracy of the analysis not 
only on the qualitative aspects, but also on quantitative bases. 
By knowing the effect of unperturbed time lag T.« in the uniformly 
heated system on the stability boundary, now we can return to the dis-
cussion on the nonuniformly heated system, i.e., Section VI-8. It has 
been found there that both the steady state value for the residence time 
T-« and its fluctuation should be considered in the stability analysis. 
Furthermore, it has been shown that increasing the heat flux at the boil-
ing boundary in comparison with the non-boiling region heat flux reduces 
the fluctuation of 6\; thus, it has a stabilizing effect. However, if 
the above two heat fluxes have the same order, then the weighting func-
tion in the integral of Eq. (VI8.3) has a coupling effect with the expo-
nential term, and the influence of the nonuniform heat flux on 6X cannot 
be seen directly. 
The case of the chopped sine heat flux distribution with a suffi-
ciently high base heat flux, Fig. 8, falls into the above category. 
Hence, it is necessary to examine the exact characteristic equation in 
order to establish the dynamic effect of the fluctuating boiling bound-
ary 6X. Apart from this difficulty, it may be said that, for this par-
ticular system, the changes in the steady state values of the residence 
time T-„ and the reaction frequency are more important than the effect 
of 6X, due to the existence of the high base heat flux. By taking into 
account only the former effects, the characteristic equation basically 
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reduces to a similar form (see Section VII-1) with the following differ-
ences between the uniformly and nonuniformly heated systems. 
I f A < -J" / Lain) > T/2.(U) > -0-oo(<n)>floCU) 
and ^ y 1 • %* (n) < %z (u) , SICO(<K) <' flo{u) 
where the subscripts (n) and (u) stand for the nonuniformly and the uni-
formly heated systems. As can be seen from Figs. 15 to 28, the values of 
N , at the intersection of the line \* = 1/2 and the dynamic stability 
boundary are usually higher than (N , ) . If this is the case, the sta-
sup c 
bility boundary for the nonuniformly heated system in the stability plane 
exhibits a more unstable system than the uniformly heated system as X* 
increases over the value of 1/2. 
In the range of \* < 1/2 and N , > (N , ) , the nonuniform heat 
sub sub c' 
flux has a weak stabilizing effect. On the other hand, in the range of 
N , < (N , ) , it has an increasingly destabilizing effect as N de-
creases. This result is also in agreement with the experimental observa-
tion by Biancone et al. (10). 
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CHAPTER XII , 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
XII-1. Field Equations 
The mixture field equations have been derived by statistical 
averaging similar to that of the turbulent flow. The results turned out 
to be quite similar to the field equations for the heterogeneous chemi-
cally reacting single phase system, for example, the mixture balance equa-
tions of momentum and energy have diffusion terms due to the relative 
motion of the fluid. However, in contrast to the field equations for 
chemically reacting single phase mixtures, the field equations for dis-
persed two-phase flow systems derived in this analysis include also terms 
which account for the effects of turbulent fluxes and for the existence 
of interfaces between the two phases. We note that this is the first 
derivation where these interface terms appear explicitly. 
In order to simplify the mathematical model for the dynamic analy-
sis of the channel, the above time averaged field equations were inte-
grated in the radial direction assuming an axially symmetric flow. The 
resulting one-dimensional model is analogous to the standard single phase 
flow model in terms of the mixture properties defined in our analysis. 
The similarity groups governing the two-phase mixture have been obtained 
from the above model. Basically, eight dimensionless groups scale the two 
phase mixture undergoing the phase change, excluding the ones from the 
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covariant terms which are usually neglected even in the single phase flow. 
The significance and the order of magnitude of each group have been dis-
cussed in Appendix C and Section III-2. 
Briefly, four similarity groups, i.e., the phase change, drift, 
density, and surface numbers, characterize the two-phase mixture. The 
first and second groups take account of the rate of phase change and the 
drift due to the relative motion of phases, respectively. The density 
number (or ratio) scales the pressure level of the system and thus the 
fluid properties. The last group, the surface number, stands for the 
capillary (body) force due to the surface tension at the interfaces. 
The equality of phase change number N , in two different systems ensures 
that the phase change has progressed equally in both as has been noted by 
Zuber (33). 
XII-2. Formulation of the Problem 
The system of interest was subdivided into four regions, i.e., the 
upstream un-heated, heated liquid, heated mixture, and downstream un-
heated regions, following the differences in the thermodynamic processes. 
For each region the system was defined by the appropriate equations of 
state and the field equations describing the conservation of mass, energy, 
and momentum. X 
By introducing two equations of continuity in the mixture region, 
the effect of the relative motion of the phases has been taken into ac-
count. In the mixture region the thermal equilibrium was assumed between 
two phases and the analysis was concentrated on the mechanism of the 
kinematic wave propagation (low frequency oscillations). 
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The dynamic problem was analyzed by perturbing the inlet flow and 
linearizing the differential equations. First, the kinematic problem was 
solved by decoupling the momentum equation from the rest of the equations, 
which was a consequence of the assumption that p = p (i ) . Then the dy-
namic response was obtained by using the solution for the kinematics and 
integrating the momentum equation along the channel. 
XII-3. Characteristic Equation 
The singularity of the dynamic response of the system gives the 
characteristic equation which describes the onset of the instabilities. 
The problem was solved first for the most general case with arbitrary 
heat flux distribution and two-phase friction factor model. It can be 
seen from the general characteristic equation that, depending on the heat 
flux distribution, the form of the characteristic function may not reduce 
to the elementary function such as the exponential polynomials. However, 
it has been suggested that this difficulty may be overcome by approximat-
ing the kinematic wave velocity with a linear function in z, since the 
change of C, is proportional to the integral of heat flux in z direction. 
This point is discussed in more detail in Section VI-8. Nevertheless, the 
effect of chopped sine heat flux distribution was concluded to be de-
stabilizing for a higher subcooling number and for a very small subcooling 
number. However, it should be noted here that, in the range of \* < 1/2 
and N , > (N , ) , there also exists a stabilizing effect. 
sub sub c' ° 
By taking a uniform heat flux, the effects of various friction 
This is a substantially important conclusion for nuclear reactor 
application. 
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factor models have been examined both from the static and dynamic points 
of view. It can be said that the perturbation of a complicated two-
phase friction factor model such as the one given by Martinelli and Nel-
son (43) may lead to a numerical instability, due to the fact that such 
models will generate large numbers of terms in the exponential poly-
nomial. 
In view of the characteristic equation, the important factors of 
the instabilities are the time delay in the liquid subcooled region, thus 
the space lag, and the time delay in the mixture region. These two ex-
ponential terms introduce a phase shift between the system response and 
the inlet perturbation. The characteristic equation can predict not only 
the onset of the flow oscillation, but also the excursion instability. 
Hence it can be used to obtain stability maps and stability criteria by 
using the standard mathematical theory on the stability. 
XII-4. Stability Map 
The characteristic equation was non-dimensionalized and the govern-
ing set of similarity groups for the stability of the system was obtained, 
Excluding the geometrical similarity groups from the structural configura-
tion of the system, the governing parameters are N , N , , N , , N,, 
N_ , N„ , k., and k . The first four groups characterise the two-phase 
flow system with a subcooled region and are given by the following defi-
nitions. 
Nf •« V i V 
A/ 4 Z / Z id? 
4 1 f * • ft-
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M , _ M_, tfii ap 
VPck " % ~Ac%;Ain *& 
and 
AJ V%i 
N* = ^ T 
The remaining dimensionless groups N , N_ , k., and k have their 
standard significance and need no further comment. It was found that the 
most appropriate domain of stability maps is the N , and N , plane, i.e., 
the stability plane. 
The characteristic equation has been solved for the stability bound-
ary with N , and N , as parameters. First, all other parameters have 
been fixed, then the effect of each parameter has been examined by chang-
gin the value for one at once. It was necessary to use a high speed com-
puter in order to solve the characteristic equation in its exact form. 
Nevertheless, the computing time for the. stability test at a particular 
operational condition is almost negligible compared with the finite dif-
ference method previously used in the stability analysis based on the 
numerical integration of a set of partial differential field equations. 
Thus, in our analysis, the extensive parametric study could be carried 
out with relatively short computing time. In solving the characteristic 
equation for the stability boundary, the D-Partition method and the Mik-
hailov criterion have been utilized. First, the auxiliary parameter S* 
was set equal to juu*, then the real and imaginary part of the characteris-
tic function was equated to zero. Then the above two equations have been 
solved for the neutral frequency curves. It was found that more than one 
harmonic frequency curve exists; furthermore, (W* appears quasi-periodically. 
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Each subdivision is checked by the Mikhailov criterion, which shows that 
the first neutral frequency curve corresponds to the dynamic stability 
boundary and other harmonic frequency curves indicate the increase in the 
degree of instabilities. These higher order instability regions are also 
observed in the experiment (37, 62). In addition to the dynamic stability 
boundaries, there are two singularities corresponding to u>* -» 0 and 
CD* -• o°. Only the first condition is important, since it gives the bound-
ary of an excursive instability. The summary on the effect of various 
parameters on the stability of the system has been given in Section X-3. 
Briefly, the conclusions are as follows. 
There is a characterized N - such that increasing N , is stabil-
sub ° sub 
izing when N , > (N , ) and destabilizing when N , < (N , ) . For the 
° sub sub c ° sub sub c 
range of N , > ( N * ) > the stability boundary curve is almost a straight 
line nearly parallel to the constant quality line. Furthermore, the 
value for (N , ) is given by 
(N ,) <n 
sub c 
Increasing N , is always destabilizing whereas the increasing of 
system pressure stabilizes the system. Furthermore, the important part 
of the system pressure influences on the stability boundaries in the 
N , - N , plane is taken into account by the coordinate itself, i.e., 
sub pch , ' ' 
by N , and N , . 
sub pch 
Similarily increasing the inlet velocity stabilizes the system. 
However, the most significant influence of the inlet velocity is accounted 
for by the phase change number N , . 
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Increasing the drift number N, is stabilizing. Thus the effect 
d ~—~——" 
of the relative velocity is to stabilize the flow. This result can be 
explained by the fact that an increase of the relative velocity decreases 
the void fraction and thereby increases the mixture density which has a 
stabilizing effect. 
Increasing the inlet flow restriction k. is a strong stabilizing 
effect, whereas increasing the. exit flow restriction k drastically de-
stabilizes the system. 
Both the static and dynamic effects of the frictional pressure drop 
were investigated. The results show that increasing the two-phase pres-
sure drop destabilizes the flow. Similarly, the dynamic effects are very 
important, since by using a different two-phase friction factor model, 
the order of the exponential polynomial may increase. Furthermore, a 
complicated parametric dependence of a frictional pressure drop model 
can generate large numbers of terms in the characteristic equation. It 
can be said that both effects are directly related to the complication 
in the numerical calculation and in extreme cases can lead to numerical 
instabilities. 
XII-5. Simple Stability Criteria 
The exact application of the characteristic equation to the sta-
bility analysis requires the use of a computer, though once the computer 
program has been established, the stability test can be carried out in a 
matter of seconds. In Section IX-4, we have developed simple algebraic 
criteria which can be applied for the first hand design purposes. The 
simplest criterion (XI4.8) was derived by the lumped parameter method. 
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Thus, its applications are limited to the case with strong inlet and 
outlet pressure drop restrictions. More sophisticated criteria were ob-
tained by simplifying the original characteristic equation. In our analy-
sis, we considered the asymptotic case of (u* « 1, which corresponded to 
the high subcooling number. By neglecting the higher order of UJ*, we 
were able to obtain a criterion (1X4.23) or (1X4.25). The theoretical 
limitation on this model is given by the inequality (X4.1). However, the 
comparison of this criterion with an exact numerical solution and the 
experimental data suggests the extrapolation into further low subcooling 
regions. This point has been discussed in more detail in Section X-4. 
Hence we may conclude that for the design purpose the inequality (1X4.23) 
is an excellent criterion which can be used to avoid the unstable opera-
tion. This criterion gives not only the qualitative parametric depend-
encies of the stability boundary, but also quantitative aspects such as 
the stability margin of the system. 
A further simplified model (1X4.32) of the above criterion was ob-
tained for a homogeneous flow with no gravity effect. From the in-
equality (1X4.32), it can be seen that; the stability boundary is given 
by the straight line parallel to the constant exit quality line. 
XII-6. Comparison with Experimental Data 
The exact numerical solution as well as the simplified ariterion 
have been compared to the experimental data of Levy (5), Solberg (9), and 
Carver (7). The geometry of these independent experiments includes both 
circular and annular tubes at different diameters. The working fluid in 
all three cases is water, and the experimental data are taken at rela-
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tively high reduced pressures. The comparisons of the theory to the ex-
perimental data are shown in Figs. 23 to 28. The quantitative agreements 
of the stability boundary as well as of the frequency of the oscillation 
are satisfactory. However, it can be seen that, at very small subcooling 
regions, the experimental data exhibit more unstable systems than the 
ones predicted by theory. Two reasons for this discrepancy have been 
considered. First, at the extremely low subcooling, the stability 
boundary curve itself has a larger change in N , compared to a change in 
N , . Thus, both experimental and numerical points of the starting of 
the oscillation are difficult to obtain accurately. Second, the effect 
of the subcooled boiling, which gives increased phase change, shifts the 
coordinate itself. This corresponds to the higher N , , the phase change 
number. The effects of the change in T-. ? are compensated for by the 
changes in Q, the reaction frequency. Thus, the effect on N , is con-
sidered to be small. 
APPENDIX A 
TIME AVERAGE 
A-l. Time Domain and Definition of Function 
In the following, we shall apply statistical averaging to the two-
phase flow field assuming that the occupant of any particular point is 
alternating randomly between the liquid and the vapor and that the time 
averaged functions are sufficiently smooth such that they are continuously 
differentiable, 
First we recall that the singular characteristic of two-phase or 
of two immiscible mixture is the presence of one or several interfaces, 
between the phases or components (57). Furthermore, whereas single phase 
flows can be classified according to the geometry of the flow in laminar, 
transitional and turbulent flow, the flow of two phases or of a mixture 
of immiscible liquids can be classified according to the geometry of the 
interface into three classes, i.e., in separated flows, transitional or 
mixed flows, and dispersed flows. These classes of structured flows are 
shown in Table 1. 
In our analysis of thermally induced flow instabilities, the above 
three classes of two-phase flows are usually coexisting under turbulent 
flow conditions, thus it is appropriate to use a statistical average 
rather than formulating the problem based on the separated flow model. 
The discontinuity of properties due to the existence of interfaces 
is illustrated in Figures Al, A2, and A3 by taking a mass concentration 
Table 1. Classification of Structured Flow 
Phase 
Component 
Class Type Regime 
Single Phase 
Two or Multicom. 
Configuration 
Two Phase 





Liquid A & B 
A-I , B = 2 
a) Liquid film 
in vapor 
b) Vapor film 
in liquid 







A-II, B = 2,C=3 
a) Liquid f i lm 
in gas 
b) Gas f i l m 
in l i q u i d 
Liquid A,C & 
gas B, e t c . nrrh>>> 
Annular 
flow 
Core: liquid A 
Annulus: 
liquid B 
A = 2 , B=l 
a) Core: liquid 
annulus:vapor 
b) Core: vapor 
annulus:liquid 
a) Core: liquid 
annulus: gas 
b) Core: gas 
annulus:liquid ! fr 
Jet 
flow 
Liquid A jet 
in liquid B 
A-2,B-l 
a) Liquid jet 
in vapor 
b) Vapor jet 
in liquid 
a) Liquid jet 
in gas 




Slug: liquid A 
Continum:liquid £ 










with vapor bubbles 
Core: gas 
Annulus: liquid 




Core: liquid A 
Annulus:liquid B 
Droplets:liquid G 
Core: vapor with 
liquid droplets 
Annulus: liquid 
Core: gas with 
liquid droplets 
Annulus: liquid 





Core: vapor with 
liquid droplets 
Annulus: liquid 
with vapor bubble 














Liquid A film 
in liquid B with 
droplets A, etc 
Liquid film 
in vapor with 
droplets, etc. 
Liquid film 































Figure Al. Vapor Concentration in Space at t= to 
'S. " 
Figure A2» Vapor Concentratioa in Time at X = XQ 
Set of these; [ A t ] 
Set of thesej [ A t ] ^ 
Set of thesej [ A t ] ^ 
Figure A3. Various Time Intervals 
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of vapor phase c . Figure Al shows the instantaneous discontinuities of 
o 
c in space, whereas Figures A2 and A3 exhibit the discontinuities in time 
at some fixed point. From the purpose of statistical averaging, the view 
from the time coordinate gives a more accurate picture of the problem. 
It can easily be seen that four distinct, processes may occur at that 
point, which we can classify as follows. 
i) c = 0 for all t ; 
g 
ii) c = 1 for all t ; 
g 
iii) c changes stepwise 
between 0 and 1 ; 
iv) c is undefined : 
g 
always liquid at Xo 
always vapor at Xo 
liquid and vapor alternate 
at Xo 
interface stays at Xo for 
some finite time 
It is easy to understand that, following a change of c , all properties 
may change drastically, because the fluid which occupies the point will 
be different. Since for the case of (i) and (ii) the statistical averag-
ing at that point is trivial, we shall eliminate such cases. Furthermore, 
as case (iv) is a rather singular configuration of case (iii) unless the 
interface is stationary, it will be considered later. Hence we shall 
examine the case (iii) where the vapor concentration alternates stepwise 
between 0 and 1. 
Our purpose here is to time average the fluid properties and field 
equations in order to treat them as a mixture. First we take a fixed 
time interval At of statistical averaging and assume that it be large 
enough to smooth out the local variations of properties yet small com-
pared to the macroscopic time constant of the unsteadyness of the bulk 
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fluid. This assumption is identical to that made in analyzing turbulent 
single phase flow0 After choosing any particular reference point and 
time (X , t ), we have definite times, t- , t,,, . .„, t., ••• referring to 
the interfaces which pass the point X from time (t - At/2) to (t + At/2). 
o o o 
By choosing an arbitrarily small time e we can define the time 
intervals associated with interfaces, where the characteristics of the 
interface dominate. The symbol [At] gives the set of such time inter-
vals, i.e. 
| > M ; t ? t;-£<t<t-+a i-l.-^fL (A1-1) 
The remaining part of the At interval is given by [At] , which can be 
separated into a vapor and liquid phase time intervals. Thus 
f d t ]r - [ At j § + O t j f (A1.2) 
and 
( A t ] • t 9 £«,-££ < t < to + ** ( A U 3 ) 
7 2. - Z- : 
Then 
[A t J = G a t J s + [ ^ t ] r = [ ^ t j ^ t A t J ^ U t J ^
 (AU4) 
Now we consider a function F associated with fluids which has the follow-
ing properties 
i ) F- H ( X , t ; at ' Txt ' tt ' 
exist except at the interface 
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I I ) for fixed X = X 
o 
h (XoA) = F$ LXo.t) , Hf(Xo,t)*o $ t e[At]^ (A1#5) 
F(Xo.t)~FfUo/t)^ , F$(Ko;t)~o ^ te[*t]9 (A1.6) 
The fractions of time occupied by vapor and liquid are defined by taking 
the limit e -* 0, as 
At j a A K [ Z { C t t . . -£ ) - ( t i*e )}<-S t , J jL,2m (A1.7) 
£ > 0 
A 
and therefore 
At = At + At. (If the interfaces are not stationary) (A1.8) 
g f 
Instantaneous Time Scale 
For simplicity, let us introduce a new time coordinate with re-
spect to t = t , i.e., 
e; = t - t (A1.9) 
* o 
Then our time domain of interest becomes 
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The correspondences of sets [At], [At] , [At] , [At] , and [At] in the 
§ domain are defined by [A§], [A§]T, [A?] , [A?]f, and [A?]g. 
A-2. Time Averaged and Weighted Mean Values of Functions 
In this section we shall define the time averaged and time weighted 
mean values of functions introduced in the previous section. First let us 
define the time averaged function F at t as follows. 
FU.to)^ £* ± \ p ( x . t ) l t • (A2.1) 
[ 4 t J T 
or <±.+o A t J r ^ v l 
(A2.2) 
If we assign the integer 1 for vapor and Q for liquid, the proba-
bility of the vapor occupying any given point can be calculated by a 
statistical average. Thus we have 
F(X,t) = M(X,t) (A2.3) 
and M(X,t) = 1 for vapor phase 
M(X,t) = 0 for liquid phase 
We note that, as a consequence of the previous assumption, the interfaces 
are not stationary and do not occupy a location X for finite time inter-
vals. Then by using definition (A2.1), we can find the time averaged 
probability of vapor phase a as 
15 
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J = R . U -J- ( M U . t j d t (A2.4) 
* fc^o AC J t A t ] 
= ^ll 
At 
Similarly for the liquid phase we have 
oil. - T^Tl - ^Sl (A2.5) 
+ At 
From (A2.4) and (A2.5) we have 
o<3 4- <̂ f = i (A2.6) 
which are the results based oxi the assumption that a = 0. Hence, we 
shall introduce the statistical concentration associated with the vapor 
phase, namely 
o( « o< - All (A2.7) 
* At 
At 
Now let us proceed and consider the average of the function F. From Eq, 
(A2.2) we have 
F = ^n \^ \ F* (**) ** + h ( F* (X'tHt " 
r t->o [At JcatJ-r ^t^Oti T ^ 
- FV + F* 
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Thus we get 
F == F + F ' (A2.8) 
g f . 
The functions F and F. are directly related to ins tantaneous, local 
physical or flow variables of each phase; however, F and Ff are averaged 
over the total time interval At; thus, they can be considered as super-
ficially averaged values. From this point of view we introduce more 
reasonable mean values of the functions which depend on the characteris-
tic of the variables. If a variable G is an intensive property such as 
the pressure or the temperature, the weighted mean value is defined as 
Q = -J_ Lm \ Q. &dt = &Jfe. ,u a rs (A2.9) 
* A t t . t ^ ' b t U - * f e ' 
Hence 
Q - Get + 'Grs - oL $- + (,-*) 5f (A2.10) 
which shows that the intensive variables are weighted by the probability 
a. . On the other hand, the volume, energy, enthalpy, etc. are considered 
to have an extensive characteristic. If the functions F and F,. are 
__ g f . 
taken as the variables per unit volume„ then they can be expressed also 
in terms of the variables per unit mass \It and \lf£ as 
g f 
F * - Jifk ( * - f . - f ) <A2ai) 
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Here ty and ty are directly related to the instant local physical and 
flow properties of each phase. The appropriate mean values in this case 
should be weighted by the averaged densities, thus 
fj. -- . ftjj (£= J,fj (A2.12) 
f* 
In particular for the densities we have 
& - xr, H ( & l t * ^ I * * *.*) (A2-13) 
Thus we get for the mixture density 
£ = f? + fi = * J* + ('"<*) J* (A2.14) 
Using Eq. (A2 . l l ) and (A2.12) we have 
^h h % ~ h% ( i - ^ - f J (A2.15) 
where jg ;^are the weighted mean values of ft and ^ . The weighted 
mean values of the mixture are defined by 
f -• PJ = * ?i% + O-^hti (A2.16) 
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A-3« Time Average of the Derivatives 
In this section the relation between the. average of the derivative 
and the derivative of the average will be obtained. 
By the time derivative of the average, we mean 
IE = I j± &»( FU..t)J±)-±grt* \ VCx.t.) 
Zt 3 tc 1
 A t ^~*° J [At J -* At dto *~>° Jl*tlr 
^ (A3.1) 
where 
F * F (X , t ) (A3.2) 
o o 
In view of Eq. (A3.1), the domain of the integration is discontinuous, 
hence we subdivide it and apply the Leibniz Rule to Eq. (A3.1). Thus we 
have 
^ - kfAizb,™***^ <-3> a 
At ^oJtelr*^ 
fc. ?it (- J^-F^, s^u+^pteA-^.)) + 
fc 
Then from the definitions 
dF 'ZFCXo, to) r I ( + ' x (A3.4) 
-fr - 7u':'- ?^r{RMr)-^(x..tr;} 
On the other hand, the average of the space derivatives such as _̂ £lii_. , 





, Km J-T 





where X and t are independent,, except at the interface where we have a 
relation 
t, « t (X , t.)' (A3.6) 
1 1 O O 
Therefore, by applying the Leibniz Rule to Eq. (A3.5), we get 
3F(X,,tJ _ .&* A ) J - f fT(Xo t ) A t + (A3.7) 
+ ̂  2 i f " I T — I Fcx.,V£H#±a FCXW*)} 
^ ^ c V 4 t [ c^Aoj Itc * * * j tc
 J 
The last term of the right hand side of Eq. (A3.7) is not clear and 
should be examined in more detail. In view of Fig. A4, we have 
l i m
n t. + e - t.
+ 
e -» 0 L I 
_* r\ t. - e -» t. 
e -» 0 I I 
and correspondingly 
lim 
0 F<Xo' 'i * e) " F(V V* 
The unit normal vector of the interface is defined such that 
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o c. 
t 1 1 -
-Oo 
tj tjL t A t 
Figure A4* Neighborhood of Interface 
Figure A5« Displacement of Interface 
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*i • U£ i o ( A 3 ' 8 ) 
Then 
fl+ • Vj, > O (A3.9) 
nr * \j: < o 
where T\ and Tl" corresponding to the limit outward normal vector of the 
f*li 
fluids at each side of the i interface, 
Since 71 =n . we have 
i 
F(X , t.+) - *f .'̂  P+CK;,: t.) (A3.10)* 
o I f[» . \y. o I 
and 
F(X , t.~) =« - -3Ll£L- F"(x t ) 
o' i Tli-l/X ° * 
Here we assumed t h a t t\i'\Xi-^ Q atid t he p a r t i c u l a r case when t h i s assump-
t i o n does not hold w i l l be d i scussed l a t e r . In view of Eq. (A3.7) , our 
i n t e r e s t h e r e i s t o f ind the g r ad i en t of t . ; , however, we have 
• • t . = § . + t 
i l o 
hence 
^ t j ± £ ) l _ J l l ^ l ( A 3 U ) 
d A ojf >to • a Aoj ' t o 
See end of the s e c t i o n for the d i s c u s s i o n of. the s i n g u l a r i t y . 
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Th is is a change of interface passing time t. at X by shifting the posi-
tion by dX with the fixed time scale, i.e., Fig. A5. 
By taking small displacement dX we have 
o 
|dXd|—' fix* IOUO (A3.12) 
'iH 
which is a normal distance. 
The velocity of the interface in normal direction is given by 
Vl* -' ^l*Ui 
Hence we get 
^ 
The gradient of £. becomes in the tensor notation 




- 0 dX . Xj 
oj 
Thus we get 
â i 
3 x«i -iJi. 
(A3.13) 
* -"X. — — — ~ ~ (A3.14) 
(A3.15) 
= Kl (A3.16) 
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From Eq. (A3.7) , (A3.11), and (A3.16) we have 
|£_ = ^ ^ i + ? J _ _ i _ ( T , + FUt;) + n - F - a o t J j (A3.17) 
also using Eq. (A3.4) and (A3.10) we obtain 
lL = )?(*:*•)_ r JL _J \ p V-0: -xrn- J: \ <"• is) 
at at. L At ui„ I J 
Whereas the interface thickness 6 corresponding to 2e is given by 
5.-26 1*,, (A3a9)* 
In this section we assumed that 6 -* 0 corresponds to e -* 0, where 6 is 
taken to be an arbitrarily small number. This is true under two condi-
tions given below. Since 
/ 
and 
^L x f- <Jl* (OT:? (A3.20) 
at* He 
IL S5" £ dS"(lXkn) . (A3.21) 
^ X*j <̂  A 
the acceleration and convective acceleration of the interface should be 
finite in addition to the condition that -Ijr ^ 0 • 
See end of the section. 
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On the other hand, if the normal velocity of the interface is 
zero, i.e., n. • v. = 0, then the interface may stay at X for some finite 
time. Thus 
LUn [ A t ] ' =f= 0 
t-fo 
In this case we have a statistical concentration of the interface a which 
s 
is given by 
Qi = s 
s IT 
and 
At = At + At_ + At 
g f s 
Hence we have 
a + a^ + a = 1 
g f s 
A-4. Time Averaged Overall Balance 
Our time domain of interest can be subdivided into [At] and [At]_ 
S X 
as shown in Appendix A-1. During [At] , the standard balance equations 
hold, whereas in [At] the interfacial balance equations (jump conditions) 
hold. Let us first proceed with the analysis in [At] . 
For time t e[At] = [At] + [At] , we consider the balance of 
matter ty per units mass in the following form. 
V* '" It^ + 7* P^U + V'7 ~ ̂ b * ° (A4.D* 
case \lf is 
For example, \|f stands for the mass, momentum, and energy in which 
.s 1, v and e, respectively. 
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Here J and Cp, represent the generalized tensor efflux and generation of 
ty, respectively. When Eq. (A4.1) is applied for each phase, the sub-
scripts which differentiate two fluids should appear with variables. 
For time t e[At] , we use the standard jump conditions with the 
thin layer assumption for the surface where surface properties are assumed 
to be constant across the layer. 
Then the balance of matter \|r becomes 
s.-'{-§£*+ C t i ^ ) , , - * ] . - (A4.2) — -l- l I . \1 I V I ^ T~ i_ f — 
3t 
_ J-( n*:[?+{v+-vi) f*+ j
+] + n-[f>-i/.-)r+ J"] 
+ ( t i K) , , } = o <V,P-I,2* i-M.3) 
The averaged balance per volume can be obtained by integrating the 
proper balance equations in time domain. Let us express the balance equa-
tion in general by 
B = 0 (A4.3) 
where 
B = VB = 0 for t e [At]T (A4.4) 
B = Sfi = 0 for t e [At]g (A4.5) 
By taking a time average of B we have 
A t - « ] 
[ Bit = O <A*-5) 
Substi tut ing Eq. (A4.4) into Eq. (A4.5) we obtain 
_L JU. f uit + ± l ^ ( SBlt-o <
A 4-6> 
At 6*0 JC4tJr
 V* At £*o J W J s 
The first term can be expressed in terms of the averaged values defined 
in A-3. Hence, from Eq. (A4.1), (A3.17), and (A3.18), we have 
J_ U*» f VB AX - -$£HL + f. ) w ' + v.j - -<£b + (A4.7) 
* t €^> J t 6 t J T " 
+Z ~ ^ (^LP*(^-«i)yVj*]^ 
o 
Using Eq. (A4.2) and (A3.19), the second term of Eq. (A4.6) becomes 
^ [ S A* -? k - i l f W +(fhusir) -<t>\ -
 ( M , 8 ) 
At ^° > t j 
-zltirA11*'19*^'^**^* 
+ ri-[?(\r-Vi.)¥' + J" ] + (ti K),p] =0 
Substituting Eq. (A4.7 and (A4.8) into (A4.4) we obtain a time averaged 
general field equation for the matter ty, 
" i ? ( t (tJK)„}4 -. o 
On the other hand, using the definitions of (A1.5) and (A1.6) we can get 
f̂rV* ~Z — T (A4.10) 
• f f ^ - + V>F*r* Vk + 7 ; J* - <fU + 
+ X ^ ( - ^ Tin • [ P* ( Oi-iTi)% + J« ] } - O 
We def ine 
<h^-Z±[+r **•[?«(**-*)¥<,+J*]}. CM.il) 
fc- j i f i . c t ^ ) , , } . 
Then the interface condition becomes 
2 foil- f ^ - w > ^ - H - + 
-̂» >Sfe "~ Ts 
-ik-M 
For each phase k - g and f we have 
(A4.12) 
(A4.13) 
^ f t W j_ V7. A. <*: >r. x. 17. T.. - <* = <±> (A4.14) 
S* 
^ - 4- 7 ' A ft i* + 7-J*- ̂  = <£> 
And the mixture field equation is an addition of the above three equa-
tions ; thus 
ApL+V.fflj + V-J -<& + £ ^ J f f |^ + (A4.15) 
•+ Cfi/'Vw;-)^ - ^ 1 ; -
If we can neglect the surface capacity of the matter ty, we get 
£-?0 At 
Then we have only the source term <f> ,<£>, at the interface, thus 
S Sf K. 
s i * - 5-o 
4 ^ " + V' ftftV* + \ 7 - J * - ^ | - &* ft-fcf) (A4.18) 
<*£ 
JXXL.+ v-rvv + 7 - j - ? b - 4 i
 (A4a9) 
It should be noted that Eq. (A4.18) and (A4.19) are quite analogous to 
the heterogeneous chemically reacting system. 
A-5. Interfacial Condition 
By neglecting the surface capacity term, i.e., Eq. (A5.14), the 
interfacial condition takes a conventional form of "Korchin's jump con-
dition." Taking only the effect of the surface tension in the line flux 
term K , the interfacial condition can be written as follows. 
•flv[Pi(i>i-irL)i//, + j , 1 + «*-'[P*(0i-Oi)¥f + Jf l+fc - o
 (A5-1) 
This has been done by Slattery (54), Delhaye (55), and a more general 
case was treated by Scriven (56). The results for mass, momentum, and 
total energy are as follows. 
Table 2. Jump Condition 
% J» <rf Jf *« 
Mass i 0 L 0 o 
Momentum UJ - * « v* -tf (tia
<",0,p 
Tota l 
Energy £+u, -Trf* h ^V 
z 
Uf -Vf+% &<*>?*)+ 
t 
The interface conditions for mechanical and internal energy are 
given in Table 3. 
Table 3, Interface Condition 
ft J% % 4 Ps 
i r * i r a ^
L f t U U J>t> v i ' 





A-6. Weighted Mean Values, Turbulent: Flux, and Diffusion Flux 
I) Following A-2, the density of each phase is defined by 
?k = -4*- <
k= S, f) (A6.1) 
II) The density of the mixture 
f*» ^ + 6- - *h + (i-*)h <A6-2> 
III) The velocity of each phase 
= -4^-~-^P- (k-g, f) (A6.3) 
JA ^f>-ft. 
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IV) The velocity of the mixture 
Um .J£- = «
?%xr* + Q-QftTfr (A6.4) 
J MM 
V) The enthalpy of.each phase 
L*. = ^LZ* = - flj* (k-g, f) (A6.5) 
/>« * * £ 
VI) The entha lpy of the mixture 
/ = ^ - * ?c, *g 4 Q-U) f t i f r (A6.6) 
^ — ~~ p 
r J/m 
VII) The convect ive term 
J ' / V " JP? ̂ , tfj. + fi % Mi (
A6.7) 
Let us define instantaneous fluctuation as 
f* - ft + J* , ' % - Y « + YA , **-vk+ v* (k = 8 ' f ) (A6-8) 
Then 
AKVi - C£*A'Xfli + ¥i')("«••• WO (A6 ,9 ) 
But 
Hence 
Therefore, from Eq. (A6.7) and (A6.ll) 
Let us define diffusion velocity V. by 
and using Eq. (A6.12), (A6.14) we obtain 
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V-o , %'~ ft*' >je< &W 
— = > % - p-
PA JA 
(A6.10) 
OL ?//' ir' 
PA WA Vi = fk % ft + A % V* 
(A6.ll) 
/ V v - { <* % •% IT* + (••-<<•> & % i £ } + L f* HV ^ (A6.12) 
Vj&m •- t > v - \r m (A6.13) 
Then 
Z ^ f t M i ^ R.VtU.^S'^fii^V^ 
D T 
By defining diffusion flux J and turbulent flux J as 
(A6.14) 
1*= z ^ f t ^V^ 
-ft 
(k = g, f) (A6.15) 
(k = g, f) (A6.16) 
j^t f ->„%«. + J* +JT (A6.17) 
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The useful relation between V- and V can be obtained directly 
rm gm 
from the definition, thus 
^ V ^ .+ V-A)?fVsm-0 (A6.18) 
VIII) The pressure P 
?V = * P , + (.-<0Pf 
(A6.19) 
and 
J>A » _ & _ (k-.g, f) 
IX) The field force g 
' ' • m 
$ = - * — D (k - g, f) (A6.20) '<w P 
'm 
And, if all the field forces are identically constant, then 
q = Q (A6.21) 
aw a 
T 
X) The turbulent flux J 
The turbulent flux is expressed more conveniently through the definition 
. ^ M ^ v / ^ = ^ ^ - <A6-22) &%'»*'-zr&l UYMH = " ^ 
Otjf. 
Then 
J T = z <** f* vi'iv <k - «•f) (A6-23) 
* • • • 
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A-7. Balance of Mass«, Momentum, and Energy 
I) Mass Balance 
Using Eq. (A4.14) to (A4.17) with 
¥-i ", J = 0 / fe>0 , <fe=0 (A7.1) 
and defining 
the results for the mass balance can be expressed by mean values of A-6. 
Hence, 
2£*L 4- V-flV^-O (A7.3) 
: . ^ + 7-(^"rui>-r,.
 (A7-4) 
• , . j ^ + n<y-vl*tj-r* (A7.5) 
/"* + Hr - 0 (A7.6) 
and 
r».--f.ri-fd:'*'-fp»iVi-VJ]i (A7.7) 
Equation (A7.6) states the conservation of mass at the interface 
without a source or a sink and Eq„ (A7.4) and (A7.5) are continuity equa-
tions of each phase. 
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II) Momentum Balance (Mixture) 
By taking 
Y'-v- , J'-t-Pi-z",•.•'$~-ts ,4>s~(tira#)>(t (A7.8) 
and substituting these expressions into Eq. (A4.17), we obtain the mixture 
momentum equation. 
2&& + v f. 17. «, — 7 ? , + V- Y" + PwSm+ (A7.9) 
+ V- (-Z'^ftiuiVfa,) 
+ 7- ( - £ ^.ftu/Ui') 
+ ? * ( & &.<•«%}t 
(k - . g, f) 
Defining: 
g = Z °<fc A 3* (== g if the body 
w p^ force i s constant) 
- t V - z <** P* u-fcV*,,,- - s °<* Rk v» .v b 
(A7.10) 
TT= - 2. P* Vi' «L' - ~ Z <x* A %' Ui' 
-ft : 
^ - . S i l ^ C ^ a - ^ . oc..f) 
J 
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Our time averaged mixture momentum equation becomes, 
*?•>*«_ + y # p w U - u = - F ? W + \7- ( r ^ r
r ; (A7.ii) 
+ pm3m + v-z
v+ f,. 
Equation (A7.12) is analogous to the single fluid equation except the last 
two terms which are the diffusion stress and the surface force. The mo-
mentum equation for the heterogeneous chemically reacting system proposed 
by various authors (see, for example, von Karman, Truesdell among others) 
has the same form as Eq. (A7.ll) except that the turbulent shear stress 
and the surface forces do not appear there. The momentum equation for 
each phase also can be written as 
3°^.P*L>*L + V- of*liJ* 14 - - VoUP* + V-Wl + t J )+ (A7.12) 
+ «*I?*-2 at(4vfo(*"ViM""r*Jji 
III) Internal Energy and Enthalpy Equation 
By taking 
V - U , J~ I > <Pb = - PV'V *• ?"
: W (A7.13) 
and using Eq. (A4,17) with the interfacial condition for internal energy 
(Table 3), we obtain 
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^L..+ 7, f u> + V * - JL,tt..[{,?7^+T
p:^]at (A7>U) 
LAt:iT 
- (ti «-a* «•),, + (-^%- (« «"% I 
p 
For enthalpy i = u + — , we use the following approach. 
Averaging the total energy equation in terms of the enthalpy and the me-
chanical energy equation, then subtracting the second from the first, we 
can obtain the averaged enthalpy equation. Thus, 
It" " f + .̂ ' A t t > 0 j i D t ' J (A7.15 
l>tJr 
v - f :^ 
- (ti•irOi^&j.X^ ^r^-(tio-a.%1 
We define the energy dissipation terms by 
^ = i . f c ( (r":w)c<.t- (A7.16) 
r d e - At ••e+Q.
J
lAti+ 
the compressibility effect on the enthalpy by 
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& * JL :Um f Stdt +•• 
' c e A t £*o J . • Dt (A7.17) 
t ^ t J - j " 
the diffusion heat flux by 
tT = Za <**y-A V ^ (k = g, f) (A7.18) 
-k 
and the turbulent heat flux by 
t = Z ?ki>i\% ^Z^^itiXt (k = g, f) (A7.19) 
* 
Using the definitions (A7.16) to (A7.19) and (A6.18) into (A7.15), we get 
4 | ^ +V- f.i.TT.-.- (7-?+ 7-?T>t $.+?„„- V-f (47.20) 
The enthalpy equation (A7.20) is analogous to the single fluid 
equation except the last term (energy diffusion term) and the expression 
for the compressibility effect ^ e and the dissipation term <fte are modi-
fied to account for the effect of the interface. 
APPENDIX B 
AREA AVERAGE 
B-l. Definition of the Area Average and the Weighted 
Mean Values of the Functions 
After time averaging, the two phases are distributed in the field 
and behave like two continua being able to occupy the same point at the 
same moment, under the assumption that the interfaces are not fixed in 
the space at any instance. Now our purpose here is to obtain a one-
dimensional model which can be used to analyze the problem where the 
characteristic length in the main flow direction is much larger than the 
one in the direction perpendicular to the main flow direction. 
We define the average of the function G by 
<Gf> = -L. ( £.dA (Bl.l) 
) A 
Therefore the average mixture density <£}rt> is given by 
<?">-j[ MA = ~j l*fv+(wm]<U (BU2) 
Also the average of the statistical concentration <o<̂  is given by 
There are two different approaches, 1) diffusion model based on 
the mixture field equations, and 2) two fluid model based on field equa-
tions for each phase. Here we follow the first approach. 
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<«> ~ J) <*&* (B1.3) 
and we call <&} the void fraction. 
The weighted mean density of each phase is given by 
«^>,= ^<AA> (k = g, f) (Bl.4) 
S u b s t i t u t e Eq. (Bl .4) i n t o (B1.2) t o ob ta in 
< ftn > - <<< > « P» » .+ <\ - 0<> < ff > (B1 #5) 
And, of course, from the definition we have 
< j - o<> -• j - <oC> (B1.6) 
I f G i s an i n t e n s i v e v a r i a b l e , we have 
< G ™ > - <o( % + ( \ - G O £ $ > (B1#7) 
By def in ing 
<$+>= VLf"^ (k = g, f) (B1.8) 
We get 
< £ / * > * « > « $ ? » + <l-oO>«<T£> 
(B1.9) 
If G is associated with extensive variables, we have 
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Gf-vw •*" r*M jvf (B1.10) 
By def in ing 
« ^ > > s <*JLf±Vkl 
<<*•* J A > 
(k = g, f) ( B l . l l ) 
and 
«yc>= K iw TVIx 
<R.> " 
(B1.12) 
we obtain the following expressions 
<?^r^>- <P~>«%*,» (B1.13) 
or 
< F*^> = <*>« P<f»« ̂ » + <^°(>«?*>« % » (B1.14) 
Hence the weighted mean velocity of each phase is given by 
« ^ » = (k = g, f) (B1.15) 
and the weighted mean mixture velocity by 
«• , ;„» . <?-**> _ ^<<%>><^>> + <^><<S>><<^>> ( B 1 . 1 6 ) 
<ft»> <P*> 
Similarly, the enthalpy of each phase is given by 
. * ^ <«* ft ife> 
« i « » * — 7 - (k = g, f) (Bl. 17) 
< <** % > 
and the mixture enthalpy by 
<i,"> = ~^T>~~" TS3" <B 1-1 8 ) 




/ V M - <0< P* ̂ > (B1.20) 
B-2. Convective and Diffusion Terms 
I) Using the local definition of the diffusion velocities V 
gm 
and V_ , the real convective term can be written as 
rm 
< P. % tf« > + < J D> * <« h ̂  % + 0 --0 P* Vfc i5 > (B2.1) 
which can be expressed in terms of the diffusion velocity as 
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< finr* ^ > + <**> * < fi*% TT*>+£<</* ft 1& /*«> (B2.2) 
-fc 
We define the covariant of the area average as 
cou [e„ift. v„2- < fwi/ivi*>- <^>« VOXi^» (B2^3) 
or (B2.4X 
- <P*f v i . -«%»; i* ,> (B2>5) 
Also we define 
CCv[o(fc|% \/^,] s<**fi?S V M > - < ^ > « ^ > « % > « 14„» (B2.6) 
or - <«'*ft%C l ^ * - « V ^ » ) > <B 2-7) 
or - < * £ ^ ( ' % - « % > ; \4m > (B2.8) 
(k - g, f) 
Here we used the def ini t ion 
« Vft«» - — - ^ ~ (k = g, f) (B2.9) 
And from Eq. (A6.14), (B1.15), (B1.16), and (B2.9), we obtain 
<o(>« ?%X Va w »- - <i-c<>« ft»«rVf„» (B2.10) 
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By substituting Eq. (B2.3) and (B2.6) into Eq. (B2.2), we get 
< P*YwUt> + <J
D>« < F>.>«'%KVt»+Z^XJiH%>«li> (B2.ll) 
4- cou- [ &,*<£, ft] + ^ our fa fi% Vt„] 
II) Using the diffusion velocity with respect to <U"W> 
Let us define the diffusion velocity with respect to ^ ^ ^ ^ as 
^j = 
\4M " ^* ~ ^ ̂ ^ (k = g, f) (B2.12) 
and 
«Vftw»
 s « ^ » ~ « l ^ » « ^ i 4 ^ (k = g, f) (B2.13) 
Then the convective and diffusion terms become 
< R» Vi. V«> •*- < JB> - < /J»>« %,>«V,,» +2<<**>«ft»«j/£>« i^M» (B2.14) 
+ Z coir l ^ p * ^ y/^] 
ft 
and here 
COIT [o/ftft ^ l/^ ] - < < P f t ^ ( \7^ - « {$„») (32.15), 
- <<** P* Y4 ( Mi - « V* ») (B2-16) 
~ <"U ft^~ «"%») V4«> (k - g, f) (B2.17) 
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And we have an identity from the definitions (B2.12) and (B2.13) 
<* > « Pj » « \/^» = - <\~<L><< P* » « V^> (B2.18) 
The relation between <Zv4m2> and « V ^ > can be found from Eq. (A6.14), 
(B2.19), (B2.12), and (B2.13). Thus, 
«' V>,» = << ̂ > > ~ C^m )* (B2.19) 
< V^vn> =* <?» ̂ §^> - «JVn» (B2.20) 
By defining the cofactor Com as 
Ce« « l/m»- (Vm)u « °̂< *Vtft*> (B2.21) 
we f ina l ly get 
« Vlm>- « V > > ~ ( C o m " 0 « ^ » (B2.22) 
B-3. Volumetric Flux and Drift Velocity 
We define the mean volumetric fluxes as 
« h> ~ <0!tk^— = <**>« *** <k - 8, f> (B3.1) « ?4,> 
I f p and p_ a re cons tan t in the c ross s e c t i o n a l a r e a , <$ $*%>• and 
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<£ V$5> are the same as the volumetric flow rate -~± and -jp- , respec-
A A 
tively. The total volumetric flux -€iP is defined by 
« ] » = « h » + <*- ̂  » (B3.2) 
The local drift velocity with respect to <% £>• is given by 
V^j - XJft - « « F > (B3.3) 
and the mean value of V̂ i is defined by 
«Vjti»s \ 1 ~— «U*»- «<}» (k = 8, f) (B3.4) 
d <** ft > 
Using the definition from (B3.1) to (B3.4), we can obtain a very useful 
relation between the mixture mean velocity ^1)JH> and the total volu-
metric flux <&$£." 
<FU>«tr„» « <ft, >«'}>•+ ^ < ^ * > ^ f * » « V ^ > (B3.5) 
Then 
X Hy*/ T« 
We define the mean relative velocity <£ l̂ -̂ > by 
(B3.6) 
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«v^»- «U1»- «l%> (B3#7) 
Then from Eq. (B3.3) and (B3.7) we get 
« Vu ̂  - < I - ̂  > « "UV» <B3-8> 
and 
<^ V7jj» =• - «*> « ^ » (B3.9) 
Therefore, by combining Eq. (B3.8) and (B3.9), we get 
<<Vsi»—^z «Vai» (B3-10) <l -oC> 
The relation between the diffusion velocity <t VfaP and the drift velo-
city <^\J^P can be found through Eq. (B2.13), (B3.4), (B3.6), and 
(B3.10). Hence, 
« #1J »-'«?**» | ^ (B3.ll) 
4 Vfj > s= < Vf*» "^p"^ (B3.12) 
If we define the local drift velocity V, . with respect to the local volu-
metric flux j, the results will be different. First we define j by 
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V ;̂ ~ ^> - J- (B3.14) 
< V « > a JjLkVtil . « ^ > - ( j ) (B3.15) 
/ i \ <»< ft J> 
By def in ing cofac tor C . by 
Col «i » s ( ) ) ^ ,4 (B3.17) 
we ob ta in 
« V3j»-~ «V§,»> (CV-0«*> (B3.18) 
B-4. Area Average of Various Derivatives 
In the following, let us assume that the flow and physical proper-
ties obtained by time averaging are axially symmetric and there are no 
rotational motions of the fluid along the axis. Thus, by taking the polar 
coordinate (r, Q, z), we have 
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ie = ° > n-o' (B4a) 
For simplicity, we also restrict: our case for the constant area flow 
without any mass transfer from the walls. Although the effect of the 
change in flow area and the wall mass transfer can be easily included in 
the analysis, these terms usually do not appear in the application for 
the thermally induced flow oscillations. 
Under the above conditions, we can relate the area average of the 
various derivatives to the derivatives of the area average through utili-
zation of the Leibniz rule. 
By taking a concentric annulus with outer radius Ŷ  and inner 
radius Yj , the cross sectional area for flow A becomes 
A - TL (To*- T^) (B4.2) 
The inner and outer perimeters *l- and ^0 are given by 
\ L * 2.7CT* 0*4.3) 
?0 - 27L To 
(for the pipe flow YJ. = 0). 
Area Average of the Time Derivatives 
Since the boundaries of the area average are constant, we have 
jA
iff6>A - £ H p * * ' * A J  a t * A U m <w-4> 
From the definition of the area average, i.e., Eq. (Bl.l), we can express 
the area average of the time derivatives as 
If <D R* ̂ w <3 <̂  P V \ 
X J A "ST" & <K,V^> (B4.5) 
Area Average of the Scalar Operator in the z Direction 
7 T ) A
L 7 S J , » A j - r , a-5 ^
< s > <B4-6> 
Area Average of the Vector Operator 
The tensors appearing in the time averaged field equations are all 
symmetric if we take both phases as originary Newtonian viscous fluids. 
Then we can write the area average of the. vector operator generally as 
O T M A - j ^ * [±i?<-rt»*%*]2K)rdr (B4.7) 
By taking the first part of the intergrand, we have 
i- f e m.^CY?n )dr- ^{\rnifo) - 1, inert)] (B4.8) 
-' • A* 




A ( ° i l k ini-y&r* Ar4r f
r35 2 * W r - A < t ~ > 
A L a s ^ J A J " • a^N L**^ (B4.9) 
I A. 
Thus, from Eq. (B4.7) and (B4.9) we have 
-̂{ (v-r )^A - ^ <t„> + ^(i.r^e)-^r^cno} (B4.10) 
Particularly for the vector W, we have 
i-J 7-W ^A = ̂ •<^>-t-jr{iwKtyc)-?;iYr(rv)} (B4.ll) 
B-5. Area Average of the Continuity Equation 
The time smoothed or time averaged continuity equations are given 
in A-7, section (I). Now our purpose here is to area average these equa-
tions in order to one-dimensionalize the problem. By taking the area 
average of Eq. (A7.3), we obtain 
j; j f r dh 4 xW p ~^ ) a A = 0- <*5-» 
From Eq. (B4.4) and (B4.ll), the above equation can be expressed as 
^<P"> + ^<P~^«> + ̂ f ^ P * M r r ^
 & l W l ) = 0 (B5.2) 
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The last two terms in Eq. (B5.2) express the mass transfer at the walls 
and, under our assumption, these are zero. Thus we obtain a mixture con-
tinuity equation 
§f <?™> + TS < P~^*> -6 (B5.3) 
Using the definition of the weighted mean velocity ^ ^ p , i.e., Eq. 
(B1.16), we can get the final form for the averaged mixture continuity 
equation 
Similarly, the continuity equations for each phase can be obtained from 
Eq. (A7.4) and (A7.5), thus 
•§t < ^ P < J > 4 " ' h K * '•%**>* < r i > 
By substituting the definitions of weighted mean values for the density 
and velocity, we get 
2. <«>« P,> - i<^>«f,X(>j» - < T3> (B5.5) 
For the l i q u i d phase we have 
A . < y - ^ > « p ^ + | L <i-ol>«S>«0J» * < ( T > (B5.6) 
<?ir oo 
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And from Eq. (A7.6) and (A7.7) with Eq. (Bl.l), we have the following 
constitutive relations 
m <l 3 > ~ ~ < • f > (B5.7) 
and 
< i l > = - M Z^(4-„){Mr[P}C^-o,)j).<iA (B5. 
JA K 
8) 
Equation (B5.7) is a requirement for the conservation of mass and 
the addition of Eq. (B5.5) and (B5.6) leads to Eq. (B5.4), i.e., the mix-
ture continuity equation. Thus, those four equations are not independent 
Equation (B5.8) is a constitutive equation for ^[V> , the vapor genera-
tion term. 
B-6. Area Averaged Momentum Equation in the z Direction 
The time averaged momentum equation (A7.ll) in the z direction is 
going to be area averaged under the conditions of uniform gravitational 
force and no slip at the walls. Using Eq. (B4.5) and (B1.16), the area 
average of the rate change of momentum becomes, 
xL it ^ ^ ) d h ' it <&.>«*•.»» (B6.D 
All of the flux terms are combined and area averaged by utilization of 
Eq. (B4.10), which yields 
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75- j A [ *̂ CP- ̂  ^ - z
b-1T- r " +• P*.i ) ] ^ d A (B6.2) 
*S 
( < fw u ^ irwa - T%1? - r j - f £ * f^>} + 
+ 7T f ^ f-̂ T- £ ? V ?, {-r^- r* ]r,} 
By using the diffusion velocity with respect to <5cUJ»,̂ > , i.e., Eq. 
(B2.12), the first two terms in the right: hand side of Eq. (B6.2) can be 
written in the form of Eq. (B2.13), thus 
^ \ <K» L4| A3 - Z*>] « §£ {< R*>«ti*3»«V»}> + (B6.3) 
Thus the area average of the momentum equation in the z direction becomes, 
r 
A- < R*>« Oins» + ^ <?*«>« \>*%>«\y«%> - (B6.4) 
+ X f ?, [ &,% ?,/% - ?i [rf}
T+ f £ Jr,} 
The expression for <^^V3> is given by 
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<*„> -A" i £ i (ik)^' ™ * W), ̂  
We introduce a two-phase Darcy-type friction factor f defined by 
*-' ^ > W ° I - * [<°(rJ" ^ (B6-6) 
'-liiVn+Zti)^ 
Here D is a hydraulic diameter and is defined by 
D - 4/L - ^A (B6.7) 
Then the mixture momentum equation becomes 
^- <RH>« (£.*» +j}<fc>«V'*i}«ti,i» - - J^ <RL>- ( B 6 .8) 
- i f l . < f ^ > « ^ ^ 4- < B H > ^ + < - f j3> -
2D 
£3 I -ft 
+ | y {< f&> + <'rJJ>-|'^te«'4s&.j]} 
The three terms in the last bracket of the right hand side may be ne-
glected. Since the first two of the three terms represent the momentum 
transfer due to,the normal stress, they are almost always neglected if 
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the characteristic dimension in the main flow direction is much larger 
than the one in the radial direction. The third term which is a co-
variant due to the velocity profile, needs closer examination. From Eq. 
(B2.16) we have 
eou- |>* ft tf** VftH.* ] = <tf* & i^/ iJfcr « U*3>)> (B6.9) 
Thus, for turbulent flow where the velocity profile is fairly flat, it is 
common to neglect this term in comparison with the average convective 
term in the left hand side. 
The term < S'q-*} represents the capillary body force in Eq. (B6.8). 
In view of Eq. (B6.5) and under quasi-isothermal conditions, it is pro-
portional to the surface volume ratio, to the average total curvature of 
the surface, and to the surface tension, 
By neglecting the normal stresses and the covariant term, we obtain 
|L<R*><< tf*3>>-r ^ - < R N > « ^ 3 » « ^ 3 > - (B6.10) 
_ ^ - < R H > - i s - <P~>«IV<}»24- < R H > 3 * + 
+ < ^ > ~ 3_ ^ <aJk>« ?*>«%*>«7^> 
As we can see in Appendix A-7.2, two momentum equations for each 
phase with the correct interface condition provide the necessary and suf-
ficient information on the momentum balance. Instead of using two momen-
tum equations for the liquid and vapor phases, we added up these two 
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equations and obtained the mixture momentum equation, which exhibits the 
similarity to the single-phase flow equation (see, for example, Eq. 
(B6.10)). Since we started from two momentum balances, we need one addi-
tional piece of information, which can be either of the phase momentum 
equations. 
By adding this equation, we can satisfy the mathematical complete-
ness, but on the other hand the complication of the problem is not much 
less than the starting point. In contrast to adding up the momentum 
equations for each phase (which gave us the mixture momentum equation), 
we also can subtract the one from the other which describes the relative 
motion of each phase. If we carry out this subtraction from Eq. (A7.12) 
and area average the resulting relative equation of motion, then it will 
express the dynamic character of the relative motion. Instead of doing 
so, if we can assume that relative motion can be expressed in a statical 
way, we may replace this relative equation of motion with a constitutive 
equation, as it has been shown experimentally that such is the case if 
we take a drift velocity of the vapor as a parameter. Thus, we write 
another momentum equation as 
« Hi> = * (<*>,<fi.>,«l>n»,6M» ' atc-) (B6.ll) 
Furthermore, information on the mechanical state between two phases is 
also required; hence, we have 
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A « ?u> a «?%>- «?*» = £ ((T, <Pa>, *±<.) (B6a2)* 
B-7. Area Averaged Energy (Enthalpy) Equation 
By taking the area average of Eq. (A7.20), the time rate change of 
the enthalpy becomes 
± f <3&ija « ^ <pw y C H > 
A JA a t * * ^ - J A a t d± (B7.1) 
By us ing Eq. (B1.18) we have 
i r 3fiU?-> ^ . < R n > « ^ » . 
A JA ^ t ^ 3t CB7.2) 
All of the flux terms are combined and expressed through Eq. (B4.ll), thus 
jLjAr-(fc«.ifc+r*r*r)<<A- (B7-3) 
- A f'<R.*-^,> + tj* h + r>} + 
+ I H I Fr - ̂  J- - & i f- + ̂ T-?r. } 
And the first two terms of the right hand side of Eq. (B7.3) can be re-
written through Eq. (B2.13) as 
This condition is necessary for the uniqueness of the solution 
and corresponds to the thermodynamic condition of the phase change at the 
interface; for example, in the case of a mechanical equilibrium ^ « P ^ > 
- 0. The exact form of Eq. (B6.12) can be obtained from the area average 
of Eq. (A4.17). 
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A . < ^im i/^t f^y - ^f<K»>«i»>«ik}> + (B7.4) 
••«- s < ̂ ><ftK«KVJu,> + | ^ & f t X l4*jj 
Thus, by using Eq. (B7.2), (B7.3), and (B7.4), the area average of Eq. 
(A7.20) becomes 
~ <?*»>«i*P + J j <R->«xV»'<l>^> •= (B7.5) 
h f< *B> + < * ̂  ~ 4" fe <^>^m»« &*>}• 
- ^ { 1* I 8r + £ / ] r . ^ ^ . f *r + Klr*]-
| ( Z W [^ E I*. V^j] } + < 4ce> + <<&*> 
We define the average heat flux from the wall q" as 
DW " ^ f- ?• / > + */Jy„ + fc [ty + tr
TjYl\ (B7.6) 
where £ i s the heated pe r ime te r , 
Equation (B7.5) becomes 
^ .<f i i>«AM» + ^<f iH><U*»« t f c j» - I*JL + 
at 23 




~ti if<di><< &»***»? M - f i f f <»̂  to <i *« v*«>i} 
Now, let us consider the right hand side terms in Eq. (B7.7). The 
first term is the energy input from the wall, The second and third terms 
give the compressibility effect and the viscous dissipation in the mixture 
and can be written as 
<£.>- * U f L f «-f(af-.¥-<^>. (B7.8) 
+ ( M j . (<r- t i A*? V - (ti <ra& i/i )„ }, a A 
^^Ulij-^- (B7-9) 
- 2 (4)f ^ "¥^ - " -^ -^ ) } ,« lA 
The fourth and fifth terms in Eq. (B7.7) give the heat transfer in 
the normal direction and can be neglected in the mixture region due to 
the small temperature gradient in the aixial direction. The sixth term 
takes into account the energy transport: due to the relative motion of 
each phase. The last term is a covariant due to the velocity and the 
enthalpy profiles, and for turbulent flow it is common to neglect it, 
since both profiles are fairly flat and thus it is much smaller than the 
average connective term in the left hand side. 
By neglecting the axial conduction due to the molecular and turbu-
lent diffusion and the covariant: term in Eq. (B7.7), we obtain 
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.£. < R*>«L»> -*• 4* < ti~>« Lto»«0»<$5>~ tJ'Sk 4. 
^7t ^ 3 ^ ^ ( B 7 . 1 0 ; 
+ <<£ce> + <£, e> - •§$ f5<'
0<*>«'S»«<.'*»«i4.j»] 
In section B-6 we discussed the necessity of the constitutive 
equation for the relative velocity in addition to the mixture momentum 
equation. From a similar consideration here, we also should supply a 
constitutive equation for the relative energy, i.e., the difference of 
the fluid and vapor enthalpy. Under the assumption that we may express 
this equation statically, we write 
A<U>~ «ii>-«i*> = K°*> <&>,<**>,«*<-) (B7.ll) 
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APPENDIX C 
SIMILARITY GROUPS FOR THE TWO-PHASE ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
C-l. Summary of Field Equations 
The time-smoothed and then area averaged field equations are given 
in Sections B-5 to B-7. They are expressed through averaged and weighted 
mean values of the original single phase variables. For simplicity, from 
now on let us omit all symbols of averaging and the subscripts for the 
vector component z. Thus we can write Eq. (B5.4) to Eq. (B5.7), i.e., 
the mass balances, in the following form, 
^ f*4 . d f w ^*m _ * • • 
+ ~TA "" = ° (Cl.l) dt % I 
£&. „.§*&*--. rv 
20-4) & , •20-*)frVj- _ n 
Jt "^ " '* (cl-3) 
and 
• . / A 
Here it should be noted that Eq. (Cl.l) can be obtained from Eq. (Cl.2) 
to (CI.4). 
From the mixture momentum balance, i.e., Eq. (B6.10), and using 
Eq. (Cl.l) we have 
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/ ^t ^i J 3c) 2 D (C1..5) 
Here we used Eq. (B3.8), (B3.ll), (B3.12), and (B2.17) in the diffusion 
stress terra of Eq. (B6.10) and transformed it into the drift stress term, 
r 
i.e., in terms of V ... The term f is a capillary (body) force and is 
given by Eq. (B6.5). Thus, 
i=Kii(i)f^m« (Be,) 
The above term has been obtained from a proper application of the momen-
tum jump condition at the interface. On the other hand, f stands for the 
m 
viscous and the turbulent friction force at the wall and is given by Eq. 
(B6.6). It should be noted here that this is the first derivation where 
this term, i.e., the capillary body force, appears explicitly in the 
time averaged mixture momentum equation. From the mixture enthalpy 
balance, i.e., Eq. (B7.10), with Eq. (Cl.l), we obtain 
f. £+*&}-#• V-MMf*4*) ' «"> 
Here we used Eq. (B3.ll), (B3.12), and (B2.17) in the energy diffusion 
term in Eq. (B7.10) and transformed it in terms of V . and Ai- . H gj fg • 
The terms <p> and <f>j are the compressibility effect and the dis-
sipation effect on the enthalpy, respectively. The detailed form of these 
two terms is given by Eq. (B7.8) and (B7.9). 
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i ' H l U « -Z(i)f-r(^)(M)+ 0,7.., 
ik+Vi + {^)'(ti<r&«\r(tira»v£^]\dA 
and 
A = 1 de A ̂ a t 
/K ZM:Virdt -
[a t 3 
-?(ii)[^-(^)'^-^VA 
C-2. Scaling Parameters and Dimensionless Groups 
(B7.9) 
In the following analysis, the subscript o denotes the reference 
parameters chosen to be constant. The axial characteristic length is i . 
Below we define dimensionless parameters whose order of magnitude is con-
sidered to be 1. 
Jwc Ujr 'wo 
r-l= t /4j'^? .*-\ (C2.1) 
p*- JL P* P* W * ^i P*- ,n* p%-_f™--
r1° Jfo VS>o ' 1o ti"° U»< 
* * __ Xih""Mo 
tvn 7^ 
4 jL^0 
• ' * AL^ r * -ffl-
t*»0 V»KO 
/A l ^ o 
ct>* = Jk-YXA 
C - te/̂ (̂ j(fc) , ̂  ss _£*L 
0V0 
The choice of the time scale actually comes from the mixture con-
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tinuity equations. By taking the arbitrary time scale T, Eq. (Cl.l) 
becomes 
J./-M A- . A a M* 
Hf l h * 
6>t <2 3 




v* mo (C2.2) 
Hence we take a time scale by a residence time of the particle T. 
I) Dimensionless Groups from Continuity Equation 
Subtracting Eq. (CI.3) from (CI.2) and using Eq„ (B2.13) and (B3.ll) 
we can write Eq. (CI.3) in terms of p , v , T , V ., p , p_, and a. Hence 
we obtain 
(C2.3) 
Using Eq. (C2.1) in Eq. (C2.3) and dividing the whole equation by p v / i 
we ob ta in 
ifi£ 4- ^ P-* ^ 
at* a ^ 
& f a<*ft* t aocp^^i __ 
R.0 1 at* as* J (C2.4) 
_ /Rs.vja.jL) r*+ ̂  y 6. &. u c * fts: vf;} 
l r„A p„ u-«J « T (, R..A R-. tfwavl BT J 
Thus we obtain the following dimensionless groups for the kinematic 
similarity 
c « ..!<|p JL. 
1 fgc "VT-o 
( C 2 . 5 ) 




By substituting Eq. (C2.5) into Eq. (C2.4) we obtain 
ap* 
at* a ** L * U a ? + * a | * "J (C2.6) 
-CxfV + C •bi'&w)- = 0 
II) Dimensionless Groups from Momentum Equations 
We use the dimensionless; parameters defined by Eq. (C2.1) in the 
mixture momentum equation (CI.5) and divide the whole equation by 
ftnoVJHo TTrt „„. 
— . We g e t 
tfi^ + ̂ r^U-^ 
d-t* ay] dV &)$*-*+ {&]£+ (C2.7) 
T<TOX "1 r * 
P -iV * 1 ^ 
*» hno v»o J 
_ ( MI-8 . V3i J L i J L S v i i 2 ' Wlp«v-W j ay 1 i-o( R* *
4 



















Substitution of Eq. (C2„8) and (C2.5) into Eq. (C2.7) gives 
£m**¥g}'-^-H*w+ (C2.9) 
+ HIP„* +M m fr " KCZA, 
Od 
'^sx^rx 
Scaling of capillary (body) force, f . From Eq. (B6.6) we have 
. . . 22. 
Thus, under quasi-isothermal conditions 
N \ (To H 
*<ro ^ At J -
UJL*. 
where N can be considered to be an average number of surfaces passing the 
point in fat. Consequently, N//\t respresnts the statistical concentration 
of the surfaces. On the other hand, H is an average total curvature of 
the interface. Thus, it is related to the dimension of the droplets 
and/or bubbles. 





A t ^xM 
(C2.10) 
Hence we have 
$~ - w (To H (C2.ll) 
Using Eq. (C2.8) and (C2.ll), M _ becomes 
M* - -™ <n, H 
Jmo'^»o/X 
0 Jt*c 
- M2 Mi (C2.12) 
where M ' T is the ratio of the capillary (body) force to the gravitational 
body force. 
Ill) Dimensionless Groups from Energy Equation 
Using the mixture energy equation (CI.16) together with the defi-
nition of the dimensionless parameters, Eq. (C2.1), we get 
ok& fi* i i i £ + \r*$*£\ = Tt*.M. • 1«*4 . 1 s+* trl te^Ai^Aj^ + (C2.13) 
-h 
\ / * H 0 
'Z ~de 
"(M fioirs^^o' I two J L r^-0 A [ %* f^^^f] 
Thus we obtain the following dimensionless groups 
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E &VJO 5 h •*-I * A p l h . ; (C2.14) 
/ I fwc I/>MO ^ *"f %o 
\J~v* c 
E l L = "^Xfv 
By substituting Eq. (C2.5), (C2.7), and (C2.14) into Eq. (C2.13), we 
obtain 
&.* ( j g + **$$} = Fi?**+^(4>c: +^Hxt : ) (C2.15) 
- c . c m | L [ ^ r ^ 
C-3. Discussion of the Dimiensionless Groups 
The physical interpretation of the dimensionless groups obtained 
in Section C-2 is as follows. 
pch 
C =(^AiA) - f l u i d re s idence time (C3 i) 
1 IpJUwJ reaction time 
= phase change number 
_ _ &o v%*o _ drift: transport of mass ,„» ~v 
d II ~ PWo \7"mo convective trans, of mass 
= drift number 
Since the mixture density is a function of void fraction a and of 
fluid densities p and p , the dimensionless groups associated with the 
O O 
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density ratio, i.e., C and M T V, cannot be chosen independently once 
the boundary condition for the differential equation is specified. 
Hence we have 
Ci = J3£ - *(<*., £ 0 
Jrtio Jj-e 
In view of the definition of M , the group C __ can be represented by 
r> i — 
4 n ~ao 
which is a boundary condition for the continuity equation for the vapor 
phase. Thus, it is not necessary to include it in the similarity group. 
As a conclusion we have only one density ratio given by 
N? =M E = (£•) = i
ensitj off r
a p o r , (C3.3) 
\ ftc / density of liquid 
density r a t io 
Thus, only N is suff ic ient from the two density r a t i o . 
P 
From the momentum equation for the mixture, we obtain 
- *, - m _ wall friction force _ £ . . . , , „ 0 , N 
N_ - M_ - — r - -•-• . _ — — • — -friction number (C3.4) 
f I 2D* inertia force 
and 
Of course, i t is possible to scale the vapor and liquid void 
fractions by of and l"0fo in the balance equations and, thus, obtain 
dimensionless groups including aQ exp l i c i t l y . Since order of <yQ is 
unity, this does not affect our analys is , except when we examine the 
order of the d r i f t s t ress term. This point is discussed in Section I I I . 2 , 
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Ĵ  = M = H _ - gravity force := 1 (c3 5) 
N II \j~mf inertia force Froude number ° 
The above two groups are familiar in a standard single-phase flow analy-
sis. Furthermore, the first similarity group is usually related to the 
Reynolds number which is the ratio of the viscous to the inertia forces. 
In addition to the above two numbers, we obtain 
J 5~c X. capillary body force _ 
™ >• H I ™ i AM i. — i ii ••Willi i i<4i. I M I I I — N„ ~ MTTT = - £- — —-*- _. {_.̂  ~£~ZZZ.—"" ""surface number (C3.6) s III P )]-^ inertia force 
June urv 
Instead of the number defined by Eq. (C3.6), we may use the group 
\A.i •- ̂  ^ H __ capillary body force 
*" SP W C gravity force 
From the energy equation we have 
_ _ Dwo 5h *• /A _ heat transfer from wall , ~ _v 
S t I fi,o'l)~»cALttc- h e a t trans* by convection 
= Stanton number . 
and 
- 2 . 
N = p = ^
n c = K.Eo change by convection . ~ ft. 
Ec II ^ C « o enthalpy change by convection 
= Eckert number 
Hence, under the assumption that the constitutive functional relations 
are the same, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the similarity 
of the two different systems are N , , N,, N , N,., N_ , N , N_ . N„ . 
J pch d n f Fr s St' Ec 
The kinematic similarity gives the first three groups, N , , N,, 
and Nft. If the number N , is much larger than N,, the system is con-P pch d' 
trolled by the change in phase. On the other hand, if N, » N , , then 
the system is controlled by the change in distributions of each phase, 
i.e., the diffusion of phases. For forced convection boiling with high 
pressure, the effect of N , seems to dominate the diffusion effect N,, 
pch d 
whereas for the low pressure or the natural convection boiling, N, may 
be also very important. 
From dynamic similarity we obtain N , N,, N£, N_, , N , and _/ . 
—L — •—- p* d f Fr s o 
The friction number Nf is the most important among them, because of the 
large frictional pressure drop in two-phase flow. If the analogous 
frictional law holds between the single phase and thw two-phase flow, Nf 
is related to the same power of the Reynolds number. The Froude number 
N takes account of the effect of the gravity, whereas the surface 
Fr 
force number N measures the importance of the capillary body forces 
s 
which are usually neglected in the long pipe flows with a sufficiently 
~k 
large diameter. The drift momentum transport gives N N,2 in the di-
P d 
mensionless momentum equation,,, If the order of N, is less than unity 
and the density ratio N is very small, then this effect also may be 
P 
neglected. 
From the energy similarity we obtain N0 . N„ , N,, and N . For 
__—_____—_-__ st» Ec> d' p 
the boiling heat transfer problem, the Stanton number N will dominate 
D L. 
the right hand side of the energy equation. Except for high speed flow 
In comparison with the equilibrium bubble diameter, for example. 
the Eckert number N is small, thus the compressibility and dissipative 
Ec 
effect can be neglected compared with wall heat transfer. Energy drift 
(or diffusion) has the same order as the drift (or diffusion) of mass, 
thus they should be treated under the same condition. 
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APPENDIX D 
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION CORRESPONDING TO EQ. (VIII.13) 
Under the assumptions introduced in Section VII.1, the various 
pressure drop responses are given by: 
For the upstream un-heated region: 
i&-A&)*h\{%)SL + %2{%t*k + 2AiVii} (Di) 
For the heated liquid region: 
i^Bi « A*cs)« ft { S A ^ i s - z i & A W 
S i r * 2.0 J 
+ ft (3- 4- 4§-V)'A2(s) 
(D2) 
.2D 
For the heated mixture region: 
the acceleration term 
^p*«A,(*)- ̂ [(i-^ifej^^i^ (B3) 
the convective term 
SAR 23c -^W-ft^J-^O-A,)* SVT J U ^ ' '*"" [ C*CA) ' (D4) 
• V A - ^ 0 - ^ 5 ^ 
O^'^X^^fe^fet-i^): 
the gravitational term 
^fa-VMsj-SJU--- (D5) 
a P [_J_ O ^ iiLA] /u + 
il'-^s^X'-e"5^]-^-^^ 
the f r i c t i o n a l term 
SAP2: -C< ^ _-c
 2 
T_Jt..JL„Cs)-^-.P*^A.(s) (D6) 
= £. ft sr f ik i B i A3 + J - (1 + ̂  ^ - Y M ) A,+ 
iD ls-n», c-ictX) uw *> c*«) S--/W- ' 
+ ( 1 + ^ i i ) - i _ - ( , . A i . ^ - Y i - c ; V
s f " ) \ -
V i t . ) S-2fU \ 5-0»A / J 
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the d r i f t term 
I*£ai - J U ^ » 0 - 2tf) Pf V%f f > ^ JU 4-S \> LUCA) s-iu> 
+ QrL j i - J U ^ - l e sr, 13 
(D7) 
For the downstream un-heated r e g i o n : 
the e x i t o r i f i c e term 
^ ^ . - J L / 3 c s ) « 8 & * e f r ^ + ' i f y (^ '
 + 
(D8) 
4-1 fc)&H1+ cS)(^+^< ] e~S¥"°-M^)} 
the acceleration term 
SA?; 3+a 
%\y 
14 ; a* VAeJ l L GX«S-*J 
+ C?M- [ l - A a X - l e 
Ck(A)L S-n»i 
- s r 2 2.3 
(D9) 
the gravitational term 
—p.«A / 5W'3efri4:^ s J[c* au) s-ii* 
aa) 
_ A 3 -3_ 1 e 
S-fl» J 
-s r , .23 
(D10) 
the f r i c t i o n a l term 
tfte-A^- J* * M £ ) > « [ ( ^ ^ A V 
(DH) 
a(A) V 5-JWJ 
T 2 T ( ilco -swi-e + 4 - • ^ J k . ^ + ^L f i .^s : . w
5TiT 
- s t w i 
and 
the drift term 
S A l r ± i _ r'i or*) P I / * * / - ! - J ^ £ - /!_ + 
_ - — « C/-2CJ P̂  ^ ( aa) $ „ ^ ^Li 
-t ^ 
acoL 5/Za,J 
- S &23 / / -. — 5 Tw 
•-') 
(D12) 
Consequently, the characteristic equation can be obtained from 
the above equations by adding the responses of the pressure drop. 
Hence 
Q(s)= ft f ̂ % + [^°+MHtfe(&f+lf\K*} (D13) 
11 A, is.) + At (s) + Xlt is) -+A,,(s) +AU(s) ] 
+ f A,i(5) * Alt (s) + A/s(s) i-AftCs) + j^ftXe"
sti- /) ._ O 
APPENDIX E 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION CORRESPONDING TO 
Bt IN EQ. (1X4.9) 
E-l. The Case with f == C f 
. m m s 
The characteristic equation for the uniformly heated system with 
a constant two-phase friction factor model is given by Eq. (Villi.18) 
with Eq. (Villi.19 to Villi.28). In many practical cases, the effects 
of the upstream and downstream un-heated regions can be neglected ex-
cept those of throttlings, i.e., of the orifice coefficients k. and k , 
as it has been explained in Chapter IV. Thus we shall consider the 
dynamics of the heated region with only inlet and exit orifices. Under 
these conditions, the characteristic equation becomes 
Q* f e* ) = 3»(s«- l')»(s*-2J fo* + B ^ + B ^ W - B,-S>4 B< + <
E1) 
+ e~s"Tl* ( BrS*
++ B8 S**+ B,5*i B,0s*+B„) 
+ e" ^r'' ( B H S " + B I,S*
,+ B K S * + B,S) 
= 0 
We define the following parameters A. as 
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Ax = Nsub = z£ (E2) 
A2 = ( l + ^ ) i ^ 
A3 = \/j * J^ C / 
A
4
 = Wr 
* ,-> * A5 = v/,i* c / 
= 2 ["-*, + -is- A* 1 A6 
7 ' + v» 
A = JLCV* + * i * £ = . ( i - D + 2 *e 
20* 
*•- '"''^.iwfcc-^^f'-^-.V-
A1Q = 1.0 
* ^ 9 
A = d q 
11 i + vtf 
1 2 NFr * Npch 
I I 
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kc« , j _ ( 2 ^ ; + / ) A, n = 
•^ r x * kl 
1 3 2 D Npch 
A 1 7 = C * 14 r 
A„,. = C* 
15 r V , + ^ 
vk' 
A 1 6 = 
* 2 
 - 4 ^ ^ — O^Otf ^D* NpcK 
A , = ft* ( frf )Z (2C/- l )Cr* 17 l+W 
A18= ^ e r z ^ i ^ c ; 
I Vr/ + i 
Then the coefficients of the characteristic equation (El) become as 
follows. 
Bx = Ax + A2 (E3) 
B2 = -4 A l - 5A2 + A3 + A6 + Ag 
B3 = 5A1 + 9A2 " 4A3 " 4A6 " A7 " 5A8 + A9 
B, = -2A, - 7A_ + 5A0 + 5A, + 4A_ + 9AQ - 4A . 4 i z j o / o y 
B5 = ^ 2 " 2A3 " 2A6 " 5A7 " 7A8 + 5A9 
B6 = 2*7 + 2A8 " 2A9 
B? = A2 
B8 = "4A2 + A3 " A4 + A7 + A8 + All 
B„ = 5A2 - 3A3 + 3A4 - 4Ay - 4Ag + Ag - A ^ - 3 A n - A12 - A ^ 






*2 ' ""3 ' ""7 ' " 8 
-2A. - 2A„ + 2A„ - 2A 
10 11 12 "13 
8 9 12 
A5 " A15 + A17 " A18 
-2A5 + A12 + A w +• 3A15 + A16 - 3A1? + 3Alg 
-3A12 - 2A14 - 2A15 - A16 + 2A1? _ ^ 
18 
B15 = 2A 12 
E-2. The Case with f = f f^-) or f (J^L > 
m s V ft,, ) s- [ ̂  • , 
VI' 
The characteristic equation with the dynamic friction factor can 
be easily obtained by substituting Eq„ (VIII3.37) or (VIII3.40) for the 
transfer function A w(s). 
By taking the density type friction factor, we have 
** * * * iifc) 
n' 
0 < T\' < i (E4) 
The coefficients AR, A , A-«, and A-, should be modified in Eq. (E2) as 
* * '+» 
A„ = 
A 9 = 
^o* C-n'+i) (cr* - l ) 






-f l^C^-D+ VU-77^) 
A _ = * s I 
1 3 2 D* N pch 
(2Vtf + i - * ' ) (E7) 
^^t^'^'-'-pr 16 (E8) 
On the other hand, by taking the velocity type friction factor, 
have 
* - - *»( l fcf > 0<*'<1 (E9) 
The coefficients A0, A_, A._, and A,, become 
8 9 13 16 
= 9rr?*. **.<»"'* O-D'ci*"™ I 
2D*(i + n'J 
A9 = j u c / + _ L 
K) p r Npch 
.Cr* - 1 
+ 2 * , (E10) 
(i-^+^Bi[c^iilU'-j±!i:i mi) 
1 c ^ zcrcnio c ; - i j v i+vtfi 
- P,*_Vji_ (2 C*- I) + -*e (2 - T^rO 





[ (2+-n ' )V , j*+ i ] 




both cases the functional, form of Eq. (El) and (E3) is preserved. 
APPENDIX F 
METHOD OF COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The characteristic equation for the uniformly heated system with a 
constant two-phase friction factor model has been compared to the exist-
ing experimental data (5, 9, 7). For simplicity, both the downstream 
and upstream un-heated region effects have been neglected, except the 
inlet and exit orificing effects. Hence, in this case, the character-
istic equation is given by Eq. (El). The necessary input data to the 
computer programs (PNS) and (TSP) are given in Section X-l. 
The fluid used in the experiments and the system pressure level 
fix the domain of operations in the stability plane, i.e., N - N , 
plane. From this information, all the saturation properties can also 
be obtained from a property table. The geometric parameters such as 
D> i , |g|cos9, Ac, and § are specified in the experimental data. The 
data are then grouped such that each set of data is taken at the same 
system pressure, geometry, and inlet velocity. 
The experimental data of (5, 9, 7) do not specify the inlet and 
outlet orifice coefficients explicitly:; however, they do give the total 
pressure drops at the upstream and downstream un-heated regions. On the 
other hand, the theoretical steady state pressure drops in the above 
regions are given by Eq, (VII.4) and (VI4.25). At the specified inlet 
subcoolings and heat flux, these can be calculated according to the 
presently obtained steady state solutions. Then, by subtracting the 
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gravity and frictional presstire drops from the experimental total pres-
sure drop, the orifice coefficients k.' and k ' could be obtained. The 
r i e 
upstream and downstream un-heated regions have been lumped in this char-
acteristic equation as mentioned before; therefore, the frictional pres-
sure drops should also be included in the virtual orifice coefficients, 
which can be obtained by adding the friction number effects to k and to 
k . This gives the corresponding exact value for k. in the liquid region, 
since there is no time delay in this region. On the other hand, the cor-
responding k becomes an approximate value due to the time delay in the 
density response. However, the velocity in region (D) is relatively 
high and the length of the duct is small; therefore, this approximation 
is valid. 
The values of k. and k obtained by the above method are again 
compared among the experimental data. Eventually, we could classify 
all of the experimental data into subgroups which have the same P geom-
etry, N_ , k., and k within each set. Due to the small scattering in 
i\6 5 1 6 
experimental values of N >'k., an<* k , we have permitted about 5 per-
s\& s i e 
cent ranges for each of the above parameters within a set of data. 
Otherwise, we can plot only one data point in the stability plane. 
By knowing P , vf.. , D*, |g|cos0, k. , and k , the stability bound-
aries can be found from the computer programs (PNS) and (TSP). However, 
we should supply two constitutive relations for V .and C . In the pres-
gj m 
ent analysis, we have used the following expressions. 
f = C f (Fl) 
m m s " 
with 
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C = 2 and 
m 
and 
V . = 1.41 
gJ 
The above expression for V . has been obtained for bubbly and 
O J 
churn turbulent bubbly flow regimes in (32). According to their experi-
ments and analysis, this form of a constitutive equation for V . can be 
> 5 J 
applied to a wide range of a. The value 2 for C gives a slightly higher 
pressure drop than the Martinelli and Nelson correlation; however, the 
present model agrees quite well with the experimental data of (5, 9, 7). 
The order of magnitude of V_.* calculated from Eq. (G3) for Figs. 23 to 
o J 
28 i s in the range of 0 .1 to 0 . 4 . 












THE CONSTANT PROPERTY ASSUMPTIONS IN THE MIXTURE REGION 
In the present analysis, the fluid properties of each phase have 
been assumed to be constant throughout the mixture region, though the 
changes in mixture properties due to the phase change have been taken 
into account. 
In this appendix we shall examine this assumption in some detail. 
By considering the mixture in thermodynamic equilibrium, we have, for the 
thermal equation of state 
/ > f C , P ) = — ; • (Gl) 
and for the caloric equation of state 
^,(c'^« ci% + (i-c) if (G2) 
where the fluid properties of each phase, p , p , i , and if, change along 
g ^ 6 ^ 
the saturation line. In the differential form, the above two equations 
become 
- i # . . p . AV<tM- + —L—'-bL- (G3) 
and 
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& £ - *^»$£+& v? 
Dt 
(G4) 
where the saturated mixture sound velocity a and the heat capacity C 
m m 
are given by 
aft.) = _L 
zr k aw* 
7 TTJr U (G5) 
We note here that a and C can be related to the sound velocity, the 
m m J' 
isothermal compressibility, and the specific heat of each phase. 
Now let us consider the effects of two different wave propagations 
on the mixture density and the mixture enthalpy. The kinematic waves of 
frequency ou, propagating with velocity C, are given by 
i£. ,= s e n ci H#i-«>**) (G6) 
whereas the acoustic waves of frequency (U propagating with velocity C 
3. cl 
are given by 
$P 
ft, 4 -x - s e
M c * (7*7-2 + ^ ^ (G7) 
>M0 
By assuming the perturbations due to these waves are small, we only con-
sider the first order effect in 6. 
Effect on the Density 
By substituting Eq. (G6) and (G7) into Eq. (G3), we obtain the 
th l 
following expressions for the zero order of 6 
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_ - I ^ _ c A1y ih dd . _J LL JP (G8) 




'•iH Q k*l \ "' 
+ 
f 
Making the order of magnitude analysis on Eq. (G8), the condition that the 
pressure drop effect can be neglected with respect to the effect of the 
phase change yields 
H,o A l£1o Co > -pj-pp (G9) 
where M is the mixture Mach number given by — ^ . On the other hand, 
Urn 
from Eq. (G9), we ob ta in the cond i t ion under which, i f 
ftp A Ojio ColHHks. _U)* . „ . . , 
MX * ^ <G10) 
then the acoustic wave effect can be neglected with respect to the effect 
of the kinematic waves. 
Effect on the Enthalpy 
Similarly, from the caloric equation of state, Eq. (G4), the con-
dition that the pressure drop effect can be neglected with respect to the 
phase change yields 
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/ Co 4 H%o 
NEC i &*o Ci*o Jo A0$% 
(Gil) 
o J 
On the other hand, the acoustic wave effect on the enthalpy can be ne-
glected, if 
A/, Be 
Co A ^no 
r**o C*»o To -A U43C 
» (G12) 
Low Frequency Analysis with Constant Properties 
The preceding analysis shows the conditions when the low frequency 
analysis with constant property assumption for each phase can be applied. 
Such conditions can be attained under low Mach numbers. However, if the 
period of the oscillations considerably exceeds the residence time of the 
particle, this assumption breaks down. . * 
Furthermore, it is known that thermbdynaitiic second derivatives such 
as the sound velocity and the specific heat become singular at the criti-
cal points. Hence, as system operational conditions approach very near 
to the critical point, the assumption cannot be used. 
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